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ABSTRÀCT

The concept of tcivil- society' has recentry re-emerged.

as a key term in social theory. rts centrar concern is wit,h

the social space of individuar autonomy. rts retrieval,
especiarJ-y by socialist schol-ars, ref J-ects a perceived

decl-ine of the 'pubJ-ic sphere, in advanced capitarism and

the manifest eclipse of individual- riberty in .actualry

existing social-ism'. This thesis examines some of the issues

raised by the attempt to conjoin 'civil- society, with
social-ist democracy. As a vehicl-e for this discussion David

MacGregor's The communist rdeal in Hegel and Marx (1994) is
analyzed. Against MacGregor, it is argued that Hegel,s

doctrine of abstract right cannot provide a justification
for workers' property rights, nor can his theory of the
corporation provide a basis for socialist democracy. Drawing

upon l"larx's l-abour theory of varue the thesis argues that no

'rational state' can be erected upon a basis of commodity

production and exchange, with or without capitarists.
MacGregor's form of 'market social-ism' entaiLs an abd.ication

of the possibility of conscious rational control over the
social- division of labour. A 'social-ist civil- society, must

continue to seek some basis for individual_ autonomy other
than the right of private property.
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PREFACE

Today it seems most socj-alists in the 'West' (even

more-so in the 'East') bel-ieve 'communism' has betrayed

social-ism. Communism in power has (where it not been even

vvorse) resulted in "the grim, surveillance-minded,

demoral-ized world of contemporary 'actually existing
socialism'.. . where civil society and public life have been

destroyed, and both marxism and moral vocabulary have become

who}ly deval-uedr... Iit has produced a] general annihil-ation

in such societj-es and beyond of the belief that the

socialist project is worthy of alJ-egiance, or even serious

attention " (Lukes I L9B7 | xii ) . Of al-l- the poJ-itical ,

ideological and theoretical- quandries that face those who

still- believe in the project of socialism as one of human

freedom none is more serious or (seemingly) intractabJ-e as

this.

There are few today that can without qualm explain a\,üay

this pattern of development in .post-revolutionary'

societies -- as accident, the product of 'backwardness',

imperialist/counter-revolutÍonary threat, of cont,ingent

bureaucratic or dictatorial usurpation, or whatever and

fewer stÍl-l- (among those that socialism would convert to its
cause) that wiLl, Iisten to such apoÌogies. Something went

seriously wrong in the history of the socialist movement.

Things have not turned out, in the nations of 'actually
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existing socialism'/ or elsewhere where the revol-ution

failed to come, âs most social-ists would have expected or

wished. If socialism is to have a future we must decipher

the antinmonies of the socialism r^re thought we wanted, of the

means with which we sought to achieve it and of the

conseguences of that project. Ànd we must be able to

reconstruct the socialist project in such a way as to

discover a reasonabl-e and viable aLternative to past

patterns of development.

To many, among them al-l too many 'repentant' ex-

socialists, the problem is socialism itself and t.he sol-ution

aLl- too obvious: al-l- socialism is unfreedom (a new .serfdom'

or 'barbarism') and the only freedom 'the open society' of
,free enterprise' -- we have only to realize that we (in the

West) live already in 'the best of all possibJ-e worlds'.
Many others, retaining some (moderate or radical) beJ-ief in
Èhe ideal- of social-ism have traced the problems of

contemporary socialism to one or another fatal- fl-aw in the

'theory of the communists', to the work of Karl- Marxr or

(more Iikely, but not inevitably, if the detective
considers him or herself a tMarxist') of his successors.

There are undoubtedly numerous errors, significant and

innocuous, of ommission and of commission, in the work of

l"Iarx and l-ater Marxists, but this latter approach to the

probJ-ems of social-ism sometimes gives to ideas more credit
(and blame) than they deserve. As Steven Lukes notes, it

"falsely and naively suggests that the hist,orÍcaL
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developments were inherant in the theory, which could onty

come to fruition in these disasterous ways " :

Theories are plundered and their ideas selected and
interpreted by historical actors pursuing their
interests within objective conditions and under
pressure of historical contingencies: it is a1l_ of
these, in combination, not simply the logic of the
theories, which explains historical outcomes. That
much, ât the very Ieast, marxism has taught us.
(Lukes, xiii)

But (this said), theories are important. They shape

what we think it desirable to do, condition what we think it
possible to do, and guide what we actually do. They are of

especial importance to sociarism, for social-ism (at least in
the onry conceptions of it r find at aLL attractive)
conceives a future of freedom and self-determination: a

worl-d of our own choosing and making, not one propetled by

brute necessity, by unreflected habit or custom, by

ungovernable social- forces, or by the power of a few over

the many.

Today social-ism and human freedom hardly seem the

immanent tendency of all sociar development. Nor do these

two idears any ronger seem to have an intrinsic connection.

That connection must be establj-shed and the possibility of
its rearization demonstrated in debates which must tie
together concrete descriptions and anal-yses of both the

nature and specific (institutionar and politicar) strucLure

of a 'viabLe' sociai-ism and of the politics of its
achievement, with due regard f or the all--too-real-
possibilities of unforeseen and undesirable developments and
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for methods of meeting such challenges.

Heretofore socialists (and perhaps especially Marxist
socialists) seem to haver âs it were, adopted the division
of labour of a (constitutional) army: 'we will fight and win

the war, the treaty, settlement and what come after are the

responsibility of others' . But tactics and objectives cannot

be separated. we cannot properj-y decide on the first without
some knowledge of the second. one f undamental- l-esson that
socialists must I I think, draw from their history (and so

correct what is perhaps the movement,s greatest 'sin of
ommission') is that it is as important to develop our

conceptions of the goar of the sociarist project as of the

means of achieving it. The underdevelopment of the former is
l-iable to encourage defects in the latter.

'Rethinking Social-ism, is important. I would l-ike to
think of this essay as a part of that effort. But it is, in
the main I a negative contribution. The revival of the

concept of 'civil_ society, has been an el-ement of the

contemporary rethinking of social-ism and this essay examines

the relationship between these two concepts. rn particular
it wilr examine the proposition advanced by David MacGregor

in his recent book The communist rdear in Hegel and Marx

that the social-ist project can be more profitably founded

upon Hegel's theory of civil- society and the rational state
than upon Marx's theory of communism. rt is not my intention
to defend Marx's theory, but r wil-] argue that MacGregor,s

Hegelian socialism does not provide a viabl-e al-ternative.



INTRODUCTION

The concept of 'civil society' has recently re-emerged

as an important category in socialist theories and debates

on the future of socialism. In this__essay_ I will undertake_a

criticaL examination of some aspects of the relation between

these two ideas. ïn particular I wil-I examine the recent

Hegelian reformul-ation of the socialist project proposed by

David MacGregor in his book The Communist Ideal in Hegel and
1

Marx. In this work MacGregor undertakes the most

comprehensive retrieval of the idea of civi] society yet

attempted in the contemporary discussions. Where in the work

of many commentators the reappropriat.ion of civil society

has involved revision of the concept, MacGregor returns to

the paradigrrnic modern f ormulation of it by Hegel. He draws

from the PhiLosophy of Riqht an alternative conception of

socialism to Marx's theory of communism. I wiII argue that,

whereas MacGregor's discussion draws attention to important

questions and addresses itsel-f to manifest difficulties in

Marx's theoryr no 'rational- state', let alone socialism, can

be established on the basis of HegeÌ's conception of civil

society.

fn the following sections of this introduction I wil-l-

try to introduce and frame the issues to be addressed in
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this thesis. rn the first chapter r will rook in more detail_

at the intell-ectual- circumstances within contemporary

Marxism with which MacGregor's discussion intersects. rn

chapter two the evolution of the concept of civil society
wilr be expJ-ored and HegeJ-'s theorization of it discussed.

rn the third chapter MacGregor's interpretation of Hegel,s

poriticar theory as a 'communist idear' wil-r be presented.

rn this chapter r will- also introduce two erements of my

critique of MacGregor's theory. rn the fourth chapter r will
discuss Marx's critique of civil society and try to indicate
how his Labour Theory of val-ue il-l-ustrates the impossibij-ity
of founding the social-ist project on the basis of (what he,

Hegel and MacGregor understand by) civil society.

.I

The theory of the communists may be summed up in the
single sentence: Abol-ition of private property.

We communists have been reproached with the
desire of abolishing the right of personally acguiring
property as the fruit of a man,s own labour, whichproperty is allegedIy to be the groundwork of all
personal- freedom and independence.

Hard-won, self-acguired, self-earned property! Do
you mean the property of the petty artisan and of the
smalL pea'sant, a form of próperly that preceeded the
bourgeois form? There is no need to aboÌish that; the
development of industry has to a great extent already
destroyed it, and is still destroying it daily

Or do you mean modern bourgeois private property?
- The Communist tvlani-f esto (CW6 , 4 9 B )

Both Hegel and l"larx sought a resolution, in phil_osophy,

of the antinomies of bourgeois society. Both also sought to



make that phj-losophical- resol-ution an actuar one. Each

sought to ground their conception of this possibre

resolution in an understanding of the historical- dlmamic of
socÍety and of the (subjective and objective) forces by

which that resorution woul-d be brought about.. Thus for
Hegel, "what is ratj-onar is actual- and what is act,uar- is
rational- " (PR, 10 ) and f or },larx "comrnunisml , ] the real-

movement that abol-ishes the present state of things" (Gr,

56-7). - "Both' colcêived - ctf hïstory as 'an -intèlrigibre

whole I a "rongitudinal total-ity" and the resolution of its
antinomies as a ner^/ "normative total-ity,'

2
the 'rational

state' and tcommunÍsil,, respectively.
These aLternative resol-utions of the dil_emmas of the

modern worrd wouÌd appear to be utterly different. Hege1

believed that al-I the el-ements of the rational_ state already
existed in his time: what remained was to bring these

elements to their futl development and into their proper

articulation. For Marxr orr the other hand, the basic
structures of the contemporary social worl-d \^rere the

antithesis of humanity's proper 'species being, and had to
be swept away if the'real-m of freedom'was to be rearized.

civil society, the realm of particuJ-arit,y, subjective
freedom and private right grounded in t.he commodity/exchange

economy of the 'system of needs', is, in HegeÌ,s politicaJ_
phiJ-osophy, the necessary, Lf not the sufficient, basis of
the rationar state, Hegel's conception of 'the real-m of
freedom'. Heger supports the "doctrine of the necessity of



private property", but "Lhe rationale of property is to be

found not in the satisfaction of needs but in the

supersession of the pure subjectivity of personality" (PR,

para 46At 4LA). "From the standpoint of freedom, property is
the first embodiment of freedom and so is in itself a

substantive end" (PR, para 43R). Property in turn

necessitates the sphere of cont.ract: "this rel-ation of will
to wil-l- is the true and proper ground in which freedom is
existent... whereby I hold property not merely by means of a

thing and my subjective will-, but by means of another

person's will-" (PR, para 71) . So emerges civil society: "a

system of complete interdependence, wherein the livelihood,
happiness and Iega1 status of one man is interwoven with the

livelihood, happiness and rights of aLl-" and "whereby their
singularity and their natural condition are raised. . . to

formal freedom and formal universality of knowing and

wilJ-ing the process whereby their particularity is
educated up to subjectivity" (PR, paras 183, 187).

HegeJ- differentiates himsel-f from l-iberal- thought

in hoJ-ding that civil society is not a sufficient basis for
the social- order but must be complemented by the state

embodying a 'positive freedom' and a renewed Sittlichkeit
ethical- l-ife (Taylor | !975t 376f f ). The sovereignty of (and

citizens' l-ife in) the state must be something more than the

l-iberal-'s 'social- contract' f or the preservation of property

and liberty, for in such a state the popul-ace would be

perpetually consumed in their private egoistic affairs, they



woul-d have neither 'community' nor reason to give a positive
substance to their subjective freedom (Marcuse I rg60 | 173 ) .

On the other hand, where the demand for radical
autonomy is conjoined with a demand for "universal- and total
participation" in the life of the community, onry a doct,rine

such as Rousseau,s 'general will, coul-d fill the gap. But

this notion, objected Heger (designating it 'absol-ute

freedom'), "reguires homogeneity,'. ,,ft cannot brook

differences which woul-d prevent everyone participating
tot.alIy in the decisions of society". rt necessarily becomes

intol-erant of subjective freedom and individual- difference:
its "drive to absorute freedom thus becomes the fury of

3
destruction" (TayJ-orI L975| 4I0| 4I2| 373).

To be adequate to the demands of both individuar-

autonomy and community HegeJ-'s rational- state must therefore
be an articulated structure of family, civÍr society and

state, such that both subjective particularity and

universality are given their due. Through the mediation of
t.he corporation and the Estates, individuars may transcend

theÍr particuJ-arity and partake of the universaJ-ity of the

state. Nonetheless, the particurarity of civil society
remains a necessary counterpoint, to the universality of the

state.

Marx, whose own understanding of civil- society
deveJ-oped in his engagement with Hegel's political
phÍlosophy, T¡¡as in accord with Hegel in viewing the growth

of civir society as the basis for the development of the



individuar in modern society. However, the freedom accorded

the individual, in this society where state and society \^rere

bifurcated and where the accumul-ation of property dominated

civil societ,y, was, in Marx,s view, a deficient, alienated,
freedom which distorted rather than developed human

potential-. I,rlhere Hege1 accepted private property as the

necessary basis of the indivÍdual-'s autonomy, Marx came to a

different conclusion. rf civir society generated (a certain
sort of ) autonomous individual, the dlmamics of the 'system

of needs' also generate powerful forces undermining the

individuar. Marx concl-udes that if the individuar is to be
4

preserved, private property must be overthrown.

Although the theory of communism cannotr âs Marx and

EngeJ-s put it polemically in the Communist Manifesto, "bê

summed up in [a] single sentence", the formul_a which they

gave there "abolition of private property,, -- is indeed

the nub of the matter (CW6, 496). By private property Marx

and Engels mean tbourgeois' capitalist private
property and encompassed within the call for its abol-ition

are demands for the abolition of wage i-abour, of cJ-asses,

of the al-ienated division of labour and of the circumstance

where human beings' own serf-created productive force
appears as "an al-ien force existing outside them. . .which

they cannot controlr... independent of the wil-l- & action of

man, nay even being the prime governor of these" (MER , 494,
5

Gr, 54).

The call for t,he abolition of private property is at



the same time a cal,l for the abolition of civil society, the

social order that rests upon property. Ànd the call- for the

abolition of civil- society is a call- for the abolition of

Èhe separation of state and society, the existence of the

state as (another) sphere in which human povrers become an

alien po\{er over humanity. In place of all this Marx

envisages a new radically dis-alienated society

communism: "In. place of the old civil society, with its

classes and class antagonismsr w€ shal-l have an association

in which the free development of each is the condition for

the free development of aII" (¡4ERt 49I).

With the accompJ-ishment of universal suffrage and a

ttrue democracy' the separate existence of the state over

and against society will be done away wj-th (Avineri , )-968 |

33f ). With t,he abolit.ion of private property, of capitalist
production and the commodity/exchange economy, the situation

where humanity's "owrr social- act,ion takes the form of the

action of objects, which rul-e the producers rather than

being ruled by them" (Cf, 79) will be abolished and humanity

may become "associated producers rationally regulat,ing their

interchange with nature" (CIII, 820). And on the basis of

the developed forces of production and productivity of

l-abour inherited f rom capit,alism (and f urther developed

after its overthrow) the alienated character of labour and

the division of labour will disappear (OÌlmant L978, 66ff).
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The history of the past century and a half would not

appear to reconìmend either Hegel's or Marx,s prognosis.

Hegel felt that all the necessary elements for the

realization of the rational state were in place in his time.

Yet, where private property prevails no stable articulation
of civil society and the state that could be described as

approaching Hegel's rational state has emerged. Civil
society continues to dominate the stat.e, particular
interests the universal, and the inequities of J_uxury and

povertyf power and dependence generated by civil society
(defects of property which Hegel thought woul-d be

amel-iorated by the state) have spread on a globa1 scal-e in
step with the growth of the capital-ist worl-d market. On the

other hand, this society persists in spite of its manifest

defects while the socialist movement that would overthrow it
wanes. Where bourgeois society has undergone a

revol-utionary transformation the resul_t has been anything

but the reaLization of communism. The demolition of civil-
society has l-eft a vacuum which has been filled by the state

a state that is by no means the embodiment of freedom

where, rather, as Marx put it in his critique of Hegel,

"the bureaucracy has the state... as it,s private property,,

(cw3, 47).

The failure of Marx's vision of communism can perhaps

be taken as the more problematic. For it has gone awry
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despite being the conscious objective of a great mass

movement, whil-e the Philosophv of Riqht was never the

manifesto of a popular political program. Both Marxism and

the socialist movement, despite t.heir travail-s, remain as

important intellectual and political elements of t.he

contemporary world; they must confront their history and

condition as a practical problem to be resolved. Since L91"'7

the antinomies of 'post-revolutionary' societies have been

as critical a question for Marxian analysis as those of

capitalist societies. Yet Marxism has arguably been much

less successful in its treatment of the former, despite

the fact that many tendencies of Marxism, from Trotskyism,

to l"laoism, to 'Western Marxism' have been shaped largely by

their critical attitude toward 'actually existing

social-ism' .

The failure of the post-revolutionary societies to

real-ize (or even approach) the promise of socialism or

communism is the combined result of many factors which

cannot be explored here. One factor, perhaps (though perhaps

not) of smal-I import originally, has, however now become

central to the future prospects of the social-ist project:

the fail-ure to explore the social and institutional

structure of socialism. The experience of 'actually existing

social-ism' and especiaJ-Iy its political fall-out in the West

makes redressing this lacuna more urgent than ever. Às Perry

Anderson has written:
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it is cl-ear that without serious exploration and
mapping of Ithe institutional terrain of socialism],
any politicaJ- advance beyond a parliamentary
capitalism wil-l- continue to be bl_ocked. No working-
cl-ass or popular bloc in a western society wil-l_ ever
make a leap in the dark, ât this point in history, let
al-one into the grey on grey of an eastern society of
the type that exists today. A socialism that remains
incognito will- never be embraced by it. (1983, 98,99)

Marxism has traditionaJ-J-y eschewed. the construction of

ut.opian 'blueprints', inheriting this aversion from Marx

himself. The task of socialism, Marx and Engels wrote, was

not "to manufacture a system of society as perfect as

possible, but to investigate the historical economic process

from which these classes and their antagonj-sms had of
necessity sprung and to discover in the economic position
thus created the means of sorving the conflict" (quoted in
Lasky, L976, 593). If the early'utopian' social_ists v¡ere

noted for a tendency to elaborat,e fantasticarly detailed
descriptions of life in the 'New Jerusalem,, rooted in
ahistoricar conceptions of human nature, while reaving hazy

what conditions and forces in the present would make such a

world possibler or how the change might be effected, Marxism

has tended to veer too far in the opposite direction. rts
concentration, especially in the twentieth century, on the

anarysis of the dlmamics of existing society and upon the
'Rearporitik' of gaining power have reft little space for
consideration of the object of t,he exercise socialism --
and its character.

The ironic resul-t is that Marxism has, in some ways,

been more utopian than the utopians. rLs image of social-ism,
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or conìmunism, has been left unel-aborated and often has

amounted to no more than a recitation of time-worn

aphorisms. Even as Marxism's analyses of the contemporary

capitalist worl-d have grown into sophisticated and subtle

appreciations of its complexities, there remained among

socialists a "conviction of an inherent simplification of

administration and production, economy and polity alike"

under socialism "which virtually ruJ-ed out the possibility,

or necessity, of conceiving political or economic

arrangements of any complexity at all, after the overthrow

of capitaJ-" (Anderson, 1983, 98).

Today this image must be guestioned as must the

presumption that no critical new social antagonisms can

arrise once capitalist private property is abolished. It

seems just as reasonabl-e today to presume that socialism

will entaiÌ a growth in social and political- complexity, and

the experience of 'actual-l-y existing social-ism' illustrates

how disastrous the fail-ure to address the institutional

structures of social-ism can be. This history has put the

burden of proof on social-ists: if the abol-ition of private

propert,y and the dissolution of civil society are necessary

conditions for the establishment of socialism, what ne\,\I

institutional balance can be estabLished that wil-l ensure

the preservation/real-ization of individual- freedom whil-e

preventing the development of ne\{ forms of social

exploitation and inequality? What will- prevent a collapse

into a 'mono-organi zationa l ' / ' totalitarian ' society



dominated by the state

social ) freedom?

I2

and smothering individual (and

This new debate is finally weaning Marxist thinkers of

their anti-ut,opian bias that is their fail-ure to project.

and analyze the social structure of social-ism -- without, it
is hoped, causing them to abandon Marx's critique of

utopianism: that such a projection is futil-e if it cannot be

connected with the dlmamics of existing society (cf.
Williams, 1983). Àt the same time there are optomistic signs

that both l"larxist and non-marxist socialists can and are

joining together to undertake this enterprise (.A,Iec Nove's

The Economics of FeasibLe SociaLism and the debate it has
6

raised is one hopeful indication of this ) .

Debates over the preferabl-e, possible and probable

character of socialism, and over the means acceptable or

required to bring it into being are not new. They have

indeed dominated socialist discourse from its beginnings,

Yet however vociferous has been the debate over means and

with regard to the period of transition from capitalism to

socialism, there has been enough filial- similarity in most

visions of the completed socialist society that these

escaped detail-ed scrutiny. Social-ism r¡ras to be the

antithesis of capitalism in almost every way; that it woul-d

be so could be virtually taken for granted: for that was the

very point of social-ism (cf . Samuel-, 1985). Marx's vision of

communism was virtual-l-y indistinguishabJ-e from that of the

anarchists who were in most other matters his bitter



political opponents (Forester,

13

1980). If anything
distinguishes the debates developing today from those of the
past it is an awareness that it can not be assumed, by

definitjon, that socialism will- be even a better world than

that we know, let al-one a perf ect one. The poJ-itical and

practicar fortunes of social-ism require that every desire
and every possibility be scrupulously examined.

III

The concept of 'civil society' was, in t.he eighteenth
and earry nineteenth centuries, one of the crucial_

organizing concepts through which the emergence of the
modern worrd was interpreted. rt was an indispensabre

concept in t,he work of both HegeJ- and Marx. But with the
consol-idation of the bourgeois capitalist world it went into
ecÌipse and was littl-e used in the past century and a half
(Keane I L988b). yet today it is appearing again, with
greater and greater frequency in poritical_ and socioJ-ogical_

theory. But in its contemporary usage it has tended to
receive rather different emphases than its earl-ier usage. rt
is of course quite normal for concepts to be adapted to, and

transformed by different circumstances and needs. rndeed,

the relative simiJ-arity of contemporary usage of civil
society to that of the nineteenth century is an indication
of the degree to which we inhabit a J-argely simirar social
universe. For the usage of Heger and l"Iarx differs far more
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dramaticalJ-y f rom that of their classical and f eudal-

predessessors than that in current debates.

Through al-l- of its changing meanings one theme is
central to the concept of civil society: it is concerned

with the character and circumstances of individual freedom

and autonomy. The contemporary reemergence of the concept is
evidence of renewed efforts especially on the left to

rethink the possibilities for democracy both in the

contemporary advanced capitalist world and in 'actually

existing' and a possibl-e future 'feasible socialism'. 'Civi1
society' has thus emerged as an important. category in a

project, of both means and ends I a discussion where the

assocj-ation of social-ism wit,h individual liberty and with

democracy can no longer be taken for granted.

The most comprehensive rethinking of the socialist
project in terms of civj-I society that has so far emerged

has come from a non-marxist. socialist., David MacGregor in
7

his recent work The Communist Ideal in Heqel and Marx.

MacGregor sets out to show that "something l_ike Marx,s

vision of communism al-so animates Hegel, s social and

polj-tical theory" ì that "the state Hegel refers to

resembles what l"larx cal-ls communist society" (crHM, 27 r193).

In this Porter Prize winning work MacGregor aims to

retrieve Hege1 as a politically radical and socially
progressive philosopher, arguing that in his social
philosophy Hegel is far more than a 'precursor, of Marx.

Throughout the book MacGregor promotes the idea of a near
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identity of the views of the two thinkers repeatedì-y

employing the device of placing quotations from both back to

back to establish this simi)-arity ( occasionall-y¡ âs

MacGregor does not always identify in the text the author of

particuJ-ar statements, one is led to attrj-bute to Marx a
8

proposal that is in fact Hegel's, or vice-versa ) . This

method is quite val-uable in illustrating the profound

influence upon Marx of Hegel's philosophy. "The division

commonly made between Hege1 and Marx", writ.es MacGregor, "is
iÌlusory; the paralle1s between their theories are much more

compelling than the differences" (CIHM | 259).

And yet MacGregor conceives The Communist Idea1 in

Heqel- and Marx as "an attempt to rescue Hegel's thought from

the interpretation imposed upon it by Marx" (CIHM, 11). The

paralLels, therefore, are not conscious affinities. Rather,

I4acGregor contends, "Hegel's theory may have operated as an

unconscious subtext in [ivlarx's ] mind" (CIHN I I92, cf 161,

225). "Marx", he writes, did not transcend HegeJ-ian

philosophy; he merely developed and amplified ideas aì-ready

available in the discussion of civil- society in the

PhilosophV of Riqht" (CIHM, 259).

"Although his critique of capitalist private property

has gone virtually unrecognized by all commentators. . .

Hegel's ans\{er to the dil-emma of bourgeois society is

identical to that of Marx with this difference: he offers a

much more concreLe soJution than Marx ever manages to

achieve" (CfHM, 193). MacGregor argues that the sociaList
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project had in fact gone off the rails from the point where

Marx rejected HegeÌ's theory of civil society. The 'social
state' that MacGregor finds in Heger shares the same ends as

Marx's theory of communism -- the realization of freedom in
a rationally ordered society -- but preserves individual
private property, civil society and the system of needs, and

the distiction of state and society, all of which wourd be

abol-ished in Marx's vision.
fn Hegel's theory the separation of civil society and

the state is the basis for the development and protection
of individual liberty within community. without the state
civil- society woul-d be an atomistic mass within which no

true community (and thus, certainly, no social-ism) wour-d be

possible. But without the separate status of civil- society,
and without the security of private property, the state
would consume the individual and negate individual- freedom:

society woul-d become totaritarian. The post-revolutionary,
societies, inaugurated in the attempt to rearize Marxian

communism, have, it must be admitted, shown precisely the

latter tendency.

The fÌaw in Marx's theory of communism that has led to
this pass, according to MacGregor,s analysis, is that Marx

had adopted the abstract and self-consuming perspective of
'absolute freedom':

Whereas Marx ]ocated his ideal of communism in the
revolutionary consciousness of the working class,
Hegej- postuJ-ated that the rational state could only
emerge from social_ and political_ struggles within the
business cLass and between it and the middre-crass
bureaucracy. Consciousness coul-d never sink into an
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abstract universal of the kind lvlarx envisions except
at the cost of life and liberty in the state; and
classes as functional- entities rather than structures
of inequality must continue to endure if the
individual is to have an effective presence in
government. (CIHM, 8)

The Marxist vision of communism -- of the aboÌit,ion of

private property, of civil society and the division of

society and state as the realization of freedom, turns

out to be a betrayaJ- of freedom. With this program,

MacGregor argues, attempts to real-ize Marxian communism have

degenerated into "mono-organizationaL societies. . . a form of

cLass rul-e unanticipated by Marx the dictatorship of. . .

government bureaucrats" (CIHM| zLZ), Hegel's rational- state,

on the other hand, "retains the exuberant prodigality of

life in modern society" incJ-uding "class divisions and

conflicts" which ensure the integrity of the state and

secure the personal- freedoms of the individual" (CIHM, 37).

How is this Hegelian rational- state an alternative
socialism, a 'communist ideal'? MacGregor is unique among

modern commentators in finding in Hegel not only "one of the

earliest radicaÌ [critiques ] of the modern industrial
system" (Avineri, I972, 93), but a "devastating critique of

capitalist private property" (CIHM, 189 ) . The chief defect

of contemporary civi.I society, in MacGregor's analysis, is
the propertyLessness of proletarians I a condition which

deprives them of the full development of personality and

citizenship. But MacGregor finds, within Hegel's doctrine of

private property itsel-f, a denunciation of the bourgeois

'j-nsanity of personality' which differentiates'possession,
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(the worker's possession, use, of the means of production)
and 'ownership' (the capitarist's appropriation of the
product of the l-abour process ) and thus a justification of
property rights for the working cl-ass. "The competing

property cl-aims of the two sides of the business cl_ass

demarcate the fiel-d of battle between worker and capitalist
in civil society',:

As members of the business class, both worker andcapitarist are ovrners: they stand in reration to oneanother as paiffiIþants in the production and re-production of commodities. ResoruLion of the confrict
between them, therefore, can go onJ-y in one direction:'AJ-though their relation is not thãt of being common
o\,eners of a property, still the transition fiom it to
cornmon ownership is very easy,. (CIHM, 31)

The medium of this transition is the corporation, the

"means t.hrough which capitalist society wilr pass into the
rational state where common ownership of the means of

9production will- prevail', (CIHM, 235). "The corporation",
writes MacGregor. "offers itserf to the worker as the main

arena of com.bat f or property rights, the centre of
educational stuggle (Bildunq) in civil society, and the
foundation for ful-l- politicaJ- participation in the state,,

(crHM, 234 ) . once the proretariat has accomplished this
'very easy transition' and won property rights in productive
property and product aJ-ongside the bourgeoisie (a

development which, according to MacGregor, is in the process

of coming about through the growth of trade unions, crHM,

34, 231'ff), the corporation (and other social organizations)
will become "organs of direct democracy and workers control',
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constituting a "functional rather than geographic network of

Iparliamentary] representation,' (Cf]n4 | 256) ,

Productive property does not, however, become common/

coLLective or social- property. MacGregor approves Hege},s

re jection of common property (crlIM, 196 ) . Rather the
capitalist and the worker must be recognized as "two owners

standing in reration to each other" (crHM I rg4). The

corporation remains a joint stock company, with the workers,
right to a share of the stock acknowledged (crHM, 23s),

Beyond the internar structure of the corporat.ion, MacGregor

gives no indication that the structure of civil_ society, of
the 'system of needs', is changed in the rationar state.
Thus commodity production, money, t.he market (and

consequently, one supposes, capital) remain as essent,ial-

mechanisms of social and economic integration (see¡ e.g.
crHM, 209ff ) .

Àt the opposite pole of deveropment "the giant
corporation's strangl-ehoÌd over the economic syst.em produces

in reaction a whole series of government agencies intended
to control and regurate it,s activity" (crHM I r9g). rn
foreseeing this development (in which ,'civil_ society. . .

loses none of its strength and creative power, alt.hough its
impulses of irrationality and destruction are curbed and

redirected" ) , MacGregor argues that "Hegel, s account of
public authority anticipates in many \iùays the broad

direction of the state in advanced capit.al_ist society"
(crHM, 38, 35). Through the medium of the 'universal_ crass,,
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the state bureaucrâcy, "alried with state cl-ients and pubric
interest groups", "progress toward the rational state does

not invol-ve a comp)-ete departure f rom the governing

institutions of capital-ist society" (CIHMt 256t 254).

Import,ant as this growth of public authority is in
itself, its part in the constitution of the rational, or as

MacGregor terms it 'social-' state, is only real-ized when it
is combined with the transformations of the corporation at
the poj-itical level: "in the higher sphere of the state...
these institutions are unified with the circles of
government and at the same time t.hey are transformed or
sublated" (CIHM, 36).

MacGregor's Hege]-ian socÍalism, then, resembJ.es a sort
of soviet/market sociarism. producers are organized into
corporations, which, whiJ-e maintaining an internal- division
of l-abour between managers and workers, are jointly (though

not commonry) owned by their members and internaJ_Iy

democratic. They produce commodities and exchange them in
the market. The corporations are represented in the

legislature by their own delegates in a quasi soviet manner.

However, this legislature is not, as in the original_ soviet
conception, the onì-y element of the state. MacGregor retains
HegeÌ's division of the state into the head of state,
executive and legisÌature. The head of state need not be, as

Hegel specified, a constitutional- monarch whose function ,'is

actualJ-y consistent with that of any democratic national-

l-eader" (CIHM , 257 ) , The executive, composed of Hegel, s
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'universal- crass' of civil servants, is "responsibre for the

over-al-l guidance and administratj-on of civil society',,
regurating the market, setting standards for consuner and

environmental- protection and provid.ing for ,,pubIic heart.h,

social administration, and so on" (CIHM, 255, 200). This

articulated, mul-tÍ-institutional,'social' state, MacGregor

argues will ef f ect a reconc j-liation which is ', not a

disguised reform of capitarism, but rather tal transcendance

of the bourgeois order and the emergence of a society which

embraces the ideal of freedom projected by Marx,' (crHM, 38).

The proposition that sociarism can be based on market

society is not, of course, originar to MacGregor. rndeed

versions of market socialism were advocated by some of the

earl-iest social-ist thinkers (Hardach, Karras & Fine , rg7g,

15 ) . Many later thinkers have discussed model-s of socialism
that embody various mixtures of plan and market (Drewnowski,

1963; Lange, 1972 ) and today there is a significanr
resurgence of this l-ine of thought (Hodgson, 7gB4¡ Nove,

l-983). Though far less common there are even writers who,

like l,lacGregror, advocate the development of socialism on the

basis of a retention of private property in the means of
production (Kernohan, 1987), even of "a capitaJ-ist road to
communism" (van der Veen & Van parijs, L9B6).

McGregor's outl-ine of the . sociar state, contains

e.Lements common to rnany proposals for market social_ism:

worker's participation and workplace democracy, and a

mixture of market and planning (in the form of state
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regul-ation, social service provision, etc. ). The economic

structures of socialism are worked out in far l_ess detail
than in, for example, Alec Nove,s The Economics of Feasibl_e

social-ism (1983). Nonetheress, The communist rdeal in HeqeJ_

and Marx is a particurariry good vehicle for examining these
issues. MacGregor has made the question of freedom and

individual- autonomy, rather t.han simpry economic efficiency,
the center of his analysis and derives his market social-ism
from this. The *economic' aspects of his proposar are
therefore an integral part of its politics.

Furthermore, MacGregor,s arguments are incorporated
within a very powerf uI HegeJ-ian theoret,ical- f ramework. This
is surery a greater theoretical charlenge to MarxÍsm than
the inteLrectuar prevarications of social_ democracy. rt
gives to MacGregor's proposars a coherence and consistency
that is frequently missing from schemes for socialist reform
which draw ecl-ecticaJ-J-y f rom sometimes incompatibJ-e

doctrines. This framework at the same time provides
MacGregor with a theory of historical- development, a

perspective that allows him to trace deveJ-opments toward the
'social state' in the contemporary worrd, and thus take
seriously Marx's critique of utopian socialism.

Moreover, the imprications of Marx's rel_ation to Hege]

have yet to be satisfactoriry worked through by Marxists.
one of MacGregor's reviewers rejects the return to Hege1,

and particurariJ-y MacGregor, s attempt to f ormul_ate a

Hege]-ian .communist ideal, because "MacGregor brings back
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into Marxism the whol-e usel-ess baggage of identity-theory"
(Aggert 1985, 610). I am inclined to agree with Ben Agger

that hopes for the future vitality of Marxism demand this
theory be l-eft behind. But has it yet been abandoned? The

theory of communism -- demanding an absolutel-y dis-alienated

and humanized social/natural world is surely an identity-

theory of the first order. The tradition of 'Western

Marxism' wrestled long and hard with this problem, but

lVestern Marxism seems now to have passed away without an

alternative'totalization' having emerged. MacGregor has

attempted to answer the dilemmas presented by a unitary
totality by returning to the articul-ated totaJ-ity of Hege1

that Marx originally found so unsatisfactory. The "lessons

of both intel-lectuaI and political history" (Agger, 1986 )

should require that such an attempt be given careful-

considerat,ion rather than dismissed out of hand. lnlhatever

one's judgement of Hegel or of Hegel's influence upon lv1arx,

the derivat.ion of Maccregor's proposals for the

institutional structure of the 'soci-al- state' f rom Hegel is
not sufficient. grounds for Íts dismissal.

IV-

It is not my intention to mount a defence of Marx's

theory of communism against MacGregor. Àny assessment, or

defence , of the theory of communism would, in the first

instance, face the problem of deciding just what the theory
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of conmunism is, for Marx nowhere set down in any

comprehensive way his thoughts on the character and social-

organization of communist society. Bertell ol-l-man has

undertaken the task of assembling Marx's scattered comments

and whil-e he argues that these yierd "a more comp]-ete and

coherant picture than most peopre have thought to exist,',
sti-rI, many pieces are missing and others so vague as to be

practically indecipherable" (1978, 50). on critical issues

the nature of the 'public authority', central-ization or
decentraLization, the meaning and means of overcoming the

division of labour cl-ear answers about Marx,s meaning are

difficult or impossibl-e.

Moreover, some of the presumptions of communism must r

think be abandoned (or set aside indefinit.eJ.y). communism

may, or may not be realizabJ-e, but that is in any case a

question for a (relativery) distant future. rt does not

provide a practical or a responsibJ-e program for any form of
social-ism that might come into being in the foreseeabl_e

L0
future.

The fundamental- presupposition of communism, as Berterl_

oll-man observes, is that "the wearth which capitarism l-eft
and which the first stage of communisrn multipl_ied many times

over starts communism on its way with a superabundance of
material goods " (1978, 66 ) . This single assumption s\,veeps

away most of the poritical/economic and administrative
difficulties faced by historical societies and thereby
justifies the assumption that the exercise of public
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authorit.y \^¡i11

communism.

be uncomplex and uncontent,ious under

However I if absolute scarcity is a possibility,

absolute abundance is not. Abundance is always a function of

the productivity of l-abour and of needs. And there is, on

each condition, I think, good reason for assuming that, a

st.ate of abundance is a long v¡ay of f . A-bsolute poverty

oppresses much of the world's population today, and the

(relative) prosperity of the others has very nearly brought

the global ecosystem to the breaking point (Nove I L983,

r_sf f ) .

11
General abundance is so far off indeed, that to

develop a political program for social-ism on the basis of

that assumption is irresponsibl-e. And whiÌe that condition

remains unmet we cannot expectr ês EngeJ-s' remarked, that,

"'the governance of men' IwiII give] way to 'the
L2

administration of things' " (Levine , L987 , L73 ) .

Capitalism has massivel-y expanded humanity's productive

capacity and the product,ivity of labour. But. this
historically unprecedented growth has not sufficed to create

abundance. This is because need is historically and socially
constructed, and capitalism has promoted an expansion and

profusion of need that has, if anything, outstripped the
t3

growLh of productivity. For capitalism such a growt.h of

need, indeed an unceasing growbh, is a necessity. Without it
the single greatest need of capitalist societies, the need

f or an unceasing and ever expanding accì.rmulation of capital,

could not be met, Thus in capitalism there can be no
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abundance. some new 'need' (a portable personar sol_ar

powered microwave oven the 'cookman,?) wil] arways appear
L4

causing t.he vision of abundance to recede.

social-ists may of course re ject this endJ-ess, pointless
and dehumanizing proriferation of .farse needs' (ofrman,

L978, 63; Mandel I 1968, 660ff, 19g6, I4ff; Leiss I Ig76). If
they do, then the promise of abundance that communist

society will be relieved of any conflicts over the

allocation of resourses and labour -- witl be annul_Led in
any case. For abundance then ceases to be a

technical/economic accomplishment and becomes a definition
that must be determined politicaJ-Iy.

Ànd if there is to be, for a J-ong time yet, (rerative)
scarcit,y, then there must be, for a long time yet, at l-east

the potential- of social- confticts over what shoul_d be made

and how, by whom and for whom. As to what and how, the

theory of communism is sometimes ambival_ent. production

would certainLy be sociarry determined, but al-ternatively by

federated communes r or through centralized state pj_anning

(ollman , 1978 r 52-60) , rn any case there are comprex

decisions to be made and an even more complex process

invol-ved in carrying these decisions t,hrough. something more

than 'bookkeeping' must arways be invorved (cf. Forster,
1980, 106).

Furthermore, there is arways the possibility that new

sociar antagonism's will emerge within that process. To

Bakunin's fear that the managers and representatives that
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undertook these co-ordinating functions may "become

rulers, . . . cease to be workers. . . and from the heights of

the state. . . begin to look down upon the toiling masses "

Marx responded that this coul-d no more happen than "a

manufacturer today [cease] to be a capitalist when he

becomes a member of the municipal council", that if onJ-y

Bakunin understood "the position of a manager in a workers'

cooperative, he woul-d send all his fears about authorit,y to

the devil" (Ollman, 7978t 61). (Yet thirty-one years earlier

I"larx had said of such disinterested public servants, the

bureaucracy of HegeJ-'s Universal Class, that it had "the

state... in its possession as its private property" (CW3,

47)). Bakunin, Marx concludes, "should ask himself what form

the administrative function can take on the basis of this

workers' state, if he wants to call- it. that" (Marx, 1974,

337 ) .

Something very like Bakunin's fear has unfortunately

come to pass. And this, the st.imulus of MacGregor's return

to Hege1, makes Marx's question one that must be

investigated thoroughly and answered convincingly (without

presuppositions that eliminate the problem in advance).

That this has come to pass does not in itsel-f

invalidate the theory of communism, nor indicate that the

theory is responsible for the eventuality (Lukes, 1987 |

xiii ) . Still- Iess is it sufficient cause to abandon any of

the parts of the theory of communism for their inverse. That

the abolition of bourgeois private property (in particular
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historical circumstances)

democratic sociaJ-ism, does

such property can or wil_l_.

has not realized freedom

not show that the preservation

or

of

-v-

The communist rdeal in Hegel- and Marx attempts a

comprehensive reappraÍsal- of HegeJ- and of his rel_ation to
Marx. The discussion here wilr- be restricted to a much

narrower scope, concentrating on the more mundane questions

of MacGregor's portrayal of the phil-osophy or Riqht as a

guide to the socialist future. other questions raised in
MacGregor's discussion, such as the rer-ation of Heger, s

ideal-ism to Marx's materiaLism, are put aside, though r am

aware that to do so does a certain viorence to the thought
15

of both thinkers.

MacGregor argues that Heger's poi-itical- economy, his
grasp of the character and dlmamics of the 'system of needs,

was the equal of Marx's. r wil-r arguer oD the contrary, that
it was not, and that in foll-owing HegeJ-'s anaj-ysis of civil
society Ì,lacGregor has missed and misinterpreted the
significance of Marx's 'critique of political- economy,. rt
is precisery in this sphere that Marx accomplished a

decisive advance over, and (irnpricitly) a critique of,
Hegel. Marx's signar accomplishment in this area the
labour theory of varue il-l-ustrated that the relations of
a deveroped conmodity economy escape the possibirity of
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conscious human control- and become subversive rather than

support,ive of individual and social freedom.

Both Hegel and Marx believed in a crassicar- ideal- of a

'bios politikos' beyond the 'rea1m of necessity, and in
which "citizens can be reborn within and through Ian]
informed inter-subjectivity" (Keane, i-979, 76) . perhaps the
greatest contradiction of capitarism, of civil_ society
founded upon the 'system of needs' , is that despite
producing a material- productj-vity that outstrips al_l

earlier societies it cannot altow any recession of the realm

of necessity.

The overriding need generated by this system of needs

is the need to accumulate capitaJ-. rt must therefore, on the
one hand, continuaJ-]y recreate the need for more labour
in the old sense of a purery negative instrumentar necessity

even as it constantj-y expells a further portion of l-abour

from the production of every commodity. on the other hand,

it must reduce pubi-ic life "from its cl-assicar concern with
the good and exemplary Life of speech and action... lto a]

l-irnited technique of reproducing civil- society by organizing
and deploying cunning, appearence, money and men" (Keane,

1978, 76-7).

The state cannot therefore rise above the rearm of
necessity, but, while the system of commodity production
persists, must be continually dragged down into into it.
Moreover, the 'system of needs' is in perpetual- need of
attention because its developnent is always marked by crisis
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and upheaval-. These characteristics, lr{arx argued in capitar,
his 'critique of political- economy,, are not contingent

features that may be el-iminated through state intervention,
or even by overcoming the antagonism between capitaJ-ists and

workers.

fn his Labour Theory of Value Marx showed that. the

chief characteristics of capitalist production, the

exploitation of Labour, the imperative to accumurate

capitaJ-, periodic economic crises and the incapacity of

society to exercise control over the division of labour, are

inherent in the very nature of commodity production and

exchange. In chapter four I will introduce Marx,s theory in
order to illustrate how MacGregor, s expectation that
socialism courd be built on the retention of private
property and the 'system of needs, is misguided.

f will further argue (in chapter three) that
MacGregor's derivation of a "devastating critique of
capitalist private property" and justification of property

rights for the working crass from Hegel's doctrine of
Abstract Right is frawed and internally inconsistant. Lastry
I wil-I expJ-ore whether the institutional- structure MacGregor

advocates for the 'social- state' does not prepare the way

for the outcome he expricitry seeks to avoid - the mono-

organizationai- or total-itarian state.
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-VI

Hegel, in contrast to Marx and contemporary Marxists,
arg'ues MacGregor, "is keenly aware of the factors in
bourgeois society which are Ìikely to increase the rational
controL of the public authority over corporations" (crHM,

l-99). Hegel r^ras certainly aware of the necessity for such

control, the question is whether her or anyone else, \^¡as

ever right about the possibility of it.
Marx was certainry aware of the importance of the state

in reguJ-arizing, protectingr promoting and even regurating
the capitalist mode of production. He could not, any more

than anyone else, foresee the myrÍad ways in which the state
would adapt and expand its functions in giuaranteeing the
reproduction of capitalism. But he was sure that no manner

of intervention coui-d alter the fundamental_ dynamics of the
capitalist system, unless that (revolutionary) intervention
be such as to overthrow the system as a whore. He has not so

far been proved wrong. on the other hand, al-I of those who

have thought, ât the dawning of a new era in capitarism,s
long eventful history, that a regurar, efficient and

permanent capital-ism had come into being have been sorery
disappointed, when it inexorabry and inevit,abJ-y came t.o an

end.

Gl-oba1 capitalism is now embarked on its third .great

depression' in a century (shaikh, L}BT), rn the past decade,

all over the capita]-ist worr-d, J-iving standards have
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deteriorated, trade unions have been crushed or dispJ-aced,

social services have been starved and dismantJ-ed, state

economic regulation and participation in the economy through

nationalized industries have been rol-l-ed back.

The state, finding its ward in a condition of crisis
and disarray has floundered about, scurrying this way and

that. to find some medicine that wiII he)-p. Recovery will
undoubtedJ-y come with time (barring the unfortunately --
unlikely outcome of socialist transformation). The state may

perhaps speed (or delay) this recovery, but it wil-l not be

the cause of it. Nor will it be able to prevent the

recurrance of the disease down the road. Capital-ism can

build no antibodies to this ailment.

All this formed an ironic backdrop as I first read The

Communist Tdeal- in Heqel and Marx. Where MacGregor saw "the

rational- controL of the pubJ-ic authority... only now coming

to fruition", the daily newscasts as I read the book, toJ-d

of its impotence, resignation and retreat (the i-ast, of

course, being but the 'Chicago school's' recipe for
intervention and assistance by disengagement). Our (yet

unmastered) history is rarely kind to theoreticians.
Yet I had accepted at least a part of the premise of

MacGregor' s work: that 'actual-Ly existing social_ism, had

become a mono-organizational-, and largely moribund, society.

Now the newscasts are full of the most astonishing events

from that quarter. It is far too early to say what. way

'Perestroika will turn out. However it goes the corol-l-ary of
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MacGregor's premise stil-I stands: if there is to be a future

socialism that wilI "nourish Lhe struggle for individual
freedom" it must be reconceived with great care and with

attention to its possibJ-e f laws.

Though my judgement on MacGregor's own proposaJ- is

negative , I think he has, by raising t,he question of civil-
society and the need to attend to the socio-economic and

institutional bases of individual- autonomy, assisted that
task. f hope that this essay can al-so make a contribution.
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CHÀPTER ONE

TNTELLECTU.AI CONTEXT OF

MÀCGREGOR' S I CO},IMUNIST TDEAT'

David MacGregor's attitude to Hegel is cl_ear. Even in
the rare instances where he finds himse]f compelled to
expricitry amend Hegel's scheme of the rationar state he

manages to find a warrant for the change in HegeJ- (as, for
instance, with the question of whether the rational_ state
need be a monarchyr or on the fate of the agricultural
crass, crHM, 257f| 204t). His attitude to Marx is much more

ambiguous. He wants to show the continuity of Heger and

Marx, but at the same time that Marx got it wrong, whire
Heger got it right ('it' being any one of a number of
i-ssues). MacGregor's attitude to Marxism after Marx is more

emphatic (although discussion of any later Marxists is for
the most part restricted to occasional asides ) . onry Lenin
(for his PhilosophicaÌ Notebooks on Hege]-) receives any more

than the most guarded approval, Hegelian lvlarxism and western

Marxism generarly receive much harsher judgements (crHM,

193, 281-n85, t"lacGregor, 1986 ) .

Yet MacGregor clearly hopes to address a Marxist
audience, and not only as an exercise in theory or
intel-Iectual history. His concruding paragraph encourages

"students of Marx" in this endevour, but it arso extend.s the
hope that such study could yield "insights that, courd
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transform contemporary Marxism and nourish the struggle for
individual freedom and the rational state" (crHM, 2s9). Ànd,

whire it does not engage directry with contemporary Marxist
discourse, MacGregor,s work does intersect with it in a

number of ways, both directly and sometimes paradoxicarry.

Therefore, in this chapter r want to survey some of the

current deveJ-opments within Marxism to which The Communist

fdeal in Hegel- and Marx must be related.
Marxism today is at a curious pass. During the past

three decades Marxian theory and research has und.ergone a

remarkabre renascence in the advanced capitarist worrd

producing a profusion of works of great sophist.ication and

dj-versity. where it had earlier been debarred from (and had

often eschewed) the universities, it has no\¿ù won a pJ-ace
1among, and within, the social sciences and humanities.

Despite this growth (and perhaps in some \{ays on account of
it and its circumstances ) developments in the past decade

have left Marxism's future and theoretical coherence in
doubt.

contemporary Marxism is in large measure the product of
the maturation and diffusion of the tradition that has come

2
to be known as western Marxism. paradoxicarly, even as it
reached the apogee of its infruence, western Marxism "was

finally becoming exhausted at the turn of the seventies,'

(Anderson, 1983, 18). rt has been forl-owed by a "crisis of
Marxism" (especiarJ-y in Latin Europe, which had been the

centre of post,-war Marxist culture) and at the same time a
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proliferation of theoretical- and empirical work (most

importantly in the English speaking world) that developed

t,hemes very different from those which characterized Western

Marxism (Anderson, 1983). The nexus in theory defined by

these developments the decline of Hegelian-Marxism, the

flight from totalizing theory, the neo-Ricardian challenge

to val-ue theory and the rise of analytic-Marxism

constitutes the conjuncture with respect to which

MacGregor's work must be situated.

The intellectual- history of Marxist thought is
inextricably bound up with with its political- history as a

participant in the socialist and labour movements, an

inplication that is equalIy, and often especialty, true of

those currents of Marxj-st thought thatr oD the face of it,
seem least involved with these movements. This linkage is
not merely contingent. Às Perry Anderson has noted,

"Marxismr âs a critical- theory aspiring to provide the

refLexive inteÌligibility of its own development, accords in
principle a priority to extrinsic explanations of its
successes, failures or impasses Ialthough]... this is never

an absolute or excl-usive primacy, of a kind that woul-d

exempt the theory from any ultimate responsibilities" (1983,

33 ) . In the brief survey of contemporary Marxist discourse

Èhat fol-lows r will attempt to illuminate the context of
MacGregor's intervention with respect to both the 'interna.l-,

history of Marxist theoretical- debates and their 'externaJ-',
3

socioLogical and political, histories .
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rf, as Tom Bottomore writes, "the working cl-ass

movement, and Marxist. thought, have. . . since 1917. . . been

divided between socj-al democracy and comnunism,' (DMT/ 443) |

then the leading intel-lectual current of .post-crassica.l-'

Marxism -- western Marxism -- has been caughtr or reft
4

hanging, in between. I{estern Marxism differentiated itself
both from social- democracy and its sl_ide into ,revisionism,,

reformism and eventual- abandonment of Marxism, and. from the
communi-st parties and their slide Ínto Marxist-Leninist
dogmatism and Stal-inism. In this heterodox tradition was the
seed of Marxism's contemporary intelrectual- renaissance.
Despite the weaknesses engendered by the circumstances of
its formation, and despite the internecine quarrelJ-ing
between and among its various strands of Hegelian Marxism,

critial Theory, Existential Marxism and structuraÌist
Marxism, western Marxism exhibited an ,,enormous creat.ive
fecundity which sharpry Iset] it apart from its orthodox
Marxist or Marxist-Leninist opponents', (Jayt rgg4, 10).

western Marxism was forged in the crucibl_e of the First,
world war and its revol-utionary (and counter-revorutionary)
aftermath. The o1d second rnternational, which had given the
various tendencies of Marxism a sembrance of unity,
collapsed in the face of the majority of its member parties,
support of the war, and through divergent reactions to the
Bolshevik Revolution this fragmentation hardened into
permanent schism. "The f irst Western Marxists', ,

particurarily Lukacs, Korsch and Gramsci, notes RusselÌ
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Jacoby, "craimed, and bel-ieved, that they worked within a

Leninist framework" (DMT, 523). However, the progressive
reification of Marxism-Leninism and the restriction of free
theoretical- inquiry within the comintern eventuarly drove

most western Marxists from t or prevented them joining, the
communist movement. western Marxism thus deveJ_oped in a

political- wilderness, cut off from any close reration to the
labour movement or its mass parties.

The failure of revorution in western Europe (especiarly
5

Germany), the problematic trajectory of the post-
revolutionary soviet union and the subsequent political
isol-ation of its main theorists conditioned western

Marxism's characteristic shift away from the political and

socio-economic emphases of classicar Marxism toward

philosophicaL and aesthetic themes. These circumstances also
gave !{estern Marxism a pessimistic coÌouration: "phil_osophy,

which once seemed obsorete", wrote Theodor Adorno, ',lives on

because the moment to realize it was missed... the attempt
to change the worl-d miscarried" (Adorno, 1973, 3). These

tendencies $/ere reinforced by the further defeats
working cl-ass movement in the face of fascism and

of

in
the

the
wake of the second Wor1d War (Anderson, 1993, 15).

rn reaction against the anti-philosophicar and, in
their view, virtuarty positivist, material_ism of both second

rnternational- and soviet Marxism, "the western Marxists
reread Marx with particular attention to the categories of
cuLture, crass consciousness and subjectiviLy", emphasizing
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Marxism as critique, "not a general- science but a theory of
6

society" (Jacoby, DMT, 524). "The vocabul-ary and concepts

of Ithe first generation of ] Western Marxism r¡¡ere resonant
with HegeÌ", observes Jacoby, "and armost without exception
its thinkers were school-ed in German ideal-ism" (DMT I szs).
This return to Hegel, beginning with western Marxism,s
paradigmatic work, Lukacs' History and Cl-ass Consciousness

( l-971 ) , was indicative of a concern with the concept of
totarity, which Martin Jay has very appropriately emproyed

as the theme of his intel-lectual- history of western Marxism.

Lukacs sought a way out of the reified atomism of the
bourgeois worl-dr €rrr al-ternative which would resol_ve the
antimonies of "facts and val-ues... free wilr and necessity,
form and content, and subject and object". ,'To Lukacs the
'is' and the 'ought' would merge once the subject of
history, the proretariat, objectified its ethicaÌ principles
in the concrete mores of communist society" (Jay, rg}4t 110,

cf . va jda, l-981, chap.1) . with the progressive ef f acement of
the individual- in the post-revorutionary soviet union, this
sorution, in its original form, ro J-onger recommended itsel-f
and western Marxism was launched upon a rong circuitous
search for a new totatity.

rn the post-war years and especialj-y the l_960's western

Marxism was absorbed by a new g.eneration of Marxist scholars
beyond Vtestern Europe, developingr âs Jay puts it,
'outposts' in America, Britain and even in Eastern Europe.

Growing wit,h the 'Neþ¡ Left' and overwheLmingly situated in
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academic settings, this nerd generation "has defined itsel-f
largely by reference to the absorption of t.hemes from

lrtrestern Marxism (Jay, 1984 | f 9). But this broadened base,

from which so much of the work in Marxism's current

renaissance has come, has not produced a theorist of the

stature of the continental originators of Western l"farxism.

Even as it reached the apogee of its intellectual influence

in the 1970's, Western Marxism was on the verge of
7

exhaustion. The renewal of political and ]abour activism

in the late 1960's and the end of the long post-\dar boom in
the early 1970's, Anderson claims, created conditions that
r^rere, "both subjectiveJ-y and objectiveIy,.,. cl-earing the

way for another sort of Marxism to emerge":

The grand Western Marxist tradition -- with its epist-
emological or aesthetic, sombre or esoteric tonalities

has effectively come to an end, and in its stead
there has emerged, wit.h remarkable celerity and
confidence another kind of Marxist culture, primarily
oriented towards just those questions of an economic,
social or political order that had been J_acking from
its predecessor (l-983, 18, 20).

The decay of Western Marxism was emphasized by the

eruption in the l-ate seventies of the tcrisis of l"farxism,.

In Ànderson's estimation this is a misleading l-abeI. For

him, "what was realIy at issue was the crisis of a certain
Marxism, geographically confined to Lat,in Europe... Iwithin
whichl there was indeed something approaching a colÌapse...
at the very moment when }farxism was conquering or

consol-idating new positions across a wide front outside it"
(1983, 28). Anderson approaches his explanation of this
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l-ocar crisis through both 'intrinsic, and .extrinsic,

historÍes of Latin Marxism's t.heoretical development. rn the
former respect French l"farxism (which Ànderson takes as

paradigmatic for Latin Marxism as a whol_e) after,
a lengthy period of largery uncontested cultural_ dom-inance... finally encountered an intell-ectual
adversary that was capable of doing battre with it andprevailing. rts victorious oppoñent was the broadtheoretical- front of structurarism, and then its post-structurarist successors. The crisis of Latin Marxism,then, wourd be the result, not of a circumstantial
decline, but of a head-on defeat (1993, 33).

The substance of French Marxism,s confrontation with
(post-) structurarism was the question of "the nature of the
relationships between structure and subject in human history
and society" (Anderson, l-983, 33), the very question which

(in the guise of 'totality') had dominated and confounded

western Marxism throughout its history. Neither the
existential- Marxism of sartre (whose attempt to resol_ve the
question in his Critique of Dial-ectical Reason went un_

finished), nor Althusserian Marxism (which had arready
conceded the field) were able to answer structural_ism's

assaul-ts on the sub ject r orr historicity, and upon the
project of human emancipation. when the .May events' of 1969

appeared to confound both positions, French Marxism was

already exhausted, but structuralism avoided this waterl_oo

by its segue into post-structurarism. The notion of a

subjectress structure was progressively transmuted in the
1970's into "a subjectivism without a subject." (Ànderson,

1983 , 54).

However, in his estÍmation of the ext,rinsic history of
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this crisis Anderson significantly discounts the effect of

this intellectual confrontation, concl-uding that "its real
determinants had very littl-e to do with its overt themes":

What detonated it was essentially a double
disappointment: first in the Chinese [Maoist,] and then
in the West European IEuro-Communist] alternatives to
the central post-revolutionary experience of the
twentieth century so far, that of the USSR itself.
(1983, 76)

These political conditions are no doubt critical to
both the extent and the rapidity with which the 'crisis of

Ivlarxism' devel-oped in Latin Europe. However, they do not

provide much reassurance against the threat of the crisis
spreading beyond continental confines. After all, the

dissappointment of the 'new left' in North America, even if
its prospects were from the beginning more ephemeraì-, has

had its effect. There, by 1981r âs eminent a representat,ive

of the ne\¡¡ left as Stanley Àronowitz was writing of The

Crisis in Historical Materialism. fn Britain, after nearly a

decade of Thatcherism, "The Odyssey of Paul- Hirst" from

radical Althusserianism to right-wing social- democracy is no

isolated phenomenon (El1iot, L986). Today the very vehemence

of such polemics against. .post-Marxism' as Ellen Meiksins

Wood's The Retreat from Cl-ass (1986) is indicative of the

spread of the 'crisis of Marxism' to the English speaking

world. Seventy years after the October Revolution, and the

genesis of the historical conditions which generated Western

Marxism, the ( sometimes pessimistic ) search for an

alternative totality is progressively giving way before a
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denial and disavowal of totality altogether (Jay, L984, 511-

s37 ) .

The passing of Western Marxism and the crisis of Latin

Marxism occured even as Marxism in the West was experiencing

an unprecedented resurgence of theory and research. Às has

been mentioned, this renaissance \47as significantJ-y shaped by

the absorption of Western l"farxism. But, whiJ-e the themes of

Western Marxism philosophy and culture have been

preserved, the strengths of this new Marxism have been in
retrieving tclassical' themes of politics, economics and

sociology. This emergent formation hasr âs Anderson notes,

generated a "genuinely international-ist discourse" where

earlier it had tended to be national-J-y or regionally

circumscribed ( 1983, 27 ) . However, the most dramatic

development has been the appearance of a distinctive 'Anglo-

Marxism' in the English speaking world. "Today", Ànderson

writesr "the predominant centres of intell-ectual production

seem to lie in the English-speaking world rather than in

Germanic or Latin Europe, as was the case in the inter-war

and post-war periods respectively" ( 1983 , 24) , UntiI
recentJ-y Marxism had very little intellectual or cultura]
presence in the anglophone worl-d, but today "the sheer

density of ongoing economic, political, sociological and

cultural research on the Marxist l-eft in Britain or North

America, with its undergrowth of journals and discussions,

eclipses any equivalent in the older l-ands of the Western
B

Marxist, tradit.ion proper" (Ànderson, 1983 , 24) ,
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Two recent deveJ-opments within Ànglo-Marxism illustrate
its increasing distance from its Western Marxist

antecedants. The first is the growt.h and increasing

influence of Neo-Ricardianr or Sraffian, economics. The

second, and related, development is the appearance of
9.Rationa1 Choice' or'Analytical--Marxism' . The former has

mounted an assault upon the Labour Theory of Value (LW),

whil-e the Latter has sought to bring about a fundamental

shift in Marxism's methodological foundations.

The Neo-Ricardians have argued that, the accumul-ated

anomal-ies in Marxian economics are such as to compromise its
whole structure, and t.hat, in any case, a superior form of

economic anal-ysis derived from the work of Piero Sraffa

is available, in which formul-ations on the basis of val-ue

are redundant. The 'mainstream' Ivlarxist "embodied labour"

approach to the LTV has had littl-e success responding to

this challenge, the conseguence being that many have

accepted the need to jettison the LTV if Marxism is to be

saved. But, from the viewpoint of the "abstract labour"

interpretation of the LTV the Neo-Ricardian att.ack is based

on faulty premises (shared with the "embodied labour" LTV).

the Sraffians operate on a "technol-ogical paradigrn" which

moves directly from the technical difficul-ty of production

to price (or value) (de Vroey, 1982). It therefore overlooks

entirely the form of production and presumes to develop a

metric applicable to production in any society. By so doing

it abstracts away the sociological el-ement of the LTV and
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obscures the features of capitalist production which

differentiate it from other social- formations. Like neo-

cl-assical economics (the object of Sraffa's original

criticisms) the Neo-Ricardians have abandoned the project'

common to both classical pol-itical economy and lv1arx , of

deciphering what is different about capitalism. This

dehistoricization (accomplished by de-socializing social-

production) represents an even more drastic withdrawal- from

Marxism and historical materialism than does the abandonment

of the LTV.

The influence of such works as G. A. Cohen's KarI

Marx's Theory of History ( 1978 ) '
John Roemer's A General-

Theory of Expl-oitation and CIass (L982), and Jon Elster's

Makinq Sense of Marx (l-985 ) , has propelJ-ed Anal-ytical-

Marxism to center stage in contemporary discussions of

Marxist theory.
10

Analytical-Marxism, fike Neo-Ricardian

economics, seeks to bring about a profound shift in the

philosophical and methodological basis of Marxism. Here the

Hegelian roots of Marxism (and dial-ectics especially) are

discarded and in their place are substituted the Anglo-

American tradition of analytic philosophy, methodol-ogical

individualism, g,ame and general equilibrium theory. These

shifts carry Analytical-Marxism a great distance indeed from

Lukacs' contention in L922 that "orthodoxy... refers to

method", though at least one partisan considers the

analytical turn a continuation of the Western Marxist

tradition (Lukacs , L97It L¡ CarJ-ing, 1986 | 26).
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To the Analyticar-l"farxists the distinctiveness of
Marxism is establ-ished by its substantive claims: "its
theory of the relationship between property rights,
technicar change, and cl-ass struggJ-e (a positive theory),
and its craim that capitalism suffers from unnecessary

alienation and expJ-oitation (a positive and normative

claim) ", but. there is "no specific form of Marxist rogic or

explanation" (Roemer, 1986, r94| 191). rn Roemer's view,

"Marxian analysis requires micro-foundations. . . explanations
of mechanisms, êt the micro l-evel, for the phenomena they

cl-aim come about for teleological reasons" and, t.herefore,

"with respect to methodr... Marxian economics has much to
l-earn from neoclassical economics " (I92, l9l ) . These

foundations are to be found in the neocrassical tradition,s
assumpt,ion of 'rational- choice' - utirity maximization as

the basis of individual- behavior (modified by an anaJ-ysis of
sociar preference formation) and in the perspective of
methodological individual-ism. on the basis of methodological

individual-ism social- processes are exprained as the

conseguences, intended and unintended, of individual actions
and al-l- appears to hol-istic explanation, to supra-individual_

or objective social- forces is banished. Totality,
(rudimentariJ-y) the notion that the whore is greater than

the sum of the parts and has effects different from the mere

concatination of individual- events, has no place in the
l_1

Analytical-Iv1arxi st perspective .

while remaining seLf-consciousJ-y Marxist, Anarytical_-
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Marxism has effected the same retreat from totality that has

charact,erized t,he 'crisis of Marxism' and the emergence of
post-Marxism. The same sociological- and polit,ical- forces
(the fail-ure of 'actually existing socialism' and the

fail-ure of western sociarists to discover or effect an

al-ternative to it or to the atomizing conditions of 'post-
industrial-' capitalist society) have conditioned this
retreat in each case, just as each has attached itserf to
the coattail-s of an anti-hol-istic philosophy (post-
structuralist discourse theory on the continent; anaLytic
phirosophy, empiricism and positivism in Britain and

America). That these two tendencies quarreJ- vociferousJ_y
L2

obscures but does not eliminate their simil-arities.
These reorientations in method and theoretical-

fundamentals have occured aj-ongside shifts in substantive
theory and politicar analysis which have also brought Ànglo-

Marxj-sm cl-oser to post-Marxism. Especiarry in Britain, in
response to Thatcherism, there has arisen what Rarph

Miliband has termed a "ne\d revisionism" (1985). The fail-ure
of the Labour Party to defeat rhatcher's dismantring of the
'post-war concensus' and the wel-fare state has led many

Marxist and socialist intellectuals to the project of
'rethinking socialism, .

"Increasingly", Leo panitch notes, ',this rethinking has

placed under scrutiny the very nature of the sociarist
project itself, above aLl- as it has been classicarry
conceived by Marxism" and "brought into quest,ion... the
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centra1ity... of the working class as the agency of social

change". As he points out "the irony of this orientation to

the problem is that it not only shifts attention away from

the primary modern practice of the Western working cl-ass

reformist social democracy -- but actually replicat.es, both

in its critique of Marxism and in its strategic proposals,

many of the essential tenets of that very practice',

(Panitch| L986t 52). Politically this 'new revisionism, has

pul-Ied in two directions. On the one hand, it has urged a

moderation of Labour politics in order to build a coalition
that might defeat Thatcher. On the other hand, there have

been attempts to discern ways in which the 'forward march of

labour' might be re-opened through a new, radical_ised,

'social contract' and to reconceive a non-authoritarian
socialism through market socialism models (73ff, 84ff). The

chief, and fundamental-, blindspot in these theories (in
which he otherwise finds some merit) in Panitch,s view is
that they presume it possibler on t,he one hand to renew, oD

the other to extend radicaffy, the 'social contract' which

capital has al-ready rejected, without a fundamental

political- confrontation (79). They have proposed, in other

words, that a transition to socialism could be effectedr €rs

it were, under the nose of capitalism, without provoking a

backlash (such as Thatcherism).

The Communist ldeal in Heqel- and Marx intersects with

these developments in Marxist theory in a paradoxical

manner. In the first place MacGregor,s return to Hege1 is
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out of step, coming as it does in the wake of the apparent

demise of Hegelian-Marxism and the shift of phirosophical_

consideration of Marx toward traditions far removed from

Marx's Hege]-ian roots (cohen's Karl Marx,s Theory of History
wourd have appeared at t.he time that MacGregor was

researching crHM in London). rn this respect r believe
MacGregor's intervention must be seen as sarutary,
forcefurry reminding us that both the form and substance of
Marx's work are inextricabty bound up with his relat,ion to
Hegel. To read Marx as though Hume and not Heger was his
fundamental- antecedent witl- certainly obscure much of his
thought. This recognition cert,ainJ-y does not imply that we

must join in MacGregor's judgernent that Marx's work

represents a continuat.ion of Heger's project, and that. no

significant differences separate them. The differences can

be as telling as the simil-arities, but where Heger is
forgotten these will not be deciphered either.

On the other hand, the critique of Marx,s theory of
communism, which is the impetus to MacGregor,s return to
Hegel, is very much in step with contemporary trends. The

experience of 'actually existing com¡nunism, has J-ed many to
a general rejectÍon of sociarism. Among those who have not
abandoned the sociarist project many have sought a \^ray out
of the conumdrum of 'mono-organizational_ society, in various
formul-ations of market social-ism. MacGregor may be counted

among these, although he goes beyond most (but not arr) in
advocating the retention of private property as the basis of
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this "social state". And, MacGregor's socialism, in coÍìmon

with some of both the post-Marxist and ÀngJ-o-Marxist

theorists, envisagies this society arising out of an internal-

transformation, rather than a revol-utionary break with the

institutions of capitalist society.

Because of his orientation toward Hegel, MacGregor's

option for this solution does not arise out of the equation

made by others that total-izing theory = total-itarianÍsm.
Here, MacGregor's stance is, once more, salutary, especialJ_y

where the contemporary retreat from totalizing theories is
so infl-uenced by theoretical orientations whose relativistic
tendencies are al-most boundless. However, the return to

Hege1 presupposes a unity between theoretical, ontological,
J-ongitudinal, expressive and normative total-ities . The

possibility or necessity of disentangling these does not

appear as a question from a Hegelian absolute idealist
position, but it is a critical (and open) question within a

Marxist and materialist one.
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CHÀPTER T}üO

CÏVTL SOCIETY

The concept of "civil society" is central to the issues

addressed in this thesis. But civil society is far from a

straightforward concept, and this chapter is devoted to

elucidating it. The chapter is divided into two sections. In

the first, the development and transformation of the concept

of civil society, from its classicaJ- origins, through its
meaning to Hegel and Marx, to the present day is outlined.

fn the second part Hegel's treatment of civil society, and

the place of the concept in his political and social theory

is explored. The use of civil- society by lvfarx and MacGregor

will be considered in subsequent chapters.

The Evol-ution of "Civil Society"

At the opening of an essay entitled "Civil Society in

Capitalism and Socialism", in The Two l{arxisms, Alvin

Gouldner writes that "the more Marx ignored and deval-ued

civil societ.y the more he formulated a socialism without

safeguards, a socialism whose rise to power coul-d only take

the form of central-ization" (l-980, 355). This thesis would

appear to have much in comnon wÍth the criticisms of Marx
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advanced by I'lacGregor. However, as lve read on in Goul-dner's

essay the simiLarity is clouded; Gouldner, Ít appears, does

not understand by 'civil socS-ety' what either Marx nor Hegel-

and MacGregor indicate by the term. Yet, despite his

lengthy discussion of its treatment in Marx and in

sociology, it never becomes clear precisely what -- what set

of institutionsr or practices, or what social space

Gouldner means to indicate by the concept. fn his effort to

contrast Marx's emphasis upon 'bourgeois society' with his

inattention to 'civil- society' Gouldner seems unaware that

these are al-ternative translations of the same German

phrase: 'Burgerl-i-che Gesellschaf t' (1980, 356 & passim, cf .

1

Draper | !977 | 32t.t.) .

This imprecision is not unconmon in contemporary

discussions of 'civil society' and is indicative of the

concept's uncertain status. While remarkable, such

confusions should perhaps not be unexpected. For 'civiI

society' has a long history and has always been, in part, a

polemical concept. Ivloreover, while central to the work of

Hegel, Marx, and others in the first part of the nineteenth

century the concept has l-ain dormant since then and is just

now in the process of regaining its topicaJ-ity (Keane,

r.98Bb).

The "shifting meaning of 'civil society'", write the

authors of the Penguin Dictionary of Socioloqv, "indicates

changing theoretical attitudes toward the relationship

between economy, society and state", and they therefore
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decl-ine to attempt any singul-ar substantive def inition,
rehearsing instead a number of the ways in which modern

philosophical-, politicar and sociol-ogicar commentators have

employed the term (Abercrornbie, Hil-l- & Turner I rgg4, 37).
Despite their differences, these modern usages in as much

as they are modern share a fanily resembrance. However,

the dominant modern usages have turned the classical meaning

of 'civil society' inside out, as it were I a change which

reflects more than 'shifting theoreticaÌ attitudes'. rt is
indicative of fundamental- changes in the constitut,ion of the
social world itsel-f. rn the same wây, twentieth century
usages are significantly different from t.hose of the
nineteenth century.

The various usages of .civil_ society, can be broadly
divided into three categories -- what I will call_ the
classical, modern and late-modern concepts (forJ_owing

Riedel, the crassical and modern usages wilÌ, in parts of
the fol-lowing dj-scussion, be referred to as the .ord,, and

the 'ne\^r' civil- society . rgg4 , chap. 6 ) . The el-ement which
each of these usages has in common is a central concern with
individual freedom. otherwise, they have very d.ifferent
emphases. These can, to summarize the foll_owing discussions,
be distinguished by the following formul_ae;

classical: freedom from the economy and of the state.
Modern: freedom of the economy and from the state.
Late-modern: freedom from the economy and

from the state.
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In very broad terms the modern concept of civil society

covers, to use Hegel's formul-ation, that sphere of society

"which intervenes between the family and the state" (pR,

para 1824). ft is the world of the private individual and

the private economy, public inasmuch as it is beyond the

family and in society, but exclusive of the state. Indeed

the concept seeks to define society inasmuch as it is
independent of the state. In the classical- concept,

Aristotle's koinonia politike, or its Latin equivalent,

societas civilus I a very different meaning is conveyed:

state and civil society are essentially identical (RiedeJ_,

l-984, 134). The family is excluded as in the modern concept,

but along with it the economy (in Aristot.Ie oikonomia:

'household management' ) Civil society, 'political

association' , indicates precisely those activites which

under the designation of 'state' are excluded from the
2

modern concept.

In the cl-assical- polis, civil r or political, society

was the public life of the citizen, a life co-extensive with
the state. This was society and no differentiation was made

between society and state. Those presuppositions which

facilitated the citizens participation in the stat.e, the

f amily and the househol-d (oikia ) and with them the

'economy', r^¡ere just that, presuppositions, and not part of

the state , of civiÌ society itseLf. "Neither the unfree of

every kind, who must carry out the necessary elementary
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nurturing labours underJ-ying the pubric-potitical_ civiÌ
sphere in the private circLe of the home, nor the artisan,
egualry active 'economicarry, but bound to the domestic

workshop, nor women, be]-ong to societas civil-us sive res
publica; since they are part of the oikos, .domestic

society', they l-ack the poJ-itical standing which confers
3civility" (Riedel, 1984, I37).

In this "ol_d civil society,,, as Riedel argues, ,,state

and society (which our contemporary consciousness

conditioned by the nineteenth century naturally separates

and juxt,aposes ) v/ere poJ-iticarJ-y tied together by a single
concept. . . as late as the middre of the eighteenth century",
an understanding which "remained. in effect from Àristotl-e
to Al-bertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and Mel-achthon, even

from Bodin to Hobbes, spinoza, Locke and Kant,' (19g4, r34,
4

13s). This continued adherence to the concept of the .ord

civil- society' reflects the continuing political_ disabirity
(arbeit in very different forms than in antiquity) of the
mass of the population in post-cl-assicar, f eudal_ and post-
feudal Europe. The change to the modern, the ,,new,, civil_
society comes at the end of the eighteenth century, in the
wake of the industrial revol_ution:

rt is onry- then that the cÍtizen as bourgeois becomesthe centrãl- probrem of poriticar philósophy. - -trri"
occurs simul-taneousJ-y with the evolution ãr- modernsociety as it progressiveJ-y dissorves the substance ofthe ord househol-d while it rargery takes over thefunction of 'economi-cs' . . . -Heqel had aÌreadyunderstood this process by around rã00 as scarcely anyof his contemporaries was abre to do; for it is'onI!after him ll?r citgvel and bourqeois srand side biside, the citizen õT the state (aEatus extended to
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all sub jects ) next to the privat,e citizen.
1984 , L40, L42)

( Riedel,

This tne\nr civil society' locates a new social- space

such as did not exist in either classical- or feudal society:

a 'public' realm not identical- with the state but no longer

capable of being identified with the private, the world of

the family or household, from which it had emerged. Rather

it "intervenes between the family and the state". Whil-e

Riedel attributes the modern concept of civil society to

Hegel, and although Hegel gave the new meaning its first
rigorous philosophical treatment, the shift in the concept,

like the upheaval in society which it mirrored, lvas long in
preparation.

The evolution of the modern concept of civil- society,

concerned as it is with the world of the private citizen and

the private economy, is bound up with the transition from

feudal to capitalist society in Europe. In the following

discussion only the broad contours of this transformation,

and its infl-uence on the concept of civil society, can be

indicated. In every nation (the development of 'nations'

being itsel-f a part of this process ) this transformation had

its own emphases. Every nation is exceptional- to the general

pattern but the pattern nonetheJess retains a generaJ_
6

vaJ-idity. There is a similar diversity within feudal

society, the starting point from which we must trace the

differentiation of the o1d and the nev¡ civil society.

Developing, with diverse tempos and intensity, ouL of the

Germanic societies which succeeded the collapse of Rome,
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Feudal-ism endured, decayed and was recomposed in a multitude
of forms down to the emergence and ascendancy of modern,

capitalist, society between the 17th and 2Oth centuries.
The transformation of the concept of property is

indicative of the shift from the ord to the ne\d civil
society. rn feudar Europe the concept of private property in
the common modern sense was unknown and inapplicabre. As

Marc Bl-och writes:
the word 'ownership' as applied to landed property,
would have been almost meaningless. Or at l-eaèt it
wouÌd have been necessary to say... ownership or
seisin of such and such a right over the ground. For
nearly all- Land and a great many human beings \{ere
burdened at this time with a multiplicity of
obligations. . . all apparently of equal imporLance.
None implied the fixed proprietary exclusiveness which
belonged to the conception of ownership in Roman .l_aw.
The tenant who... ptoughs the land and gathers in the
crop; his immediate l-ord, to whom he pays dues and
who, in certain circumstances, can resune the Ìand;
the Lord of the lord, and so on, right up the feudat
scal-e how many persons there are who can say, each
with as much justification as the other, .Thát is my
fieLd'. (1961,7I5-6)

Not only was property in feudal Europe .participatory'

and divided, rather than excl-usive or absorute, it ri/as

intimateJ-y bound up with an equally parcerrized politicar
sovereignty. Rights in the 'state', in the administration of
justice, the raising of taxes, etc., were as much the
'private' property of individuals as any other property,
indeed such rights hrere frequently tied to such other
property. The state itself, in the person of the King or
Emperor, v¡as a 'private', rather than a public, authority.
Thus, in a sense, feudal society lacked any "pubJ_ic, sphere
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at al-l (cf . Arendt, 1958, 33-5).

However, the bonds of fealty and homage which bound

nearJ-y every individual in feudal- society divided (broadJ_y)

into two categories, vassaÌage and villeinage. Civil
society, in the 'old' sense, can be roughly identified with
the first of these (and was so identified by the medieval_

philosophers through whom Riede1 traces the descent of the

concept). Vassa1 homage, that "befitt,ing a free man" bound

together the various revers of the feudal- ruling class and

through it was constituted substantial aspects of the feudal-

polity and government (Bloch | 196Lt i-49).

In return for his lord,s protection and support

which came most commonly to invol-ve a grant of l-and the

vassar promised loyalty and service, normaJ-ly miritary
service. succeeding tiers of vassalage bound together the

various gradations of the feudal- ruring and governing crass.

At different l-evels in this hierarchy public and poritical
functions accrued t,o the vassal, who alsor âs part of his
service, owed his counsel- to his lord. This status

constituted the vassal- as a member of poriticar socj-ety, and

these private rel-ations graduaJ-J-y transmuted into public
ones institutionarized in the emergence of Estates and

parriaments. on the other hand, the vil-Iein, who exchanged

for a lord's protection and occupation of a t.ied tenement

his fearty, renLs in kind and money, and labour services on

the l-ord's demesne, generally sank into the ranks of the

unf ree, and thus disappeared f rom civil_ society (BJ-och,
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1961, chap. XI; Sayles, 1950, chap. XVI).

The deveJ-opment, pervasiveness and decay of these

features varied greatly in time and pÌace. Feudal- ties only

slowly and incompletely supplanted as a basis of sociaL

organization ties of kinship and beside feudal law

(Lehnrecht) the customary law of the german conguerors of

the Roman Empire continued to operate (as did ecclesiastical-

Iaw and in some areas remnants of Roman law). Nor did the

tendancy to privatized and parceJ-Iized sovereignty

completely submerge the idea of a broader political and

public power. Nonetheless, it is against this background of

sharp distinctions of the free and the unfree and of

personalized political sovereignty that the evol-ution toward

the 'new' conception of civil society must be sought.

The emergence of the new civil society -- orr as it is

significantly styled in German, Burqerliche Gesellschaft'
tbourgeois association' -- v¡as a process of differentiation

from the norms of feudal- social organization. It was a

process intimately tied up with the development of the towns

and in them of an economy'free'of state interference, that

is, unencumbered by feudal ties of personal subordination

and authority. The term burgensis, in Latinr or burgeis, in

French, designating a 'free' -- but not any -- town dwelLer

first appeared in the el-eventh century (Wallerstein, 1988,
7

el).
It is important to note that this evol-ution v¡as

accompanied by a paralIel evolution in the state itself,
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toward a more centalized and abst.ract poj_itical sovereignty
and authority. As Marx and Engers put it in the German

rdeoloqv, "through the emancipation of private property from

the community, the state has become a separate entity,
beside and outside civil society,, (Gf , g0 ) . We are

therefore witness to a doubl-e differentiation out of the
'ol-d' civil society of the feudar era (itsel-f so very
different from its classical- antecedant.): on the one hand of
the state as a generalized sovereignty and on the other of
the free economy of the bougeois, both of which to a degree

rehabil-itated the Roman conceptions of sovereignty and

property. rndeed the late medieval- reclamation of Roman l_aw

prayed an important rore in both deveropments (Anderson,

L974b, 24ff ) ,

rn an era when virtuarly every individuar (and piece of
rear property) was tied in some rel-ation of dependence or
subordination to another the inhabitants of the slowly
reviving towns fought a J-ong historic battre to free
themsel-ves f rom such conditions (in Ãnglo-saxon EngJ-and a

rordl-ess man was considered an outraw and RoyaJ- decrees

required al-] such to find a tord. see Bloch | !96r, \g2¡

sayres I L950, 126-7), The feudar division of society into
'those who fight, those who pray, and those who work,

continued the ancient notion that those dominated by

necessity were incapable of citizenship, could not be free
men in the fulI sense (see note 3). For the townsmen the
struggre to escape servil-e stat,us invoLved a transformation
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of the meaning of citizenship: "instead of t.he craftsman

being incapable of citizenship, cítLzenship came to be bound

up with membership of one of the companies" (W.J. Ashley,

quoted in Arendt, 1958, 65).

Yet the winning of civic charters and the establishment

of urban corporations did not excise the towns from t,he

feudal order, but rather incorporated them as a distinct
part of it. As Perry Ànderson notes, "European feudal-ism --
far from constituting an exclusiveÌy agrarian economy -- \^¡as

the first mode of production in hj-story to accord an

autonomous structural- place to urban production and

exchange.... The towns... were never exogenous to feudal-ism

in the West... in fact, the very condition of their
existence was the unique 'detotal-ization' of sovereignty

within the politico-economic order of feudal-ism" (I974b,

2f). While the townsmen sought to reduce the power of feudal

magnates over them they also sought to win themsel-ves a

place in the feudal- polity (through their corporate

representation in the estates) and internalJ-y "the social-

structure of the cities. . . in important respects. . . mirrored

rather than contrasted wÍth the countyside" (Hiltonf DlvlT,

169). We shoul-d be aware, then, that the growing divergence

of the old and the new conceptions of civil society

reflected not only tensions between town and country, but

within town life itself.

Corporate freedom for the bourgeois is just the first
step toward the 'new' civil- society. The corporate
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citizenship of the master craftsman stil_r excl-uded the
apprentj-ce and, especially, the 'free' labourer, whose j_ack

of property remained a political disquai-ificat.ion well- into
the nineteenth century and beyond. rn terms of cit.izenship
the towns tended to repJ-icate the hierarchical structure of
feudalism. rt was in the growing commercial_ization of town

life, and its reflection in the raws of property and

commerce, rather than in the political l_ife of the
bourgeois, that the new civil- society emerged. For the
townsmanr âs Anthony Brack writes, the idea of civit society
came to overrap "with the concept of exchange, which arso
connotes equality of status between parties":

The val-ues of civil society comprise, first, personalsecurity... from the arbitrary passions of othãrs, and.freedom from domination in generar. This invol-ves
freedom (or security) of the pãrson from violence, andof private property from arbitrary seizure. . . Thisleads to the notion of regal righLs. . . both in the
sense of the right to sue in court on equal terms wit.hanyone el-se legal equal-ity - and in the sense ofcraims, for exampre to property, recognised and upherdby the Iaw. (Black, L994, 32)

rn this description Bl-ack is, to a degree, reading back

to late medieval- town l-ife an understanding of civil_ society
which developed over a long period. Nonetheless, he does

manage to trace, in the writings of jurists and other
commentators the development of an alternative conception of
civil- society which emphasizes the independence and legaI
status of the townsman rather than the ,political society,
of the feudar order. These commentators are generarry, but
not excl-usively, ât a more rmundane, l-evel- than the
philosophical commentaries through which Riedel traces Èhe
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descent of civil society (Brackt rgg4, chap. 3; cf. Riedel,
1984, 134-137).

one need not chose one of these histories over the

other: the differences between the two refrect a rear
bifurcation in the concept and the sociar reality that they

articulate. Both emphasize different aspects of the

classicar concept. on the one hand the descent traced by

RiedeL emphasizes the notion of poritical society and the

discrimination, in coÍrmon with the classical concept,

between those t,hat are members of this societ,y and those who

are not. The emphasis traced by Brack, of J-egar equality,
security of person and of property, arso has roots in the
cLassicar concept's focus on the equality and common rights
and duties of members of the polis. The transformation of
both state and society in the early modern period determined

the ascendance, and dominance, of the l-atter version.
rn the first prace, the state vras progressively

transformed from a private po\,ùer inhering in t,he hierarchy
of the feudar nobility into a public authority, an abstract
entity identified with the nation even though and indeed

largely because it often took the form of monarchial

absorutism (Anderson, l-974b). These states reversed the
parcelization of sovereignty characteristic of feudalism,
resuming more and more of the diffused political authority
to the monarch and locating it in growing and ever more

pervasive royaJ- bureaucracies. Àt the same time these

politicar powers were reappropriated by t,he state without at
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the same time reappropriating the 'economic' po\^rer that had

been their concomitant. The fief aquired more and more of

the absolute characteristics of modern (or Ronan) private
property. The feudal- lords became landowners, in the modern

sense, and thus retained their cl-ass po$rer in a stil-l-
largely agrarian society, even if they no longer possessed

the same (direct and immediate) political power:

The increase in the political sway of the royal state
was accompanied, not by a decrease in the economic
security of noble landownership, but a corresponding
increase in the general rights of private property.
The age in which 'A-bsolutist' publ-ic authority was
imposed was simuLtaneously the age in which 'absol-ute,
private property was progressivelly consolidated. ..
Thus whii-e capital was slowly accumul-ated beneath the
glittering superstructures of Absol-utism, exerting an
ever greater gravitational pulJ-, the noble landowners
of early modern Europe retained their historical
predominance, in and through the monarchies which now
commanded them. (Ànderson, L974b, 429-30)

This consolidation of absolute private propert.y

reflected the dissoLution of feudal rel_ations which was the

concomitant of the growbh of the absolutist state during the

'crisis of feudal-ism'. Às Robert Brenner has shown the class

struggles between peasant and lord which Ied to the

breakdown of feudal-ism did noL, in western Europe, have a

unigue outcome. fn France, for instance, the general result
was a commutation of services and fixing of rents which,

with inflation, had the consequence of turning the peasants

into petty freeholders (Brenner, 1977, 73). On the other

hand, in England the result was different and had very

different conseguences: The peasants won their freedom, but

did not win the land. As a resuÌt t,hey were, by and Ìarge,
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transformed into a rural proletariat, and their 'free,
labour was the basis for the development of capitarist
agriculture (Brennert 1977, 75ff; Ho1ton, DMT, 495).

This decisive shift in the class relations of feudalism

combined with the growt,h of the commercial- cuÌture of the

towns (the spread of market exchange, of capitalist
merchants and manufacturers, increasingly beyond the bounds

of feudal or guild constraint), to create, ât the opposite
pole from the state, another powerful force of
differentiation out of feudar society. The 'economy' was

more and more transformed from a predominantry 'private,
(househord) activity co-ordinated and integrated by rpubric,

(political ) processes, into the 'public' activity of
'private' production individuatized and separated into
myri-ad unrel-ated establishments with social production

co-ordinated and integrated by the market without, at 1east

tendentiaJ-Iy, the interference of 'public' authority,.
rt is impossible to construct a single unambiguous

pj-cture of the relation either of the aristocracy or the

deveroping stat.e to the emergance of the 'new' civil
society. At different periods and places, they supported or
opposed, facil-itated or neglected, participated in or
attempted to sì.rppress the growing independance and serf
suf ficiency of the new society that, tendentially, ,,put an

end to all- feudal, patriarchat, idyllic relations... Iand]
left remaining no other nexus between man and man than...
call-ous 'cash payment,,, (Marx & EngeLs, CW6 , 496-7).
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when in England the state sought to devel-op that royaJ,

absol-utism which on the continent suppranted feudal,ism and

ret.arded the development of the new civil society, "the
'reasonabreness' of the sanctity of private property was

imposed by the pikes of the New Model Army and confirmed by

Dutch wil-l-iam' s mercenaries " (christopher Hill , quoted in
corrigan & sayer, L985, 94), of the state which emerged from

the 'GLorious RevoLution', Locke, its phirosophicar-

apologist, could write that "government has no other end but
the preservation of property" (quoted in corrigan & sayer,

l-985, 98). Newcastle, the great Whig master of patronage in
the eighteenth century, said that he was "bred up to think
that the trade of this nation is the sol-e support of it"
(quoted in Hil-] , L969, 226). pitt, the founder of the 'first
British empire', made this idea the foundation of Eng)-ish

foreign policy: "when trade is at stake it is your last
retrenchment; you must defend it, or perish" (quoted in
Plumb, l-950, 71) .

Yet, however capitalistically incl-ined, and despite the

fact that under it the industrial revorution v¡as gathering
steam, this whig regime did not quite inaugurate the

distinction of state and civil society. rt remained, in the
term which Adam smith coined to describe it, a mercantal-ist
system: its perspective remained the wearth & werfare of the
state and for the members of the state, the 'poritical
nation', place¡ perguisite and monopory stood besj-de

agricuJ-ture/ industry and trade as sources of revenue and
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profit. The poritical economists of the scottish
enlightenment finally drew the line sharply and

unequivocalÌy. smith's Theory of Moral sentiments deveroped

a conception of human behavior that in The wealth of Nations

was manifested in his advocacy of l-aisser faire, free trade,
and the restraint of state intervention in the economy

(RolJ- ' 1973, 145f f ) . !{hat is "going on in the scottish
Enlightenment", write Corrigan and Sayer, is "the
recognition of 'civil society' and the announcement of a

new-reality societv as such... Forlowing the earlier
reconceptual-ization of 'the population, as part creation,
part object of state activity, what the scottish
philosophers announce is the recognition of labouring as

having to be brought within society', (1985, 106).

under the impact of the scottish theorists and

especially of the rapid growbh of industry the bourgeoisie

more and more saw the state as distinct from, and often
opposed to society. Even whil-e the the bourgeoisie were (in
general ) excruded from poritical representation in the

state the preponderance of the rnew' over the 'ol-d, civij_
society grew with the preponderance of capitatist

I
production.

Ideology¡

As Marx and Engels put it in the German

The term "Bu.rgerl-icþe Gesellschaf t,, I civil society]
emerged in -Eh-e eighteãth-êñG1',' when prop"r'ty
reLationships had already extricated themserves fromthe ancient and medieval_ communal_ society.
"Pg¡gg¡f¿çhe Gesel-lschaft as such onl-y develops wiln
tñe -EourgeoisiêJ-Ene sociat organizaLion deîeJ.opingdirectJ-y out of production and co¡nmerce. ( cited in
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Draper I 1977 , 33 )

with the 'ne!.r civil societ,y' the tripartit.e division,
formarized by HegeJ-, of famiry, civir society and state,
replaces the oId twofol-d division of private and public ]ife

of househol_d and political life
Despite his intensive study of British poi_itical

economy as earry as 180L Hege1 did not comprete his
reformulation of the concept of civij_ society until much

later. The term itself first appears in his work in marginal

notes to his owrt l_ecture copy of Encyclopaedia in 1g1B

(PeJ-cz1mski, 1984b, 7). until then, despite his incisive
comments upon the modern economy and upon the consequences

of the revolution in France, Hegel- ', is unable " , as

Pelczynski observes, "to provide an anarysis of the ethical,
poJ-itical and social consciousness of modern Europe to match

his sympathetic anarysis of the vanished world of the Greek

poris" (1984b, 6). Hegel's nostalgia for for the poris
refrects the central- concern of his politicaÌ and social_

theory with sittl-ichkeit -- 'ethicar life' -- his concern

that the subjective particularity and individuarism of
modern life were the enemies of a reconstituted poJ_is

(concerns refl-ected in his disitlusionment with the French

Revorution's fail-ed attempt to reconstitute an ethical
community on the basis of what, Hegel was to cal1 .absol_ute

freedom'). once Hegel had fully worked through the
distinction of civil society and the state he was abl-e to
deverop, in the PhiLosophy of Riqht, a new conception of
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accomodate t'he individuality and

modern world.

civil- society divides into three

(A) The mediation of need and one man's satisfaction
through his work and the satisfaction of theneeds of all others the System of Needs.

(B ) The actuality of rhe universaf-pñndþG of
freedom therein contained the protection ofproperty through the Àdministration of Justice.

(c) Provision against contingèñcies sti[ ï[rtcing insysÈems (À) and (B), and care for particutar
interests as a common interest, by meäns of thePolice and the Corporation. (pR, pára 1gg).

Heger's treatment of civil society wil_l be examined

further below, but at this point we should note that part
(À) , the real-m of private property and the market economy,

and part (B), the legal security of person and property,
correspond to the two aspects of civil society identified by

Black. Thus f ar Heget f oi-r-ows the def inition growing up

spontaneously and practicarly in the worrd around him. The

novel erement in Hegel's definition is (c), the pol_ice and

the Corporation.

By Pol-ice Hegel indicates pubric authority, both what

we woul-d understand by 'police,, the criminal raw and its
enforcement, and as well the public reguÌation of market
practice and amelioration of its untoward effects,
activities which we woui-d tend to associate with the state.
l{hile conducted by the bureaucracy HegeJ_'s .universal

class' in the pubric interest these functions are those
of the 'external- state' rather than of the state proper (pR,

para 183, cf crHM, 35). The corporations are associations of
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individuals within civil socj-ety, arrong lines dictated by

the division of l-abour, both for their mutual- aid and sel-f-
government and for their representation in the state (pR,

para 252).

Marx's use of civil_ society fol_l_ows Hegel,s, with some

crucial distinctions. rn the first place, Marx, Ìike more

modern commentators, tends to incÌude both the
AdminÍstration of Justice and those functions which Hege1

desÍgnates by tPolice' within the state, refrecting his
reeval-uation and re jection of HegeJ-, s conception of the

9
state as the realm of Sittel_ichkeit. Second, there is no

place for the corporation in Marx's treatment of civil
society. But then there exj-sted, in Marx,s timer rro such

entity in the sense which Hegel intended it an authorized
and revital-ized versj-on of the medieval- guiJ-ds. These had

long since passed from rel-ative to absol-ute decl-ine and were
10

abolished in most. juristictions (cf GI, 69-79).

This re-evaluation and re-arrocation of the el_ements of
HegeJ-'s def inition of civir society r-eaves the 'system of
needs', orr in Marx,s usage, the capitalist mode of
production, as the central- and defining aspect of civil
society. rt is this development in Marx,s treatment of civil_
society that is lament,ed by Gouldner and by some other
modern commentators (GouJ-dner, 1gg0; cohen, rgg2). such

criticisms, adopting the perspective of what r wirl_ carl the
'Late-modern' sense of civir society, miss the fact that the
el-ements whose excLusion by Marx they bemoan (a free press,
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publ-ic opinion, voluntary associations concerned with public
affairs ) were not encompassed in civil society even in
Hegel's theory. There they were discussed as elements of the

state (PR, paras 315-20). HegeI of course is perfectly aware

that these emerge out of civil society, out of "the formal

subjective freedom of individuals Iwhich] consists in their
having and expressing their own private judgements, opj-nions

and recommendations on affairs of state" (pR, para 316). But

only when taken up in the state can these lose the

accidental and arbitrary character with which their origin
marks them. On the other hand, Marx is not ignorant of
anything but commerce in civil society, as is witnessed by

his discussion of the relegation of rerigion to civir-
society where politicaL emancipation enfranchises religious
minorities or disestablishes the church (CW3, 150ff).

But both Hegel and Marx would agree that both the

character and the possibil-ity of such activity and

associations are the consequence of the 'system of needs',

the capitalist market economy, and that the l-atter, not the

former, are the decisive feature of cÍvil- society. The

German term for civil- society is, as mentioned earrier,
Burgerliche Gesellschaft, and this may be transLated ej_ther

as 'civil society' or 'bourgeois society,. In German, HaI

Draper notes, the term can mean either the one or the other

"depending on its context and the user's intentions',.
Further, "the German usage did not necessarily Ínvorve a

consciousness of the alternatives,' (Draper, I977, 33¡. HegeI
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and Marx, though doubtLess aware of the nuances, may not

have seen the two senses as opposed or very different at

all. "The anatomy of this civil society" Þlarx wrote in the

famous 1859 Preface to À Contribution to the Critique of

Political Economy, "has to be sought in political- economy"

(CPE, 20). HegeJ- wrote: "Vrlhen subje.ctive'particularity is
upheld by the objective order in conformity with it and is
at the same time allowed its rights, then it becomes the

animating principle of the entire civil- society" (PR, para

2064). Hegel's formulation may not be as direct as Marx's

but the sense of their statements is the same: it is the

autonomy facil-itated by the market economy, and its
complement mutual dependence, also constructed through the

market, that is t.he substantial basis both of the

individual's particular subjectivity and his universality.
In part the objections of comrnentators l-ike Gouldner

and Cohen result simply from their having assumed a

different definition (to be explored below). But in that
case they might. as wel-] have disputed Aristotle's far more

divergent definition.

During the nineteenth century 'civil- society, fell out

of currency, a development that, in itself, reflects the

extent to which what had been polemically advanced through

the concept had become a general reality. Recent1y, however,

the term has been emerging into political discourse once

more. And in this revival the usage has shifted once again.

If the classícal concept differentiated the public and the
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private, and the modern concept recognized the insertion of
a new order between the family and the polity, the late-
modern concept is tending to i-nsert yet another dimension,

this time between the state and the economy. This change

once more refl-ects a changing social- structure, and l-ike the

modern concept in the period of its development, there is an

important polemical dimension to it.
-Antonio Gramsci's use of civil- society has been very

inf l-uential- and has encouraged the growing distinction
between civil- society and the economy, even if it has at the

same time contributed to an erosion of the distinction
between civil society and the state (sassoon, DMT, 73-74),

Gramsci's use of the concept is by no means uniform, andr âs

the editors of the English transl-ation of his prison

Notebooks point out, Gramsci was welr aware of its various
uses by Hegel, Marx, classicar and contemporary riberars
(political economy and, especially, Croce) and by the
church. According to the context and object of his
discussion Gramsci both accomodated and differentiated his
usage to these other definitions (Hoare & smith in Gramsci,

t97L, 206-9 ) .

rn general by civil society Gramsci indicates a broad

range of sociaL institutions and spaces which are not,
strictly speaking, either economic or state organs,

incruding the church, schoors, l-abour unions and

intel-lectuars. rn those of his discussions in which civil-
society plays the largest part t,hose concerning the
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processes by which the ruling class establ-ishes its hegemony

over society (and so with the conditions which may constrain

revolutionary movements) the distinction between civil

society and the economy is firmly establ-ished but that

between civil- society and the state tends to fade (Gramsci,

L97L, ptlI, chap.2, cf. Jessop | !982t 145-7). As the

institutional nexus and forces through which hegemony is
organized civil society is t,he necessary complement to the

circumscribed 'night-watchman state' ( "which an)rway has

never existed except on paper as a limiting hlpothesis" ):
"one might say that State = political society + civil-

society, in other words hegemony protected by the armour of

coercion" (Gramsci, 197I, 26I, 263). Às Jessop observes,

"provided one interprets such definitions in relation to the

exercise of state power... rather than as an attempt to

establish the boundaries of the state apparatus itsel-f" the

appearance of inconsistancy or contradiction in Gramsci's

use of civil society "do not seem very significant" (Jessop,

L982t J-47), However, the influence of Gramsci's discussion

has had significant effects. On the one hand, it contributed

directly to formulations, such as Al-thusser's 'ideological

state apparatuses ' in which the distinction of civil- society

and state virtualLy dissappears (Althusser, L97Lt L27-I86).

On the other hand, Gramsci's more pervasive differentiation

of Èhe economy and civil society has been reproduced almost

universally in contemporary discussions and thus helped to

consolidate a decisive shift away from the usage of Hege1
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and l"Iarx.

Curiously, although Gramsci's usage is infÌuential in
shaping contemporary discussions of civil society, his

treatment attributes considerable power to civil society

whil-e later com¡nentators are frequently concerned with its
decline and with the possibiì-ity of rejuvenating it. This

is possibly due to Gramsci's emphasis upon the class

character of civil society. When Gramsci writes that "the

superstructures of civil- society are like the trench systems

of moderm warfare", providing a defence 'in depth' for the

state, it is clear that those occupying the trenches are the

bourgeoisie and their al-l-ies (church, intelLectual-s, etc. )

and that the assaulting force is the proletariat, in lvlarx's

words, "â class of civil society which is not a class of

civil- society" (Gramsci, L97L, 235| CW3,186). Gramsci is
writing at the fulcrum point where the modern conception is
becoming the l-ate modern form. Vlhere his emphasis lies on

the role of civil- society as a defence of the state and of

the existing social order, the emphasis wil-l- Iater l-ie on

the role of civil society as a defence against the state.

The critical- influence in this shift is clearl-y the rise of

total-itarianism both in capitalist Europe and post-

revolutionary Russia. In light of this development a new

consideration, and appreciation, of tbourgeois freedoms, was

required and this has shaped the further evolut.ion of the

idea of civil society.

An important contribution to this redefinition has been
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made by Jurgen Habermas, although he has spoken in terms of
the "public sphere" (offenÌichkeit) rather than 'civil-
society'. This pubric sphere is "a rearm of sociar rife in
which something approaching public opinion can be formed.",

where citizens, in such fora as cl-ubs, newspapers and

journals, can "confer in an unrestricted fashion that is
with the guarantee of freedom of association and the freedom

to express and publ-ish their opinions about matters of
11generaÌ interest" (Habermas quoted in HeId, L9I0, 260)

Àlthough situating the emergence of this pubric sphere

within, and as a function of, the growth of the capitarist
market economy, Habermas does not treat the publ-ic sphere as

as part of a civil- society which also (as in Heger and Marx)

encompasses the economy (Held, 1980, 260-1). "The bourgeois
pubric sphere, occasionaJ-]y refered to by Habermas as

classicar, constituted itself in the the lzth and l8th
centuries as a sphere (sui seneris) situated between the
absorutist state and bourgeois society, i.ê., between the

worl-d of social l-abour and commodity trade,' (Hohendahr,

1979, 92). whil-e he hords up this cl-assical- public sphere as

a normative catagory for criticaL purposes Habermas is aware

of its l-imitations (if he perhaps, in my opinion, also
overestimates its strengths ) . The model_ itself conceives the
public sphere as a forum for the deveJ-opment of rational_

concensus among citizens, excluding manipul-ative discourse
or direct coercion, and recogniz j-ng " neither social-

differences or privileges" (HohendahJ-, l-g7g, g3), But
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historically these conditions were never met:

The public sphere was thought, to represent the general
interest, although those who participated in it \{ere
generally of 'high standing' (people with education
and property). l"lembers of the bourgeoisie were the
'reasoning public;,.. they sought to change society
into a sphere of private autonomy free from polit.ical
interferance, and to transform the state into an
authority restricted to a limited number of functions
and supervised by the tpublic'. (HeId, 1980, 26L)

This classical- public sphere always presupposed

property as its qualification for participation and it
similarily presupposed property as the limits of 'discursive
will formation' and the def inition of the pubJ-ic good:

prol-etarians and those who woul-d polemicize against property

who sought to enter this public debate could expect t.o be

met with viol-ent repression and censorship. To win for the

great mass of the population a right to be heard in the

public sphere required a long and very difficult struggle

against those, already included, who sought to keep all

others out (see, inter alia, Thompson, 1968).

Despite Habermas's differentiation between the pubJ-ic

sphere and the economy, he sees the fortunes of the former

as intimately tied up with developments in the l-atter. "The

erosion of the cl-assical public sphere begins, according to

Habermas, after 1870, when liberal- competitive capitalism

gives way to the organized capital-ism of cartels and trusts"

(Hohendahl, I979, 94). The commercialization and commercial-

exploitation of communications media and the growing

j-nfluence of monopoly capitalist firms and of the

interventionist state over the public sphere have Led to its
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"refeudal-ization":

The creating and probing of public opinion through
'publicity' , public relations work' and 'public
opinion research' replaced discursive wil-I formation.
The crit,ical functions of the public sphere v¡ere
thoroughly weakened. (HeId, 1980, 262)

This degradation and occupation of the public sphere by

capitalism and the state produces an image .of civil society

not unl-ike that of Gramsci -- a sit,e where hegemony is

organized to defend capital and the state and disperse

popular opposition.

The lead given by Gramcsi and Habermas has been

followed by most of those contemporary commentators who have

taken up the concept of civil society. John Urry, for

example, draws upon both, but al-so on an original reading of

Marx: "that when Marx employs the concept of 'civil society'

in Capital [it is]... no longer... seen as comprised of

individuals and of their needs and dispositions

individuals who are subject t.o the economy. Rather, civil

society refers 'to the individualizing sphere of the cj-rcuit

of of capital's path to expanded reproduction'" (Urry, L9BII

25) . Urry defines civil- society as:

that set of social- practices outside the state and
outside the rel-ations and forces of production in
which agents are both constituted as subjects and
which presuppose the actions of such subjects
first, in the sphere of circulation directly; second,
in those social- rel-ations within which labour-power is
reproduced economicalJ-y, biologically and culturally;
and third, in the resul-tant class and popular
democratic forces . ( 1981, 3f )

Urry's usage has its distinctive features (he, for

inst,ance, includes child-rearing in civil societyt a facet
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of l-ife given separate treatment by Heger and j-n a rather
different way by Marx -- under the famiry, and frequently
ignored by others) but in general his approach tlpifies what

r have called the 'l-ate-modern, concept of civil societys a

sphere of sociar life lying outside and between the state
and the economy. This is the same emphasis given to the
concept by Gourdner's account (see above and note 1) and in
that of Jean cohen, who (very much influenced by Habermas)

describes the "key features of civil society', as:

leqaJitv (private law; civil_, poJ-iticaI, socialequality and rights), pLurality (ãutonomous, self_constituted voluntary assõõIations ), and publicity
(spaces of communication, public paíticipatiñ-in trregenisis, confrict, reflection on and arliculation ofporitical will and sociar norms ) . . . contradictory tothe extent that the inst.itutions of a new,differentiated capitalist economy and, in somecountries, the institutions of the absolute stateinfringed upon societal- independance and sought tofunctional-ize it. (Igg2, 225)

cohen goes on to comment that, however hedged about by

the economy and the state, this civil society has survived
except in twentieth century totalitarian regimes. And indeed

the dil-emmas posed to social- and poJ_itical theory by such

regimes especiarl-y those of 'actual_ry existing social_ism,

have been an important spur to the contemporary revival_

and redefinition of civil society. rndeed, this Late-modern

concept has become a rarj-ying cry of Eastern European
L2

dissidents. fn the West thÍs concern that under socialism
"civil society and public life have been destroyed" (Lukes,

1987, xii) has been coupled with concerns that the ol_der

popular institutions trade unions, po].iticaL parties,
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etc. have become incorporated into the structures of the

economy and the state, and by interest in the tnew socia.l-

movements' (cf. Habermas, 1985, ggff).13

For early modern theorists (excepting Hegel) the state
had been viewed as the antithesis and nemesis of civil
society (at least until the bourgeoisie \^rrested control- of
it from the ancien reqime). The experience of statism in the

twentieth century, whether that of 'actualJ-y existing
sociarism' or of the western welfare state, has revived this
perception. on the right this has been theoreticalry
refrected in the Friedmanite revival- of the virtues of the

free market and poritically in the regimes of Thatcher and

Reagan. As David Hel-d and John Keane observe:

According to this so-cal-l-ed 'libertarian, ideoL ogy ,comprehensive state regulation saps both individual-
initiative and social resources that make self-
organization and 'mutual- aid, possibJ_e. Such cl_aims
have enjoyed considerable success. . . because they
mobilise that massive body of clmicism, distrust and
dÍssatisfaction with which people have come to regard
the interventionist state. fn other words, the success
of Thatcher and the new right is parasitic upon the
difficulties faced by an excessively bureaucratj-c,
state administered socialism. (1984, 37)

Statism is a trap into which social_ism (east and west)

has fall-en and from which, in the view of HeId and Keane, it
must escape if it is to have any future. Defining civil
society as, potentiarly, a "non-state sphere comprising a

variety of sociar institutions -- productive units,
househords, voluntary organizations and community-based

services -- which are legaJ-l-y guarenteed and democraticalJ_y

organized" (while also taking account of Èhe more
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'traditional' definÍtions now championed by the new right)
they argue that sociarists must "reject the assumpt.ion that
the state could ever replace civil society or vice versa":

t,he separation of the state and civil society must be
a permanent feature of any democratic social and
political order in which productive property, status
and the power to make decisions would no longer beprivately appropriated. ( 1984, 3B )

This formulation compÌetes the transformation to what r
have carled the late modern conception of civil- society
inasmuch as it, impticitry, rejects the Marxist vision of
communism as a unit,ary and absolutery dis-ai-ienat.ed social
worl-d, but, equally, rejects a nostalgic (and vain) retreat
to a mythic Burserliche Gesellschaft of the past.. It
ret,reat.s from the utopian ambitions of communism without
abandoning the ambition to sociarism. civil- society has been

separated both from the semi-pubric worrd of the private
economy and from the false universarity of the state.
Freedom and autonomy are lodged in a middre ground but
without the prospect that this sphere can ever become total_.

This reorientation of the usage of civil- soci ety is an

emerging aspect of very important and significant attempts

to come to grips with the possibilities for freedom in both

advanced capitarist and post-capitarist societies. This is a

welcome deveropment and to quibbre about the meaning

attributed to 'civil- society' would be out of prace. By the

same token, however, the attempt to find the ,'theoretical-

basis... lof] a link between Marxism and authoritarianism"
in a reductive definition of civil society by Marx is
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misplaced (Cohen, L982, 29), The fl-aw in Marx's vaguely

elaborated and, to my mind, frankly utopian projection of

communism is not his rejection of civil- society but the

assumption that communism, to become a realization of human

freedom, has no need of particular institutional and

material supports upon which somethinq like civil society

(in the late-modern sense) could be supported. Posed in this
r¡¡ay it becomes apparent that the contemporary retrieval of
,civil society' has onJ-y glimpsed and not yet properly

f ormul-ated the question.

Marx rejected civil society becauser âs Cohen correctly
observes, "for Marx, the emergance and development of civil-
society coul-d appear simul-taneously as the sine qua non for
freedom, autonomy, individuality, and social- justice and the

basis for new forms of domination, restriction, alienat,ion,

and inequality" (1982, 22). This paradox reflects the roots

of civil- society, and both everything that j-s good about it
and everything that is bad, in a single complex of social

relations: private property, market exchange and (therefore)

capitalist production. On this Marx and Hegel $lere in
perfect agreement. They differed on what its consequences

would be, and hence on what should be done about it. Hegel

believed that the evils could be ameliorated and that there

r^ras anlr$¡ay no other basis than private property and market

exchange for individual freedom. He would therefore tolerate
whatever evils had t.o be tolerated. Marx saw the evils of

the capitaJ-ist economy as progressive, desLined to make a
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charade of civil society's freedom, even whil-e maintaining
its outward appearance, and concl-uded therefore that civil
society must be abolished. Neither woul-d have countenanced

the idea that civil society courd survive separated from its
social- basis: private property.

so, if something like civir society -- meaning as the
contemporary commentators do the real,m of personal autonomy

is to be preserved in a social-ist society (or, rather if
the pheonix concept of civil society is to be recast once

again) then what is important is to discover a social and

institutional basis which can sustain it. rt is no use

simpry bemoaning the col-onization of civit society by the
economy on t.he one hand and the st.ate on the other. such a

complex of soci-ar practices does not simpry appear,

suspended in mid-air. what basis couLd a socialist civil-
society have?

MacGregor, who fol-lows crosely t,he understanding of
civil- society deveJ-oped by Hegel and Marx, understands this
predicament. But he fol-lows Heger in concluding that
property is the necessary basis for civiÌ society,
particularity and subjective freedom. He therefore d.oes not
search for an al-ternative but seeks to make private property
the substantive basis of sociarism! Marx was perhaps

mistaken in his concl-usion that communism did not require
such an institutional grounding for individual_ freedom, but
in this thesj-s r will try to show that he was quite right
when he concluded, against Hegel, that property provided
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only a transient and ephemeral freedom.

Thus, however important poremicarry the recent
retrieval of 'civil society' is for focussing the issue of
personal autonomy and freedom, the conception of civil
society with which we must be concerned here is that which

Heger and Marx shared: one in which the market economy of
capitalism is an essential- and indispensibl-e erement. rn the
next section HegeJ-'s conception of civir society, its basis
in property and dependence upon the rsystem of needs, wirl
be examined in more detail_.

Heqel and CiviL Societv

The starting point of HegeJ_, s political philosophy, as

David MacGregor observes, is "the free will_ of the
individual" (CIHM , 175 | cf. 29). And freedom is
indissolubLy bound up with reason: "Reason presupposes

freedom, the power to act in accordance with knowJ-edge of
the truth... Freedom, in turnr presupposes reason, for it is
comprehending knowledge, al-one, that enabj-es the subject to
wierd this power" (Marcuse, 1960 , 9). The realization of the
'reaIm of freedom' reguires that the worrd be remade in
accordance with reason.

But reason demands that freedom be conceived in
accordance with it. For Hegel- the rnegative, freedom of
civil society was deficient in just this way. The atomism

of the bourgeois world could never give any substant,Íve
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content to freedom, it remained abstract and its expression

arbitrary and accidental (Taylor , 1975, 373 ) . To develop a

content that is in accordance with reason, freedom must take

its form in a community, in a substantive whole that is
greater than the individual and can give meaning to
individual freedom. This was the problem that shaped Hegel,s

political philosophy: "ho\¡¡ to combine the fullness of moral

autonomy, with the recovery of that community whose public

life was expressive of its members and whose paradigm

reaLization in history was the Greek poJ-is" (Taylor, L975|

365). Hegel's thought, argues Raymond P1ant, "was dominated

by two interrelated ideals":
the restoration of wholeness and integrity to the
human personality; and the restructuring of society on
a more harmonious, reciprocating basis, restoring a
sense of community. A crucial- inf l_uence on the
formation of these ideal-s was a romanticized and
idealized picture of the Ancient Greek and
particularJ-y the Athenian ÞoIis. In such a society,
so it was believed, a real- sense of community had been
achieved.... IHe] extrapolated from Greek political
cul-ture a deep and abiding political conviction about
the need for society to recapture some sense of the
harmony of Greece albeit in a modified,
contemporary form. (f977a, 80)

The freedom of the polis rtras a direct identification of

the individual with the community, an immediate and

unrefl-ected unity. This unity Hegel saw being upset by the

principle of subjectivity with the ascendancy of Rome and

later of ChristianÍty. This development, posed a

contradiction whichr âs Pelczlmski observes, HegeJ- could

not resol-ve until his reading of political economy al_l-owed

him to recast the notion of civil society (I984b). The
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dilemma is that whil-e Hegel recognized this development of

subjectivity as an advance for the idea of freedom, "the

freedom of the private citizen codified in IRoman private]

law is equated with the loss of substantial universality and

the binding ethical l-ife of the Greek polis":
individuals as private persons. . . withdraw from the
ethical immediacy of the ethico-political structure of
the state. . . to l-ive an atomized existence as separate
individuals. . . . IT]he common source of subjectivÍty
and abstract private law... betokens 'a tragedy for
the ethicaL l-ife'. (Kortian, !984t 200)

Hegel therefore "regarded subjectivity and particul-ar-

ity (twin elements of individual-ism in his view) as enemies

of ethical- and poJ-itical life¡ he had not yet recognized

civil- society as an arena where individualism found

J-egitimate scope and could express itself safeJ-y without

harming the community" (Pelcz1mski, 1984b, 5, cf . Avineri,
1972, 84). How Hegel came to this resol-ution wil-l- be

discussed below. To introduce civil society we shoul-d first
review Hegel's doctrine of property (which itsel-f emerges

from that resolution as it reflects a reconcil-iation with

the notion of private right).

Hegel's theory of property is developed in the first
part of the Phil-osophy of Riqht. As this theory of 'abstract

right' and MacGregor's interpretation of it will be

discussed further in the fol-lowing chapters, I will limit
myself here to describing its basic features.

Hegel supports the notion of the necessity of private
property, though unlike other theorists he does not do so
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merely on utilitarian grounds or on the grounds that
propert,y is an end in itsel-f for human beings (Mapherson,

l-985 , 87). Rather privat,e property is necessary because "a

person must translate his freedom into an external sphere in
order to exist as ldea":

If emphasis is placed on my needs, Lhen the possession
of property appears as a means to their satisfaction,
but the true position is that, from the standpoint of
freedom, property is the first embodiment of freedom
and so is itself a substantive end. (PR, paras 4I,
4sR).

The doctrine of abstract right develops a theory of
property at three levelsi possession, use and alienation
(PR, para 53). Possession is itsel-f divided into three

parts; "we take possession of a thing (a) by directly
grasping it physically, (b) by forming it, and (c) by mereJ-y

marking it as ours" (PR, para 54). Of these three modes of
possession Hegel views (b) as the most adequate form. Of (a)

he writes "this mode is only subjective, temporary and

seriously restricted in scope" and of (c) that "in its
objective scope and its meaning this mode of taking

possession is very indeterminate" (PR, paras 55, 58). "To

impose a form on a thing is the mode of taking possession

most in conformity with the fdea to this extent, that it
implies a union of subject and object" (PR, para 56R).

As .A,nthony Smith has observed, HegeI is here

approaching property outside of any social reLationships

(1987, 486). This characteristic, plus Hegel,s option for
imposing form as the prefered means of possession, gives

Hegel's doctrine of possession some resembLance to Locke,s
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position that when one "haLh mixed his rabour with and

joined to it something that is his own [i.e., his ]-abour

D.Fl [he] thereby makes it his property', (quored in Arthur,
1985, 44). In this pre-social el_ement Hegel,s doctrine of
property appears to draw on natural right theory. Manr âs

Man, has "the absol-ute right of appropriation over all-
'things'" (PR, para 44).

Use, as the extension and continuance of the original
forming of a thing, is a more deveroped and adequate form of
property. Repeated and continued use are an expression of
will in a universal- manner and therefore superior to mere

possession. use is indeed so important that "if the whole

and entire use of a thing were mine" arthough another has

abstract titre to it, then it woul-d be mine (pR, para 62).

This f ormulation is, as we shal-l- see in the next chapter

crucial- to MacGregor's interpretion of Heger . we shoul_d

note, however, that. in the same paragraph Hegel denies any

right of ownership to those with only temporary use.

The true significance of property is reveal-ed in the

third and most adequate form; arienation of property.
Alienation brings property into the real-m of sociar
relations and implies through the other's recognition of the

thing as my property, their recognition of my own wilt and

personality:

This relation of wil-l to will- is the true and proper
ground in which freedom is existent The sphere of
contract is made up of this mediation whereby r holdproperty not merely by means of a thing and my
subjective wil], but by means of another person's
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vriII. (PR, para 7L),

Any physical object which is mine r may al-ienate to
another because this thing is "external by nature". However,

"those goods¡ or rather substantive characteristics, which

constitute my own private personality... are inal_ienabre,'.
But, where I may transform these into a limited and external-
form then "the relation here between myserf and my abirities
is the same as that between the substance of a thing and its
use". Therefore, "singre products of my particular physical
and mental skill- and my power to act r can al_ienate to
someone else". Furthermore, Hegel very significanlty adds

that " r can give him the use of my abilities for a

restricted period" (pR, paras 65, 66, 67 , 67R) .

Much of the discussion in the next two chapters is
concerned with the meaning and conseguences of this rast
provision. Here we may simpry noter âs does Joachim Ritter,
that with this provision Hegel brings l_abour out of the
unfree realm of necessity to which it (and the rabourer) had

been consigned since the time of the pol-is: ',That is for
Heger the rational- meaning of modern rabour rej-ations. . .

empl-oyer and laborer no J-onger. . . act toward one another as

master and sl-ave in the state of nature, but as persons...
the freedom of al-l makes itself prevair" (1992, 141-).

Exclusivity and aLienabiliÈy are therefore fundamental_

aspects of Hegel, s doctrine of property. ,,OnIy as a

proprietor among proprietors am r free", chris Àrthur sums

it up ( 1985 , 52) . Àrrangements which infringe either are an
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abridgement of my right of property and thus an offence

against my freedom. The notion of conmon property, Hegel

argues, "violates the right of personality" (pR, para 46R).

The social element of Hegel, s theory we shoul-d note is
founded upon the earl-ier pre-sociaL aspect.. Recognition is
therefore not the finaÌ justificatÍon of .property but a

secondary one. Even were recognition realizable in another

form than arienation and contract, still on HegeUs theory

there could be no justification for infringing private
property as the prior doctrine of possession and use woul-d

stil-l oppose such a move (cf Cristi, 1978).

HegeJ- proceeds from property, through contract to the

realm establ-ished by the general-ization of such rerations:
civir society. By his study of poJ-iticar economy, especialry
of steuart and smith, HegeJ- was finarry abre to posit a way

in which subjective particularity, abstract right and

private law, coul-d be made compatibl-e with a ne\{ universar
community. From steuart¿ âs Pl-ant and Dickey have shown,

Hegel drew upon the idea of the 'stat.esman, and the

possibility that the state could impose some order on the

accident and caprice of commercial society without wholry

Lransgressing the individual- and private right of the

bourgeois (P1ant, L977a, 85, Dickey, Lgg7, ch5). On the

other hand, "HegeJ- int,egrates the smithian model- of a free
market into his philosophicar system, by transforming

smith's 'hidden hand' into diarecticar reason working in
civil society, unbeknownst to its own members" (Avineri,
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L972t L46-7). Hegel puts ir rhis ways

lvhen men are thus dependent on one another andreciprocaj-ry related to one another in their work andthe satisfaction of their needs, subjective serf-seeking turns into a contribution to thé satisfactionof the need" o{ everyone e1se. That is to say, by adiai-ectical advance, sub jective ser-f -seekiig turnsinto a mediation of the particular throúgh theuniversal-, with the resurt that each man in eãrning,producing and enjoying on his own account is eo ipÃoproducing and earning for the enjoyment of everyoneelse. (pR, para 199).

Private right need no longer be seen as predominantry

destructive. rn his early writings on poritical economy

Hegel had incisivery perceived the degradation that the
market economy was capabJ-e of producing (see Avineri I rg7z,
87ff ) . This recognition remains in the phirosophy of Riqht
but it is now tempered by a more positive evaLuat,ion of the
'system of needs' as a whol-e. There he writes: "when

complaints are made about the luxury of the business classes
and their passion for extravagance -- which have as their
concomitant the creation of a rabble of paupers. . . we must

not forget that besides its other causes (e.g. increasing
mechanization of l-abour) this phenomenon has an ethical-
ground" (PR, para 253R). civir society may produce great
extremes of weal-th and poverty but it also produces, behind

the backs of its members, a social- integration which can

f orm the bas j-s f or the emergence of a ne\^/ f orm of
Sittelichkeit. In the corporation this community begins to

"the moments of subjective particularity andtake shape:

objective universality... sundered in civil
with. .. are united in an j-nward. fashion,

society to begin

so t,hat. in this
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union particular welfare is present as a right. and is
actualized" (PR, para 255). At the same time the
interventionist strain of poritical economy represented by

steuart allowed Heger to conclude that the system of needs

could be brought into accordance with reason by the
administration of justice and the police or pubric
authority, so that its worst excesses would be amel_iorated.

The rore of the corporation and the pubric authority wirl be

discussed in the next chapter when MacGregor,s

interpretation of them is presented.

The sphere of particularity is not in itserf, however,

sufficient to create a new ethical_ community. The

real-ization of freedom and community must therefore take
place in another sphere in the st,ate. But to HegeJ-, 'the
state' is a term that j-n many circumstances is inter-
changable with 'ethj-cal- community' (pe1cz1mski, 1984b , g,

1984c 55-6). The state as 'the actuality of the ethical
ideaf is greater than mere governrnent, or what Hegel call-s
'the external- state'. rn this broad sense, observes

Pelczlmski, "it corresponds in most respect to our
contemporary concept of culture... a political community

because it is a culturaL community, because its constitution
is grounded in a nationar curture, because its political
institutions are deeply interwoven and interdepend.ent with
all other aspects of culture,' (1984c, 56-Z ) :

The principre of modern states has prod.igious strengthang depth because it allows tñe þrinciple of
sub jectivity to progress to its cul-minãtion - in the
extreme of self-subsistent personal part,icularity, and
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yet at the same time brings it back to the substantive
unj-ty and so maintains this unity in the principle of
subjectivity itself. (PR, para 260)

Hegel's reconceptualization of civil society as the

sphere of private right and subjective particularity
recognizes the emancipation of labour in modern society. No

longer can the community be conceived, as it was in the

classicar conceptr âs comprising onry that part of the
population within a t,erritory which is free of the necessity
of l-abour. This acknowledges the effective appropriation of

the concept of civil society by the bourgeois in the course

of their long struggle against the political, legal and

social- disabilities imposed by feudal- society. But at the

same time Heger retrieves the crassical- meaning of civil
society in his treatment of the state. The phil_osophv of
Riqht courd Èherefore be said to present two civil- societies
standing side by side.

The incapacity, in Hegel,s view, of the modern civil
society to create an ethicaL community results in partr âs

Perczynski observes, from the fact that in this sphere

"sociar interdependence is brought about to some extent by

the external- forces of needs, labour, the division of labour

and the market and not merery through inner individual
commitment and choice" (1984c, 74). Marx, in his owrr study

of civil society, concJ-uded that this incapacity was a

direct consequence of the private property and commodity

exchange rel-ations that establ-ished this 'system of needs, .

rn chapter four r wil-L argue that Marx's critique of civil-
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society shows further that t,he attempt to create an ethical
life in a sphere supplementary to and materially dependent

on such a system is also doomed to fail-ure. Before turning

to that critique, however, David MacGregor's attempt to

reinterpret Hegel's rational state as a 'communist ideal'
will- be examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

CÏVIL SOCIETY AND SOCIALISM

In this chapter I will outline David MacGregor, s

socialist interpretation of Hegel in The communist rdeal- in
Heqel- and l"Iarx, his description of the shape and character

of the future 'social state' and the theory of transition
from capitalist society that accompanies it. In the later
sections of the chapter I will present two parts of my

critique of his proposition. rn the first r will argue that
MacGregor's defence of proletarian property rights on the

basis of Hegel's doctrine of abstract right is internally
flawed. In the second I will present an argument for the

possibility that the corporate form of representation,
proposed by MacGregor for the social stater may not prove a

defence against the development of a 'mono-organizational'

state, but may rather be a form facilitating rather than

discouraging the development of poriticar dictatorship. The

third element. of my critique of MacGregor, that he, and

Hegel, misconstrue the true character of the commodity/

exchange economy, and that such a form of sociar integration
of labour is imimical- to any rational_ society, is taken up

in the folJ-owing chapter. Lesser points of criticism wirr be

raised, in the text and in notes, in the course of the

exposition in the first part of this chapter.
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As discussed in the introductionr âû important part of
MacGregor's method is his practice of placing quotations
from Hege1 and Marx back to back, usuarry to il_l_ustrate the
similarity of their views. rn the discussion of many of the
issues addressed in this chapter MacGregor employs

quotations from Marx in support of his arguments. rn most

circumstances r will omit such quotations in my presentation
of MacGregor's position. rn my view he has misinterpreted
Marx in many cases. However, to address every such case

woul-d make any coherent presentation and discussion of
MacGregor's arguments impossibl_e.

MacGregor's critique of Marx's theory of communism

argues that by social-izing arl productive property and

attempting to dissorve the separation between society and

the state Marx has swept away the conditions which are

necessary to support individual autonomy in the modern worl_d.

and paved the way for the colrapse into a 'mono-

organizational-' or total-itarian state. There is a certain
prima facie case for this argument, inasmuch as something

very like this outcome has resulted from attempts to develop

social-ism on the basis of Marx,s theory.
lvlacGregor's presentation of the philosophy of Riqht as

an arternative formulation of the socialist project hinges

upon four major issuess (1) Heget,s doctrine of abstract
right Ínterpreted as a critique of capita]-ist production and

a justification of workers' legitinate rights to a share of
product,ive property, G) portraying the corporation both as
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a medium through which such rights are achieved and as the

fundamental institution of social-ist democracy, (3) The

continued independence of the different inst.itutional
elements of society, with, however, the state and the

'Universai- CIass' of civil- servants exercising a general

"oversight and care" of civil society, (4 ) a theory of
transition in which "progress towards the rationar state
does not invol-ve a complete departure from the governing

institutions of capitalist society" (CfHM| 254). Each of
these themes wiLL be reviewed in turn, excepting t,he last as

the different elements of MacGregor's theory of transition
must be brought up in the earl-ier sections. The general

shape and institutional- structure of MacGregor's 'social-

state' wil-l be reviewed before passing on to the critiques
of MacGregor's theory in the final- sections of the chapter.

The Justification of Proletarian Property

The crux of MacGregor,s argument, the fundamental_ point
by which his presentation of Heger as a sociaList theorist
must stand or fall, is his interpretation of Hegel, s

treatment of the sare of labour power and the rights of
workers in their contract, with capitarists. The prevailing
circumstance, writes MacGregor, is that:

in the exchange between worker and capitalist, the
capitalist provides commodities in the universa] form
of money whil-e the worker provides Labour power.
Labour power in turn... transforms the capital of the
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employer into commodities. The commodities produced,
therefore, are not produced by the capitalist but
rather by the worker. Àt the end of the 1abour
process, the employer is presented with an increased
amount of capital while the worker has only wages to
spend on consumer goods. (CIHM, 773)

MacGregor's discussion culminates in what he calls
"Hegel's devastating critique of capitalist private
property" (CIHM, 189). As this is so central to the thesis
of The Communist Ïdeal- in Hegel_ and Marx, MacGregor , s

argument (interwoven with his quotations from Hege]) must be
1

reproduced at some length.

'f f the whol-e and entire use of a thing were mine,,
Hegel declares, 'whi1e the abstract ownership was
supposed to be someone el_se,s then the thing as mine
would be penetrated through and through by my wiII. .
and at the same time there woul_d remain in the thing
something impenetrable by me, namely the wiII, the
empty will- of another. As a positive wil-i-, f wouÌd be
at one and t,he same t.ime objective and not objective
to myself in the thing - an absol-ute contradiction.
Ownership is in essence therefore free and complet,e,

The modern worker in 'laying hol-d of the means,
of production, as Hege1 expresses itr... is in effect
laying claim to the ownership of the means of
production. The commodities he or she produces embody
the wil-I of the producer and not the abstract will of
the capitalist. They are therefore the private
property of the worker.... The distinction posited by
the bourgeois mind between the abstract ownership of
capital and the concrete ideality of the-- r^¡orkê; is
nothing less than an 'insanity of personal_ity' .
Hegel's corrosive critique of capitalist private
property should be quoted in fulI: 'To distinguish
between the right to the whole and entire use of the
thing and ownership in the abstract is the work of the
empty Understanding for which the Idea i.e. in this
instance the unity of (a) ownership (or even the
person's will as such) and (b) its realization is
not the truth, but for which these two moments in
their separation pass as something that is true,. What
HegeJ- means is that the bourgeois mind distinguishes
between ownership as possession and ideality, i.e.,
the labour of the worker and ownership of the product
of this rel-ation, í.ê,, the ownership by the
capital.ist of the conmodities produced by the worker.
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'This distinction, then', he continues, 'as a relation
to the world of facL', i.e., in the bourgeois world of
commodity production, 'is that of an overlord to
nothing, and this might be call-ed an "insanity of
persona1ity"... because "mÍne" as appJ_ied to a single
object would have to mean the direct presence in it
both of my single exclusive wil-t and al-so the
excl-usive wiLl- of someone el-se' .

In Hegel's view... the distinction between the
property of the capitalist and that of the worker is
completely hol-l-ow a mystif ied creation of the
bourgeois mind. (CIHM, l-89-91)

We might expect, from this argument, that MacGregor

(and HegeJ-) therefore oppose and find ilJ_egitimate the wage

relation, the sale of labour power by the worker to the

capitalist, as the

personality'. On the

root cause of this 'insanity of

contrary, just three pages earl-ier
MacGregor asserts that

ideality. Iby which] relation, freedom becomes 'concrete,

i.e. social': that is the individual's freedom in property

is recognized and respected by other individuals". (CIHM,

r_86 ) .

MacGregor wholeheartedly supports Hegel,s defence and

justification of private property as "the external

manifestation of a person's freedom, the embodiment of his

manifestation of property is
sel-l- f or a limited time

or her own consciousness and

continues, "represents an

individuality and will- an

(CIHM, 185-6 ) . Moreover, he

" Lhe pre-eminant external-

one's ability to alienate or

one's own l-abour power or

wil-I". Property, MacGregor

extension of the person, s

extension that is inviol-abl-e"

condemnation of conìmon property:

also concurs with Hegel's
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Each individual is entitled to, and has the right of,
private property.... For Hegel, the notion that the
private property of individuals shoul_d be hel_d or
shared in common is merely an abstraction of the
understanding consciousness. . . . Private property is a
determination of individual freedom; lack of private
property negates that freedom. (CIHM, 186).

Final1y, "the most important aspect of private property

is that, with its emergence, the individual was set free to
the extent that his or her labour-power or idearity coul-d be

his or her private property. This is the worrd-historical
significance of private property" (CIHM, 194).

The "insanity" of capitaJ-ist production, then, does not
result from the sale of the worker,s labour power per sê,

but from pecuriarities of this contract as it is conducted

wj-th the capitalist . "Hegel', , asserts MacGregor, " argues

that the contract between the worker and the capital-ist is a

formal contract only, since the exchange between them is not

the same as that between two equal commodity ovrners" (crHM,

I92). A val-id contract, Hegel writes:
implies two consenting parties and two things. That is
to sây, in a contract my purpose is both to acquire
property and to surrender it. Contract is rea.l_ when
the action of both parties is complete, i.e. when both
surrender and both acquire property, and when both
remain property owners even in tfre ãct of surrend.er.
Contract is formal where only one of the parties
acquires property or surrenders it. (pR, para 76A,
quoted in CIIIM, 1,92)

Just such a situation prevails in the contract between

capitalist and worker in MacGregor,s view: ,'only one...
receives property -- the capitarist; the worker receives

onry r"rages which, instead of being property in the sense of
a sel-f-renewabl-e resource, are onry adequate to keep the
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worker alive and fill his or her immediate consumption

requirements". wages provide onry subsistence, and

"'subsistence', as Heger points out, is not the same as
2

possession'". MacGregor therefore concl_udes that because

"the worker gets only a part of the val-ue of what he

creates. . . [and] the capitarist pockets the rest. . . [this ]

'annurs the obligation arising out of the making of the
contract'". "The worker, by possessing the means of
production, becomes their real owner" (CIFI¡{, J-92).

MacGregor thus discerns in Heger a critique of
capitalist production with two facets: on the one hand, the
capitalist and the worker rel-ate in the l-abour process to
the same property, but the capitalist's reration is abstract.

and empty, while the worker's is concrete, active and
3

sensuous. The resol-ution of this contradiction must

therefore be in favour of the worker. on the other hand, the
contract between the capitarist and the worker for the

Latter's l-abour power, is unbaranced, merely f ormal- and

invalid. Again, it must be amended in favour of the worker.

This critique, MacGregor inpries is precisel-y the same as

Marx's treatment of exploitation in the theory of surpJ-us

value ( "Hegel's theory may have operated as an unconscious

subtext in his mind" -- crHM, \92). The difference between

them is that Hegel "offers a much more concrete sol_ution

than Marx ever manages to achieve": ,'The resorution of the
contradiction between the capitalist and the workêr", writes
MacGregor, "therefore, can onJ-y go in one direction,' (and
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here he quotes Hegel ) : "'Arthough their reÌation is not that
of being common owners of a property, stil-l- the transition
from it to common ownership is very easy',, (CfHM, 194).

We should observe that in the course of this discussion

the emphasis has been put on the 'empty, and 'abstract'
character of the capitarist's wirl in relation to the means

of production and the commodities produced, whire the worker

has the 'whol-e and entire use of the thing,. By this stark
antimony the 'absoLute contradiction' is posed which must

resul-t in the product beconing 'free and complete' --
'the private property of the worker'. But now, at the end of
the section, MacGregor adds the comment that "in so far as

the capitalist plays a direct rol-e in the production

process. . . his or her rel-ation to the means of production is
not entirely abstract" (crHlf, 193). To the extent that this
is the case, the capitarist thereby retains property rights
alongside the worker. warrant for this sorution is again

found in Hegel:

'Were there nothing... in these two relationships, to
the means of production 'except that rigid
distinction' between the real ownership of the worker
and the merely formal- ownership of the capitalist, .in
its rigid abstraction, then in them we would not have
two overlords (donini) in the strict sense, but an
owner on the one hand [i.e., the worker: D.M.] and the
overlord who was the overlord of nothing [i.e., the
capitalist: D.M. I on the other. But on the score of
the burdens imposed there are two ovüners standing in
relation to each other,. (PR, para 62R quoted in Ctrut,
193-4, with MacGregor's interpolations )

Now the worker is not to become the sole owner, but

"both the worker and the capitalist are owners: they stand

in relation to one another as participants in the production
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and reproduction of commodities" (CIHM, 31). This, ãt least,
is consistent with the stress MacGregor el-sewhere places on

the the active rol-e of the capitalist (CIHM, I77ff ). It is
less c1ear, ât l-east to me, that this now less-than-absolute

contradict,ion must then be resolved in the same manner as

Hegel's tabsolute contradiction' (condemning dual 'titl-e' to

a single thing when its use is entirely that of one party).

MacGregor clearly feel-s that it must., but it might perhaps

have been discussed.

We should further note that this .devastating critique
of capitalist private property' is drawn almost entirely
from two paragraphs of the Philosophy of Riqht (paras , 6I,
62) and that both the argument on the 'very easy transition'
and that on 'two owners in rel-ation' are drawn from the

discussion in the Remark to paragraph 62 concerning the

dissol-ution of f eudal l-and tenure. This transposition to the

worker/capitalist rel-ation may be a legitimate parallel, but

surely calls for some supporting argument?

As the editor of the Philosophy of Riqht, T. M. Knox,

observes Hegel's discussion is explicitly directed to the

rel-ation between l-ord and vassal, (PR, 325). Considered as a

discussion the }ord/peasant relationship a very different

interpretation is possible. In the new worl-d of absol-ute

private property the old feudal mixture of tenure (see the

quote from Bloch in chapter two, above) cannot be

maintained. It certainl-y seems incompatible with Hegel's

perspectÍve of 'f ree and compl-ete' ov¡nership. But here we
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have a feudar l-ord with titl-e (dominium directum) and a

vassar with the use of the Land (dominium utile). somehow

this situation must be brought into accordance with the new

"principle of the freedom of property". Heger,s sorution:
"the yield of the property is calculated and looked upon as

the essential- thing, whire that incalculabre factor in the
overl-ordship of the property, the factor which has perhaps

been regarded as the honourable thing, is subordinated to
the util-e" (PR, para 62R). Hegel, it appears, metes out the
same observation made by Johnson after the dissol-ution of
highland feudalism: "The chiefs, divested of their
perogatives, turned their thoughts to the improvement of
their revenues, and expect more rent as they have less
homage" (quoted in Hitl, L96g| 224). Heger,s argument can

more easily (and more literally) be read as a defence of t.he

Junkers than as an advocacy for proJ_etarians !

MacGregor's representation of Heger, s rdevastating

critique' will- be examined in detail in a rat.er section of
this chapter. one or two further observations may be made

here, however. rn the first prace we mj_ght ask what the
consequences might be if MacGregor,s conditions on the
contract between worker and capitarist r^rere appJ_ied to other
contracts. MacGregor follows Hegel in insisting that, equal
property (equal in value) must be exchanged for a contract
to be varid (PR, para 77, crHMt Lgz). More than this, he

insists that onJ-y property of the same sort may be validry
contracted for (property that is not a ,sel-f-renewing
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resource' may not be exchanged for that which is not) and

further that the aquisition of 'subsistence' does not make a

valid contract. But íf, for exampfe, f visit my neighborhood

restaurant for l-unch does not something very tike this
happen? I exchange money for food. The food is to me merely

subsistence, but the money, since the restauranteur is a

capitalist, is to him a 'sel-f-renewing resource' (an

exchange of his commodity capital for money capital). The

same quandry woul-d seem to infect alL contracts over

consumer goods. Are all such contracts invalid? In the

second pJ-ace, if this rel-ation between capitalist and worker

is not a proper contract, in just what circumstances would a

proper contract for labour-power (as opposed to labour

see below) take place?

FinaIIy, neither MacGregor nor Hegel make any comment

on their previous condemnation of conrmon property (PR, para

46, CIHM, 186) and this subsequent 'very easy transition' to

common property. Once again this ought to be discussed even

though the general conclusion appears fairly clear. There Ís

no 'common', collectively owned, property in the new

relationship of worker and capitalist; there is merely

individual privat,e property held as in a joint stock

company. This I take to be the shape of ì4acGregor, s

social-ist ownership. However, to what degree this is to be

"an inherently dissoluble partnership in which the retention
of my share is explicitly a matter of my arbitrary
preferencê", is, unfortunately, not made cl-ear (PR, para
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46). There are, surery, some very important questions that
must be answered in this regard. How ]ong must a worker have

the 'whol-e and entire use, of the means of production
before he or she is entitl-ed to a share in the enterprise?
what is the size of this share and what form does it take?
(stock?, co-operative membership?). May the worker then
immediately withdraw from the enterprise and receive in
compensation that portion of its capital? can a worker cash

in his or her share of the capital without withdrawing from

employment? what is to prevent the rise of a cl_ass of
proletarian tcorporate raid.ers', hiring on then absconding

with the capitar of the firm? rf these things are prevented
does t,his not abridge the individual, s right of private
property? À 'concrete sorution' to the .dilemma of bourgeois
society' must attend to such questions.

The Corporation and gocial_ist Democracy

"Marx never fulry worked out his theory of social
cl-ass" observes MacGregor, adding that "by contrast, HegeJ-,s

discussion of crabs in the philosophy of RÍqht is thorough
and comprehensive" (crHM, 206), The first part of this
statement is undoubtedly true. But then, to Marx a theory of
class is not a normative or tlpological ascription by which
individuars may be sl,otted into different pigeon hores but
an attempt to describe the processes in rea]_ity by which
classes are constituted. The principal conclusion of his own
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studies was that classes are constituted in relation to the
'means of production' or, to put the same point in both more

genera]- and more specif icar j-y correct terms, in t,he comprex

of rel-ations that constÍtutes and reconstitutes the division
of labour by which the means of production are set in
motion. The fundamental- characteristic of such systems of
rerations through which crasses are constituted, which is at
the same time "the essential difference between the various
economic forms of society... tisl the mode in which surplus-
l-abour is in each case extracted from the actual- producer,

the labourer" (CI , 209).

To describe crasses in terms of their reration to the

means of production means, in capitalist society where every

means of production has a doubl-e character as useful- thing
and as vaLue/capital, to describe their relation to capitaÌ.
Two classes are rerativery easy to spot: there are those

that set capitaJ- in motion, the capitarists; and those who

are set in motion by capital, the working cl-ass. Àn

arternative way to describe this rel-ation as Marx does in
the fragment on crasses in vol-ume three of capitar -- is to
detail the source and form of revenue of different groups.

The revenue of the workj-ng class is from the sare of their
labour-power in the form of wages, that of the capitarist
crass (principalJ-y) from their advance of capitar in the

4
form of profit (CIII, 886 ) . fn that same fragment,

however, Marx begins (just as the manuscript breaks off) to

discuss the inadequacy of a description in terms of source
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of revenue. one such inadequacy that may be pointed out here

is that such a description, focusing on the final-
distribution of sociar weal-th, does not. necessariry
il-luminate how that distribution came about. ,The mode in
which.. . surpJ-us-l-abour is. .. extracted, is always arso a

rel-ation of power, of control- over and subordination within,
the relations of production. This element cannot be excl-uded

from the notion of class, whether the final- distribution of
product be egual or highJ_y uneven.

The vast majority of the popul-ation in contemporary

western society f al-l-s into the two great crasses of
bourgeois and proJ-etarians (mostJ-y the J-atter). But there
are endl-ess possibre complications both within and beyond

this central- opposition. rn the first p]-ace, these rej-ations
are but the constituitive core of these two great cl-asses

upon which a weal-th of cul-turar elaboration and

differentiation develops. The consciousness of a class is no

s j-mpre f unction of its rocation in the rel-ations of
production (Thompson, 1968). such conditions have sometimes

led to cl-ass consoLidations and soJ-idarity. Just as often
they have resulted in different sections of the crass of
wage labourers considering themseLves to be separate from
that cl-ass (if they retain any consciousness of crass at
aIJ- ) .

second, these rel-ations are not arways cl-ear and

unequivocal-. Many who in terms of 'revenue, appear to be

working crass (living off a wage or sarary) appear to be in
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a "contradictory cl-ass position" as they exercise through

their placement in the complex organizational- structures of
modern business enterprises a greater or l_esser control over

the disposition of capitar, and, again to a greater or
lesser extent, "the power of disposing of the labour-power
of others" (wright, L978, Gr, s2-3). rn combination with
cul-tura1 factors such circumstances have frequently led
their incumbents to consider themsel-ves members of classes
distinct from both workers and capital_ist. The treatment of
such hybrid groups in class theory has been equarly fraught
with uncertaj-nty. Third, there are significant groups in
capitalist society who do not selr their l_abour po\,ser but
their l-abour (on which distinction see beJ-ow) . The .doctors.

mentioned by Marx in his fragment on crasses might
(normaIly) be considered of this sort. The archetllpe of this
sort of position is the crassica]- petit bourgeois, who

produces commodities (either as a physical good or as a

service ) but neither emp]-oys v¡age l-abour nor serLs his or
her labour-power.

Finaj-J-y the class composition of capitalist societies
is compricated by the fact that capitalism is not a

universar mode of production. That is, the whol_e complex of
relations necessary for the reproduction of society cannot

be organized through capital-ist rel-ations. capital_ism is
necessarily dependent on an articulation with al-ternative
sets of relations of production. The state and the rel-ations
through which procreation are organized shouLd especially be
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mentioned (Vadja, 1981, Bradby, 1982 and note 7 to chapter
5

four, below). If Marx's theory of class is incomplete the

reason is, at least in part, that the very complexity of

such inter-rel-ations def ies any easy anaJ-ysis or concrusion.

The tthorough and comprehensive, character of the

Hegelian theory of cl-ass is possibte in rarge measure

because all individuars that are invorved with a given 'mode

of production' are defined as members of a single class.
Agriculture, commodity production and the state arl (at
least in the forms in which Heger deals with them) can be

taken to represent different modes of sociarizíng labour,
modes of production. To each of these corresponds a singre

classs "(a) the substantial- or immediate Ior agricurturar]
class; (b) the ref Lecting or formal Ior business] cJ_ass; and

finaIly, (c ) the universal- class Ithe class of civil
servantsl" (PR, para 202, interpolations in the original).

Of these cl-asses only the agricul_tura1 class appears to
be given an expricit internal- differentiation. This cLass

seems in fact to be a refl-ection of the feudal mode of
production. rt.s place in the state is through the direct and

personal invol-vement of that "section of the agricultural
cl-ass. . . summoned and entitLed to its poJ-itical- vocation by

birth without the hazards of election"; i.e. the feudal_ rord
(PR, para 307, also 305, 306). This 'representative' of the
agricultural cLass necessarily has 'his' opposite number in

6
the peasant. For the business and universal- classes it is
not made expricit,ly clear that such an internal- division
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exists. some commentators have thus concruded that Heger has

omitted the proletariat, either obscuring their existence or

as was certainl_y conmon at the time -- merely denying

them any place in the state (Avineri, L972, l_09).

Such a conclusion, MacGregor responds, is clearly
wrong: "the worker was certainÌy included in what Hege1

cal-Is 'the business class,; this class is a unity which

includes the opposites, capitalist and worker, just as the

'agricultural class' includes both great landowners and
7

peasants" (CIHM, 181). The business cl-ass is defined not

by its members' ownership of capital but by its necessary

social- role: "its function is to form and adapt raw

materials in order to satisfy human needs " a function in
which both the worker and capital-ist participate together

(crHM, 31 ) .

The failure of commentators to see that the worker is
actually part of HegeJ_,s business cl_ass derives from
their unspoken assumption (perhaps prejudice) that the
worker is a simple pawn in the system of production
dominated and controll_ed by the capitalist, an
assumption not shared by Hegel. (CIHM, 181)

The ideality. the creative will and l_abour, of both the

capitarist and the worker are inextricably bound up in the

l-abour process and its product. "The ideaì_ity of the

capitarist, therefore incrudes the worker; and the idearity
of the worker incÌudes the capitalist. Together they form an

organic unity" (CIHM, 180). However, in the form that it has

taken hitherto the business class expresses a "contradictory
or polar unity", "a conflicted, divided cl_ass broken into
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the antagonistic pores of worker and capitarist" (crHM , 206,

233). Despite their conmon participation in the productj-on

of commodities these are appropriated by the capitalists
denying the workers their full humanity:

Ow'nership of property, Hegel suggests, is the means
whereby an individual in civil- soðiety affirms his orher personality and gains recognition from others. Theworker, however, is defined precisely in his or herl?gL- of property; hence the element of recognitionvitar for estab'rishing the worker,s personaJ_lty ismissing. rn civil society, therefore, the educatiõn orBildunq of the worker takes the form of a struggle forproperty riqhts. (CIHM, 30)

"Bildung is the desperate struggre of work and serf-
real-ization; it is a cl_ass struqql-e, where the individual
attains self-consciousness within the framework of his or
her social rore in the system of prod.uction" (crHM | 2r4).
The fundamental locus of this educative struggre for
recognition of their property rights on the part of
proletarians is the corporation, an organization that is a

private business enterprise identicat with the capitaJ-ist
firms with which we are famil-iar, yet tendentiaJ-Iy very
different. Just as the business cl-ass encompasses the
antagonistic poles of capitalist and worker, ',in diarectical
fashion the Hegelian business corporation al_so includes its
opposite: the labour union" 3

The corporation offers itself to the worker as themain arena of combat for property rights, the centreof educatio.t.l 
. struggre 1 Þirdrinq ) in - civil- society,

and the foundation for furl- þõTitical parricipation inthe state.... condemning... efforts to ciush theproletariat, HegeI deliberatel_y defines the corp_oration as a contradictory organization representatiîeof the opposing interests of capital-ists ãnd workers.
Thus if his corporation bears some resembLance to thegiant businesses that straddl-e the economies of con-
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temporary western capitalism, it al-so corresponds to
the opponents of the multinationals formed within big
business itself the labour unions. (CIHM, 34, 234)

MacGregor is a\^rare that each aspect of his

interpretation of the Corporation is controversial. As he

admits, few commentators have seen much resemblance between

Hegel's Korporation and the joint stock corporation of later
times . He insists, however, that "Hege1's corporation

certainly refers to incorporated business organizations r âs

may be determined by consulting his references to the

corporation as a business licenced and regulated by the

state" (CIHM, 232, cf 197). When we turn to this discussion

in the Philosophy of Right we find (in part) the folJ-owing

discussion of the Corporation:

251.... [The Corporation's] universal purpose is...
who1ly concrete and no wider in scope than the purpose
invol-ved in business, its proper task and interest.
252. In accordance with this definition of its
functions a Corporation has the right, under the
surveilÌance of the public authority, (a) to look
after its own interests within its own sphere, (b) to
co-opt members... (c) to protect its members against
particuJ-ar contingencies, (d) to provide education
requisite to fit others to become members. . .

The Corporation member... who is, or wil-I become,
master of his craft... is to be distinguished from a
day labourer...
253. . . . The corporation member needs no external
marks beyond his own membership as evidence of his
skill and his regular income and subsistance...

UnLess he is a member of an authorized
Corporation (and it is only by being authorized that
an association becomes a Corporation) r ên individualj-s without rank or dignity... (PR, paras 25L-3 and
Remarks ) .
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The el-ements to which MacGregor in particurar referred
our attention, (a 'purpose... whorly concrete and no wid.er

than the purpose involved in business, . and .by being

authorized... an association becomes a corporation, ) occur
in the f irst excerpt and the l-ast (paras 25r & z53R).

Between them, and forrowing them is a great dear of
discussion of the quasi-judicial, reguratory, educative and

mutuaL-aid functions of corporations. The most direct and

obvious conclusion would seem to be that Hege1 does not mean

to indicate singular, unitary, business enterprises but
associations of the practitioners of particuJ_ar trades
gathered together from many separate enterprises which

remain distinct economic entit.ies. Under this
interpretation, the one drawn by Ànthony Brack, the
corporation is a revitaLized form of the crafts guild:

r!" corporation is concerned to pursue the werL-beingof all those invol-ved in a given profession... tIt;funcEions I correspond ctoséty to' the traditionalfunctions of the gui]d.... ¡lext, the corporation haslegar functionsi... 'to manage the privale propertyand intersts' of 'particular sphereé,, Uy wñicñ hêappears to mean the generar regul-at,ion of economicaffairs and the administration oi justice in economicmatters, that is to say in matters which traditionarlyhad come within the scope of guild and municipaicourts (prices, wages, conditions of work, weights ãndmeasures, quality of goods). fn these areas, Hegel(vaguely, but characteristically) conbiñesauthorization from berow and from ãliove.... His'f unctional' notion of poi-itical represent,ation viacorporations was a systematization of the rol-e guiJ_ds
had often pì-ayed in city government. (1994 , zo|-ãoa¡

rf there is a modern equivarent it is not the joint
stock company, but more likeJ-y the professional, trade or
industriaL association. some of these (e.g., the Bar
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Association or college of physicians and surgeons ) have just
the sort of functions and powers indicated. They are

authorized by the state, have reguJ-atory and disciplinary
powers over their members, educative functions, act on

behalf of all- members with respect to setting or neg-ot,iating

fees, and generally concern themsel-ves with a purpose .no

wider in scope than t.he purpose invol-ved in business, its
proper task and interest'. while it is hard to find many

rank-and-file emproyees in the council_s of the canadian

Association of Manufacturers, the inclusion of labour unions

is not inconceivabre if we return to the guird model_ for the
corporation (though these woul-d have to be 'trade, rather
t'han t industrial- ' unions r ðrs the 'day-J-abourer, types who

general-ly make up the latter have, expricitj-y, been shown

the door). what is nowhere indicated in Heger's discussion
is that the corporation shoui-d consist of a singre
enterprise or unit of capital_.

Despite these possible objections, MacGregor insists
that "Hegel's corporation is a hybrid that borrows equarJ_y

from the feudar crafts guird that stirl existed in his
Germany and the modern joint stock companies that made their
appearance in Engrand around the end of the eighteenth
century" (crHM, 7). And the corporate form of organization
of capital brings in its wake a series of developments

(through the struggle of the workers) that wil-l_ bring about

the eventuar "transformation of the capital_ist firm into a

social institution":
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with the appearance of the corporation, domination ofthe worker by the arbitrary wi1l of a singlecapitalist gives way to a system in which the workerhas increasing authority and control- over theconditions of work.... The various schemes put forwardby modern-day corporations, in co-operãtion withlabour unions to reduce arienation at the workplace,
such as frexibl-e hours, job-enrichment, invorvemãnt in
management, and so on, are necessary products of thedevelopment of capitalism itsel_f . . . .- [There is agrowLh ofl job protection and mobiliÈy schemes,retirement and heaÌth plans, and so .fórth. thesealong with the universal scope of the moderncorporation, distinguish it dramatically from thenarrow character of the early capit,al-ist firm which
denied absorutety the rights of the worker and offeredlittl-e in return. (CIHM, 34, 23I-Z)

At the end of this process and the "graduar recognition
of the property rights of the worker", "t.he HegeJ_ian

corporation Iremains] a productive enterprise with an

accordingry limited and particul-aristic scope, but it is
al-so a democratic political orqanization with direct links
to the state " (CIHM 34, 233 ) . The Corporat,ions "wil1 be

transformed through a process of confict and st,ruggle into
organs of direct democracy and workers, control" (crHM,

256). "Leading positions within Ithe] corporation are

staffed through elections among their members and subject to
'ratification by higher authority' in the state" (crHM,

233 ) .

The character of the changes in the modern corporation
rehearsed above by MacGregor raÍses a question. rn what

sense are job-enrichment schemes, health pl-ans, job

protection, (one might add safety and environmentaL

agreement"), and so on to be considered property rights? rt
is quite possibre that they cour-d be considered properry
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rights r or, rather, that they might yet deveJ-op into
property rights. But today's mostly revokable arrangements

seem too t,enuous to be described as property. Shou1d they

become property it seems to me that most wourd not likeJ-y

become the sort of absolute, alienabl_e, private propert.y

sanctioned by Hegel's doctrine. such property rights seem to
me more likely to take the form of a conditional right to
participation in the use or enjoyment of something wit,h only
very linited or no right of arienation (Macpherson,

1975 ) . Such 'property rights' might even develop in a

negative form I a right to freedom from the nuisance or

damage generated by others use of their property (a right to

be free of the 'externalities, of po1J_ution for example).

These too rnight properly be caÌled property rights but

hardly fit the form of individual absol-ute property. If
l"lacGregor can see a way in which al-l of these various forms

can be fitted into a theory of absol-ut,e property rather than

conrmon or participatory property, this ought to have been

deveroped. otherwise the developments he mentions can as

easily be read as an abridgement of private property as an

extention of it.

Hegel opposed universal suffrage on the geographic

model- as encouraging the tatomization' of the electorate and

promoting apathy. "universar suffrage, far from calring
forth the old republican virtus of poritical invol-vement, is
'not so attractive as to provoke strong claims'; when it is
provided,' 'what seems to prevair in the el-ect.orate is great
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indifference'" (Avineri, 1972t 212-3), Worse, to adopt this
"vision of the state as a mere mass r ân aggregate of
individuals. . . is to abandon any hope of a substantive
coÍrmon Ìife... [and the] peopre, once it identifies itsel-f
as a mere mul-titude is 'a formless mass whose commotion and

activity itserf coul-d theref ore onry be eJ-ementary,

irrational, barbarous and frightful',' (TayJ-or I Ig75 | 445).

IvlacGregor foll_ows Hegel in advocating in place of
universal suffrage on a geographic basis a system of
functional representation. rn this rore the corporation
becomes "the most important mediating inst,itution between

the isorated individuar in civil- society and the comprex

apparatus of government... by electing parliamentary

representatives or deputj-es from within the corporat.ions

themsel-ves" (crHM, 233). fn the introduction r commented

that in combining an emphasis upon the corporation as an

organ "of direct democracy and workers' control" with its
function as the medium of representation of civir society
in the state, MacGregor,s scheme resem.bled a .soviet., system

of government and represent,ation. rf we now take note of the
emphasis MacGregor places on the "'ratification by higher
authority' in the state" of the corporation's owrr internal
officers and the fact that. while the corporation has

developed "'inLo a known and thoughtfur ethicar mode of
J-ife', nevertheless they 'must fa]I under the higher
surveillance of the state'" we might almost describe the
po]-itical shape of his ' sociaL st.ate ' as 'd.emocratic
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centralismr.

The explicit objective of MacGregor, s proposal to
retain individual- private property, the independence of
civil society and the corporate form of representation, is
to permit the power of the universal class of civil servants

to be "counterbal-anced by the business cl-ass from berow".

Thereby he hopes to forestal-I the coJ-Iapse into a "'mono-

organizational societ[y]' control-Ied not by market

relations, but... by 'hierarchies of appointed official-s
under the direction of a singJ-e overall command,,' (CIHl"t,

2L3, 272, quote is from T.H. Rigby). In a later section of

this chapter r will explore whether the corporate socialist
democracy advocated by MacGregor might noL, paradoxically,
l-ead to this very outcome.

The External- and the Socia1 State

"HegeÌ is keenly aware", writes MacGregror, ',of the

factors in bourgeois society that are likery to increase the

rational control- of the pubric authority over corporations " .

(CIHM, l-99 ) . This is the other side of the dlmamic of
transformation of bourgeois society. rn combination with the

workers' struggle for property rights in the corporation the

growth of the j-nterventionist state wirl "restore unity to
the disintegrating fabric of industriar capitalism " though

in a manner which is "not a disguised reform of capitalism
but rather [a] transcendence of the bourgeois order and the
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emergence of a society which embraces the ideal of freedom

projected by Marx" (CIHM, 33, 38 ) . When these two

developments come to fruition, the rational-r or as MacGregor

styles it, the social_ state will_ come into being.

The state of HegeJ-'s day or even the comptemporary

state is far from this ideal-. "For HegeÌ',, writes MacGregor,

"the bourgeois state is merery 'the state external-, --
government devoted primarily to the protection of private
property and abstract freedom":

The external state, which for Hegel includes the
capitalist economic system along with its institutions
of l-aw and public authorj_ty, is precisely . the modern
representative state, described by Marx as .a
committee for managing the conmon affairs of the whore
bourgeoisie' (CIHM, 35, 195)

This external state "is powerless before the dlmamic of
civil society, unabl-e to overcome the 'brind necessity, of
the economic system" . Nonetheress, "progress t,oward.s the

rational state does not invorve a compì-ete departure from

the governing institutions of capitalist society" (crHM , 3s,

254). The external- state must develop into the social state:
"despite its manifest inadequacy... titl conceal-s under .a

motrey covering' the form and inner structure of a truly
rational order" (CIHI,I, 35).

Às was the case with the deveropment of the corporation
MacGregor sees many of the developments by which ',the
impulses of irrationarity and destruction Iin civir society]
are curbed and redirected" developing within the public
authority of today (crHM, 38). rn the first place "the giant
corporation's stranglehold over the economic system produces
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in reaction a whole series of government agencies intended

to control and regulate its activity";
The proliferation of government agencies to regulate
and control industry a development especially
remarkable in the battered and polluted north American
heartland of the mul-tinational corporation, where
working conditions and consumer products are gradually
being placed under health and safety control_s almost
unknown in many countries -- is inevitable....

In the Phil-osophy of Riqht, Hegel adumbrates a
whole range of developments that are only now coming
to fruition, such as the modern consumer movement
which has achieved a strong and extending grip
especially in North America.... [T]he great shift in
the outl-ook of consumers which occurred in the
1960s. . . and which focused initially on automobile
safety and food prices realized an advance in
consciousness urged by Hege1... 'both the defence of
the pubJ-ic's right not to be defrauded, and al-so the
management of goods inspection, may lier âs a coÍtmon
concern, with a public authority'.

In addition to these activities, the external
state al-so expands to include a range of services that
facilitate the scope, expansion and efficiency of
industryr âs wel-Ì as economic direction per se... The
state al-so takes a much greater rol_e in such areas as
pubJ-ic health, social administration and so on. (CIHM,
199-200)

Hegel's rational- state is suggestive for an
analysis of contemporary l-iberal democratic society.
The huge modern bureaucrâcy, allÍed with state clients
and public interest groups r may have its own class
interests that could set it in opposition to dominant
groups from civil- society. Thus government initiatives
in education, health, safety, and wel-fare may be seen
as expressing the interests of the universal cl-ass and
its constituency among the poor and unorganized (this
is certainly how they are interpreted by the
capitalist class in the United States). (CIHM, 256)

fn this tendency to exercise a growing ,'oversight and

care" of civil- society the Hegel-ian tuniversal_ cl-ass' of
civil servants finds it.s historic mission. unlike the

business cfass "the universar class i s free of internal
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schisms based on property relations, while its conscj-ousness

and functions are themsel-ves aspects of state power" (crHM,

2r2). There is a danger, however, that the bureaucracy may

go beyond its reguratory and sociar administration
functÍons. As l"lacGregor quotes Hegel- (but in a context where

he is approving rather than att,acking the growth of public
authority), "!,Ihen ref lective Ii.e., bourgeois: D.M. ]

thinkÍng is very highry developed, the public authority may

tend to draw into its orbit everything it possibry can, for
in everything some factor may be found which might make it
dangerous in one of its bearings" (pR, para 234At quoted in
crHM, !99| MacGregor's interporation). The resurt as in "the
sociarj-st repubrics and many Third world countries. . . is an

arbitrary tyranny of the interrigentsia, and since no one is
l-ess tol-erant of the expression of divergent ideas than the

intellectual-, the free exchange of ideas - in communist

countries is severely curbed". Therefore:

The pov¡er of the [universal] class must be counter-
bal-anced by the business cl,ass from bel-ow and also by
the head of state from above. Only these forces'ef fectiveJ-y prevent it from acquiring the isol-ated
posÍt.ion of an aristocracy and using its education and
skiIl as means to an arbitrary tyranny, . (CIHM | 2I3).

However, MacGregor appears sanguine Èhat the proper

barance can be reached. The state must be independent and

strong enough that it does not remain "powerJ-ess before the

dlmamic of civil society". on the other hand state
intervention must not be of such scale and scope that the

independence of civil society is threatened. The former has

proved impossible in capitalist society, the Latter in
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of the'actuaIly existing socialism'. The const.itution
rational state, it seems, is the secret.

" If Hege1 is correct", writes lvlacGregor, "future
poriticar constituencies. . . may be rooted in a funct.ional
rather than geographic network of representationr so that
voters will erect candidates at the level of the business

organization, school- or government department (crHI,I | 256).

rn combination with corporate internar democracy this
patternr âs \^¡as observed in the last section,s discussion of
the corporation, resembl-es a soviet system of democracy.

unrike the original conception of the soviet, hovrever, this
is not the only el-ement of the state. MacGregor argues that
the social- state will maintain "the three moments of the
rational stater... the head of state, the executive, and. the
estates or parliament... but these are separate aspects of a

unitary process of government rather than autonomous,

confricting powers" (crHì4 | 255). The structure of the
rational- state is such, it appears, that so rong as these

divisions are maintained in form there is tittre worry that
substantial- conflicts will- arise:

since. deputies from the corporations are eLected bythe business or working class itsel_f, they .eo ipsóadopt the point of view of society, and the-ir êTectionis therefore either something whorly superfluous orel-se reduced to a trivial pfay ót õpinion andcaprice'... Hegel argues that the párriamentary
guarantee is misconstrued by bourgeois poritical
theorists, who bel-ieve that ùhe public has ã deeperinsight and knowJ-edge of affaiis than government
bureaucracy.... Hege]- contends, however, tñat seniorpubric seivants año their pråfessional- and admin-istrative personnel have a better understanding...
they are experienced and skilred in t,he mechanisms 

- of
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government and are able to run it without parl-
iament. . . parJ-iament furfiÌs its role as guarantõr ofpublic freedom in the rational- state. . . by virtue ofthe additional insight erected deputies offerbureaucracy... Iand] through its abilily to inf l_uencethe conduct of the bureaucracy.. anlicipation ofcrit.icism from the estates and from elsewhere
induces official-s to pay attention to their duties andadminister programs in an efficient and responsÍbre
manner. (CIHM, 255-6)

This expectation of an easy symbiosis between the
state and civil socÍety is rather remarkabl_e given their
stormy rel-ationship heretofore. But then this is not
expected to resul-t merely from the evolution of the external
state or the new social- character of the corporatj_on. The

barance achieved by the rationar state requires more than

the harmonization of theser so to speak, .sub-politicat,

functions; it reflects a transformation of conscj_ousness.

"For Hegel, the rdea of the state is to be found at the
poriticar IeveI, in the integration of civir society and the
state through the emerging constj_tutional structure of
government " :

In the higher sphere of the state... theseinstitutions are unified with the circl-es ofgovernment and at, the same tj-me they are transformedor subl-ated. According to Hege1, the state becomes theguiding power in society precisery because theinstitutions of bourgeois society are educated up toits l-evel.... rn the rational- staLe, 'individualsl . donot live as private persons for their own ends alone,but in the very act of wilring these they wilr theuniversal- in light of the universal, and theiractivity is consciousry aimed at none but theuniversal- end' . ( CIHM, 36 )

unfortunatery, it is hard to see that this formulatÍon
provides any sounder guarantees against the development of
future soci al antagonisms or oppressions than the theory of
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communism to which it is intended to offer a corrective. The

onry guarantee seems to be that 'individuals (or classes)

wil-l- not disturb the social- balance because they will not
want to'. This might very wel-l be true in the rationar state
or in communism, but we have a very long way to go before we

reach either one. untii- then we need rather more than an

assurance that bureaucrats will behave if we threaten to
chastise them if they don't. we need more than the
assumption that deputies wil-] automaticarly represent the
needs of their constituencies. Ànd we need more than the
assumption that al-l- good self -conscious citizens will_

concern themselves with the universal interest because they
are good sel-f-conscious individuals. on arl these points it.
is remarkabl-e that MacGregor gives scant attention to either
the effective powers of parriament or to its l-imits. Even

more remarkably, there is not a single mention in the book

of political parties.

The Structure of the Soci_al State

The basic feature of the future social- state is the

retention of the division of contemporary society into the
family, civil society and the state, but articul-ated into a

coherent rather than antagonistic whol-e. civil society and

its 'system of needs' remain an autonomous sphere of
abstract right and subjective particurarity. The state
remains, in part, the external- state of government
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regul-ation, adrninistration of justice, police, etc . , but
becomes as well the state proper, the ethicar community in
which citizens express and deveJ-op their true freedom.

As the sphere of subjective particularity and abstract
right, civil society remains a worl-d of private property and

contract, of commodity production and exchange, a market

economy. But its characteristic institution, the

corporation, has been transformed by the resorution of the

contradiction between workers and capitarist,s in the

business cl-ass. All now enjoy the right to property and

capital that was previousry monopolized by the capitarist,s
'insanity of personality'. Each member of the business cÌass

no\^r has a stake, individual private property, in the

corporation for which he or she works. with respect to other
corporations and the 'system of needs, the corporation,s
sphere of interest remains Íts own particul-ar business and

the wel-f are of its members.

The corporation becomes internal-J-y democrat.ic and arong

with similar institutions; schoors, government departments,

etc., the basis for J-egisrative representation (although

el-ections on both levels are subject to review by

presumabry the state executive). Representation in the
state theref ore ref l-ects the citizen, s concrete
particularity rather than reducing him or her to an isolated
atom in an undifferentiated mass. As particurar interests
are thus articul-ated by the very means of representation,
ihe contemporary mediaËing institution of political parties
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are superf l-uous. The upper house of the legisl-ature Ís
(presumabry) done away with as the agricultural crass which

comprised it has been absorbed into the business c1ass. The

head of state, however, remains as crucial an el-ement of the

constitution as the legisrature, aJ-though he or she wirr be

an elected official, not a monarch, and wil-l have only the

appearance of power.

General- oversight and guidance of the economy,

administration of justice, and sociar administration is in
the hands of t.he government executive, the universal- crass

of civil servants. Their role is conscious concern with the

generar interest of civil- society/ the protection of
citizens as consumers (as opposed to producers) and advocacy

for those displaced in the operation of the economy.

The principle focus of MacGregor, s argument is to
il-lustrate within Hegel's philosophy of Riqht a vision of
the sociarist project and decipher within t.he contemporary

worrd a dynamic which will bring that vision to fruition.
The structure of the resulting social state is presented,

but not. in any great detair. rn t,his section r want briefty
to draw attention to some important questions regard.ing that
structure which are lef t uncl-ear or unresol-ved in
MacGregor' s discussions.

MacGregor crearly takes the antagonism between

capitalist and worker to be the fundamentaÌ contradiction of

bourgeois society. This much at least he has in co¡nmon with
Marxists. However, his 'nore concrete sorution' revea.Ls a
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very different understanding of the meaning of this
contradiction than that of Marx. with this opposition

resolved through the recognition of the worker's legitimate
property rights, and with the external- state ameliorating
those "accidental and capricious" el-ements that remain in
civil society, the way is paved for a transition to the

rationaL state, within the forms of capitalism itsel-f:
The struggle of the individual, which in civil society
is necessarily class strugqle, implies growing control
over social forces even within the bourgeois mode of
production, and is likely to turn aside all
predictions of capitalism.s imminent coIlapse.... The
transitory nature of capitalism resul-ts from its
contradictory character which 'appears in such a way
that the working individual, al_ienates himself . .
rel-ates to the [product of ] his labour as... an atien
wea1th...' But alienation is abol_ished within
capitalism itself; in fact, aboJ-ition of alienation is
a pre-supposition of the rational or communist state.
(CIHM, 244, quote from Marx, fty interpolation).

So, redressing the unjust distribution of property
between bourgeois and proretarian wirl- be the "abol-ition of
capital as private property within the framework of

Icapitalist production itself" (Marx quoted in CIHM, Z3I).

No need therefore to concern onesel-f with the form of
property. The reconciled members of the business crass,

"both worker and capitalist[,] are ovrners: they stand in
rel-ation to one another as participants in the production

and re-production of commodities" (crHM, 3L, my emphasis).

If they did this, Marx, I,ilt sure, would declare that it was

the guintessence of arienationl Each wourd become theÍr own

exproiter, perpetual-ly fated (as MacGregor approves Marx

saying of capitalists ) to be "a machine for the
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transformatíon of surplus-val-ue into surpJ-us-capitar" (Marx

quoted in CIIIM I L97 ) ,

This question wil,l- be exprored in the next chapter. For

the moment r{e need to note that it appears that in
MacGregor's social state commodity production and exchange

remains the basis for the social integrat.ion of rabour. The

social individual remains homo mercator. yet the shape and

scope of the market in the social state is never addressed

by MacGregor, nor is the question of its regulation. The

el-ements of reguration mentioned by lvlacGregor, such as

weights and measures, hearth and safety rures, etc. (see

above) leave the fundamental- dlmamics of the market, and

their consequences, untouched. No scheme for overcoming or
controJ-ing what has been the most destructive and the most

irrational- aspect of bourgeois production is even mentioned.

All this, accumulation for the sake of accumurat,ion, over-
production of goods and capital, crises and d.epressions,

MacGregor crear]y views as but the 'insanity of personal_ity'

of the capitalists: it will- disappear when their monopoly

over the means of production is broken. Not sor Marx argues.

while commodity production and exchange remain the form

in which labour is social-ized (or, we might sây, whire
property remains absol-ute, aJ-ienabre, private property )

there will always be dislocations, rocal and generar, mild
and catastrophic, in the division of l-abour. MacGregor,s

communist ideal has not even considered what is to be done

about this. NonetheLess, the rationar state, it wourd
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appear, is to have a market economy.

Another question that. receives littl_e comment in
MacGregor's presentation is the fate of t.he capitarist.
Írrhil-e he repeatedly emphasizes the importance of the
capitalist's contribution to the production process, and

therefore concludes that the capitarist is entitled to
retain a share in the social corporation we never (any more

than with the worker) l-earn what form this retained property
right is to take. Do both the capitalist and the worker

become stockhol-ders? And does the capitalist become just
another stockhording worker with the rest? or does the
capitalist retain his or her special- pì_ace in the management

of the production process, becoming part of a technocratic
caste separated from the rank and file? what, in any case,

is the structure of management to be? MacGregor tetrs us no

more than that the leading positions in the corporation are

to be firl-ed by election (with the ratification of the
state). were we to fol-Iow MacGregor's exampre and look for
indications in current development we might expect .quatity

circl-es' at the bottom, representation on the board of
directors at the top, and a wide swathe of professional_

managers in between. That something j_ike this could be

calÌed 'the abol-ition of alienation, is not immediatel-y

apparent.

The basis of erection is also unspecified. rf the new

sociar corporation is not to repeat capitaJ_ism, s

perpetration of a mere]-y fosnal_ and inval-id contract with
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its members, then each must receive compensation and capital
rÍghts in accordance with the value of their individual
contributions to the Corporation. If value is the measure

then \Àre must presume that the forces in the labour market

that determine wage differences will- continue to operate,

and be reflected in the capital stake in the Corporation

acquired by each worker. Some will accumulate more shares

than others. It would further seem an abridgement of the

right of prj-vate property to deny equal voice in the

operation of the Corporat.ion to each unit of property.

Shoul-d we presume, therefore, that different workers will
accumulate different numbers of votes in (both internal- and

legislative) elections in accordance with the number of

shares they possess? It is hard to see how "unequal-
9

privileges and weal-th [witl] disappear" in such a system.

The choice would appear to remain one between property and

equality. Hegel very clearly chose property and thus

inequal-ity (PR, para 49, 49R). MacGregor fudges the issue by

leaving it unaddressed.

Abstract Riqht versus Proletarian Property

According to F. R. Christi, "Hege1,s theory of pre-

contractual property in his Philosophv of Riqht should... be

considered as one of the most radical formulations of

possessive individualism in modern political philosophy"
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(1978 | L21). such a judgement could hardry be further from

the interpretation advanced by MacGregor, in whose

estimation the same part of Heger's doctrine of abstract
right is the basis for overcoming the ,'insanity of
personarity" by which capitarism makes "the accumulation of
private property... and end in itsel-f " in pJ-ace of property
being "the fulfillment of will without which individuals are

not fully human" (CIHM, l-90, Macpherson, l9B5 , g7) . Christi
effectivery makes of Heger a natural rights theorist, indeed

a radical one who strove "to close [the] door... [against]
any conditions that may weaken the right of property" (1979,

120). MacGregor's treatment veers sharpry in t,he opposite

direction, interpreting Hegel as holding that ,'the right of
property indicates a sociar rel-ation... a determination of

individual- freedom... [which] in not a natural, but a social
re]ation; it has nothing to do with nature,' (CIHM, 185 , j.86,

187 ) .

A third al-ternative is suggested by the very divergence

of these interpretations: that Hegel's doctrine of property

contains elements of both a naturat right and a social
theory of property. To what extent such a mixture can be

accomplished without contradiction between the parts is a

question that cannot be expJ-ored here (cf . Arthur, i,9g5).

However, this double nature of Heger's theory has important

consequences for MacGregor's interpretation and its
assessment. As A,nthony Srnith, one of MacGregor's reviewers,

argues,' in the theory of possession "Hegel is operating on
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prior to the introduction of
social institutions into the theory" (1987, 496). on this
level, MacGregor's argument that possession and use impry

ownershj-p is consistent with Hegej-. But with the l_ater

introduction of social rel-ationships the situation is
transformed:

Although Hegel believes that, in a situation withoutsociar institutions, use grants possession, we cannotconcl-ude that he hol-ds that the means of productionshould be owned by those who use them onceinstitutions have been introduced in the theory. Hegelin fact states that one,s 1ot in civil society (i.é.,after socio-economic institutions have beeñ intro-
duced) is a function not just of one's skirr and luck,but also of one's unearned capitaJ-. He courd not haveasserted this if MacGregor's interpret.ation \rrereaccurate. (Smith, 1987t 496)

MacGregor does not, as we have seen, argue that either
the sal-e of

rel-ations. Without the first "the pre-eminant

manifestation of property" -- the individual-, s ideality
coui-d not be properJ-y recognized and the substance given to
personal-ity and individual- freedom by property wourd be

incomprete, without the second arthough MacGregor has far
less t.o say about this civij- society, the system of
needs, could not subsist. Nonetheless, r think that smith's
criticism is fundamentally correct. MacGregor attempts to
force a compromise between the immediate and unconditional
right of possession and the val-idity of the contract for
labour-power. rn this section r wirl attempt to show that
this compromise is indeed incompatible with Hegel. s doctrine
of property. Furthermore MacGregor himsel_f contradicts his

Iabour power or capitaJ-, are iJ_Iegit,imate socj_al
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own sorut.ion when in different contexts he voices support

for arguments (chiefry by Marx) which are inconsistent with
his depiction of "Hegel's devastating critique of capit.arist
private property".

Marx's theory of property, by contrast with both
natural right theory and that advanced by Hegel (and

MacGregor) is social from the very olrtset. There could be no

pJ-ace in Marx's work for a discussion denuded of sociaf
determinations. "production by an isolated individual-
outside society" and hence, too, properEy, for it is but a

"tautol0gy to say that property (appropriation) is a

precondi-tion of productj-on", "is as much an absurdity as is
the deveropment of language without. individuars riving
toqether and talking to each other" (G, 84, 96). Marx courd

no more condone HegeJ-'s theory of Àbstract Right than

tolerate the 'robinsonades' of the vurgar poritical
economists. All such schemes, whether in Rousseau, smith or
(we may concl-ude) Hegel, are to Marx but the col-lective
genesis rnyth of the bourgeois:

The eighteenth century Robinsonades. . . in no \{ayexpress merery a reaction against over-sophisticatioñ
and a return to misunderstood natural 1ife r âscurtural- historians imagine.... this is [but] thesemblance, the mereJ-y aesthetic semblance , "i theRobinsonades, great and smal-r. rt is rather the anti-cipation of 'civil society', in preparation since thesixteenth century and making giánt strides towardsmaturity in the eighteenth. rn this society of freecompetition, the individual appears detacheã from thenatural- bonds etc. , which in earl-ier historicalperiods make him accessory of a definite and l_imitedhuman conglomerate... The product... of thedissol-ution of feudal forms of society... [and] the
new forces of production... appears as an idèal, whose
existence they project into the past. (G, g3)
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HegeJ- is rather more sophisticat,ed than most apologj_sts

for homo mercator, for him the bourgeois is the teleologicat
end of history, impJ-ied but not immed.iatery actual, at the
beginning of sociar deveropment. Atl roads lead to absorute
private property. For Marx, property, but. not any particul-ar
form of property, is an indispensibÌe condition of society:
"The various stages in the deveropment of the division of
l-abour are just so many different forms of ownership" (Gr,

43 ) . No singre form of property is necessary or uniquely
legitimate; property is but a reflex of the form in which

the division of labour is governed in a particurar society.
rts 'legitimacy' is governed by its capacity to reproduce

these rel-ations.

The mode of sociar integration of labour that prevaiJ-s

in capitarist society requires a particurar form of
property. Arguabl-y this form of property is just as much

dependent on the maintainence of these particular rel-ations
of production. sociar integration occurs through commodity

exchange; property must therefore be absorute, alienable,
private propertys "rn reality", write lv1arx and Engels, ,,r

possess private property only insofar as r have something

vendibre" (Gr, 101- ) . As wil-l be discussed in the next
chapter, not onJ-y commodity production and exchange, but the
saLe of Labour po\{er, appropriation of surprus val_ue and

accumulation of capital are essential features of val_ue

reJ-ations, of private property.

MacGregor's treatment of Hege.ì-'s doctrine of abstract
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right is the crux of his whole interpretation of Hegel as

providing a program for the socialist transformation of

bourgeois society. But MacGregor's sol-ution appears to
ensnare both HegeJ- and himself in a contradiction. In The

Philosophv of Riqht Hege1 provides an extensive
justification for the sale of l-abour power, and MacGregor,

just pages before introducing Hegel's "devastating critique
of capitalist private property", has supported this
justification (PR, paras 67-69 | CIHM, I86 ) . MacGregor's

assertion of the worker's rights in the means of production

and product renders the capacity to alienate l-abour power,

which is basic to Hegel's doctrine of abstract right, false
and meaningless.

Hegel holds that "single products of my particuJ-ar

physical and mental- skill and of my power to act I can

alienate to someone else and f can give him the use of my

abilities for a restricted period, because on the st,rength

of this restriction, my abilities acquire an external_

relation to the totality and universality of my being" (pR,

para 67 ) . " It is only when use is restricted that a

distinction between use and Substance arises',, Hegel

continues, and adds that "the distinction here expJ-ained is
that between a sl-ave and a modern domestic servant or day-

labourer" (PR, para 67R, 67A).

Citing this discussion MacGregor credits Hegel with
having understood the distinction between the sale of labour

and of labour-power, implying even that Marx drew this
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distinction from Hegel (as he refers to t.his passage in his
own discussion in volume one of capital). MacGregor however

lays the emphasis on the distinctj-on between free l-abour

power and slavery (and it is in t.his regard that Marx cites
HegeJ-). That, however, is not the end of the matter. The

sal-e of free labour must also be distinguished from the sare

of labour-pov¡er. MacGregor manages to get it wrong: "The

capitarist merery purchases a person's ability to rabour for
a particular period; only a sl-ave owner purchases ]abour,

i.e., the entire substance of a sl_ave" (CIHM I 163t 164).

If a free Índividual makes a contract with another for
the performance of a specified service it is not their
labour-power that they sell_ but their labour. If this
service is to fabricate a particurar object then (assuming

the tendency of commodities to exchange at their val-ue, and

abstracting f rom the cost, of material-s, etc. ) the individual-
providing the service woul-d receive the entire val-ue of the

good produced by their l-abour. Were it sol-d this product

wourd fetch exactì-y what. the producer rÁras paid for building
it. This , of course, is the ul_timate nightmare of the

capitalist (CI, i-85 ) .

Such a rel-ation corresponds to the first part of
Hegel's f ormul-ation: it is the sale of 's j_ngle products of
my particular physical and mental_ skill and my power to
act', i.e., of my l-abour, and I am therefore entitl-ed to the

full measure of the val-ue created by that l-abour. But if
only such a sale r¡rere possÍble, capital- (the transformed
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form of appropriated surplus labour) could noL exist I a

vital element of the commodity/exchange economy woul-d be

missing, and this system woul-d, we may speculate, atrophy

and die out.

The really pertinent distinction between labour and

labour-power is not the difference between the free l-abour

and slave labour, but that between free labour and wage

}abour. Only in the latter case, the constitutive relation
of 'the process of production of capital', is labour-power

the commodity that is vended. Hegel provides for this in the

second part of his formul-ation: 'and I can give him the use

of my abilities for a restricted period'. In the sal-e of

l-abour the seller remains in full possession of his or her

ideality, onJ-y the product of its use is finaJ-Iy exchanged.

In the present case, however, that ideality is itsel-f
transformed into a commodity. Like any other commodity

exchange the sel-l-er wiII receive ful-I value for surrendering

the good on offer. But ownership being 'free and complete',

once the pact is made the seller gives up any right to

determine the subsequent use of the good sold or to the

profit that may be gotten from its use.

The value of labour-po\^rer, and thus the amount

equit,ably be garnered f or its sale, is r âs

commodity, the cost of reproducing it. (MacGregor

wrong too when he writes, "like any commodity the

that rnay

with any

gets this

exchange

necessaryval-ue of l-abour is determined by the Labour-time

for its production" (CIHM I L65 | emphasis added) . The value
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of labour-power is so determined, the value of l-abour

depends on what it produces. His formulation may be an

oversight or even an error in tlpesetting, but it compounds

the appearance of a general confusion between l-abour and

labour-power). To expect more than its value from the sale

of labour-power would violate Hegel's stipuì-ation that in

valid contracts equal val-ues shoul-d be exchanged (PR, para

77 ) .

I'Ihen the contract for the sale of labour-power is
executed the worker "retains the same property with which he

enters the contract" (PR, para 77). He or she has received

in money, the universal- f orm of social weal-th (which,

MacGregor argues in a different context¡ "procures the

worker a certain social power" CIHM, 211 ) , what is
necessary to restore the labour-power surrendered.

It is the capitalist, if anything, that is getting a

'pig in a poke' (in terms of contract). The capitalist

purchases the worker's capacity to l-abour, not their actual-

labour. Whether the capitalist will manage to get this

capacity transl-ated into the real- thing is not guarenteed in
the contract. The armies of overseers, time-and-motion men,

productivity experts and the like that fill the history of

the capitalist l-abour process testify to the capitalists,
anxiety over the uncertainty of their end of the deal. Even

where t,he translation from labour-power to l-abour is made

t,he capitalists' worry that they may have gotten the short

end of the stick is not over. That labour nust be in
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sufficient quality and intensity, such that the commodities

produced ref l-ect the 'average social-J-y necessary labour

time' and in sufficient quantity that the mass of
commodities produced will return the capitalist's outlay
plus an adaquate rate of profit. The poor capitalist has no

end of worries while the worker is off converting "the money

into whatever use-val-ue he desires,, (CIHM, ZLI).
The realm of contract, "within whose boundaries the

sal-e and purchase of labour-power goes on¡ is in fact,', Marx

writes sarcastically, "â very eden of the innate rights of
man" 3

There alone rule Freedom, Equality, property and
Bentham. Freedom, because both buyer and sell-er of a
commodity, say J-abour-po\,ùer, are constrained onJ_y by
their own f ree wil-l-. . . . Equa1ity, because each enters
into rel-ation with the other as a simple owner of
commodities, and they exchange equivalent for
equivalent. Property, because each disposes only of
what is his owrt. And Bentham, because each looks only
to himself . . . . Each looks to hinsel-f on1y, and no one
troubÌes himself about the rest, and just because they
do so¡ do they alJ-, in accordance with the pre-
establ-ished harmony of thingsr or under the auspices
of an al-l--schrewd providence, work together to thej-r
mutual advant.age, f or the common weal and in the
interest of all- . (Cf , 1,7 2)

A pretty fair sunmary of Hegel, s theory of civil_
societyl (Compare PR, paras 66, 77 , 7L, 199 ) . Oh, the

exploitation that goes on behind the door marked ,'No

admittance except on business" is real- and tragic enough.

But it cannot be seen from the wortd of private property. rt
only becomes visibre when we admit that abstract right is
but a temporary and transitory set of relations which peopre

adopt "independent of their wil_I, nameÌy reLations of
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production appropriate to a given stage in the development

of their material forces of prod.uction" (CpE, 20).

rt cannot be argued of HegeÌ (as James Tul1y has with
regard to Locke) that his doctrine of abstract right
supported only the al-ienation of specific predetermined

services or products of l-abour, nor that it distinguished.,
and approved, the master/servant reration whire exc]-uding

other wage l-abour. Heger has expJ-icitry included "my power

to act", "the use of my abÍlities" and the day-J-abourer,

alongside the domestic servant, in his discussion (cf
rsaacs, 1987). rt might be argued that the repeated sare of
his or her rabour-power forced upon the day-labourer by

their l-ack of other property effectivery negates the
restriction approving the al-ienation of rabour-power "for a

restricted period". Hege] was c]earJ_y aware of the condition
of day-Ìabourers and did not draw this concl-usion. To

advance this argument takes one beyond the framework of
Hegel's abstract right, directry to Marx,s critique of 'wage

slavery' (cf . Arthur, i.985 ) . MacGregor must chose between

acceptance of al-ÍenabÌe labour povüer, and hence the
perpetuar propertylessness of proretarians, or its rejection

and with it t.he whore structure of The phirosophy of
Riqht grounded in the doct,rine of abstract right.

we may ask again just where, if not in the capital/
wage-labour rel-ation, MacGregor expects there to be a

legitimate sale of labour-power. By his own argument the
possibility of such a contract is ,t,he pre-eminent external_
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manifestation... Iby which] the individual_,s freedom in
property is recognised" (CIHM, 186). And yet this right
appears to be a null-ity because it can never be given

effective expression. r can seII my rabour because the money

r receive is equar in varue to that which might be rearized
by the sale of the product of my labour. But another cannot

purchase my labour-po\,qer without accepting that this should

really be understood as a contract f or l-abour onJ_y. Such a

condition is surely, in terms of abstract rightr âD

infringement of the purchaser, s right to employ their
property (my labour-pov/er) in the manner of they choose. It
is the will of the worker that 'iJ_legitimately, intrudes

upon the 'free and compJ-ete, ownership and 'who1e and entire
use' of their property, not vice-versa.

MacGregor has f ailed to appreciate the f ul_l-

significance of Marx's distinction of "the two-fol_d

character of rabour, according to whether it is expressed in
use val-ue or exchange vaIue" (of which Marx comments: "a11

understanding of the facts depends upon this") (SC, 180). In
hj-s discussion of the rabour contract MacGregor argues that:

in the exchange between worker and capitalist, the
capitalist provides commodities in the universal form
of money whil-e the worker provides labour power.
Labour power in turn... transforms the capitaJ- of the
employer into commodities. The commodities produced,
therefore, are not produced by the capitalist but
rather by the worker (CIHM I L73).

This passage indicates how MacGregor confuses who

exactly, in the terms of abstract right and prevailing
capitalist relations, is using who or what. The worker does
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not enter the production process as

individuâI', but as a 'thing,.
'free and independent

form of capital I a

commodity purchased, for his or her use, by the capitalist;
rabour-po\^rer. rn other passages MacGregor uses the term

'empJ-oyer' to designate the capita]-ist without real-izing
what the term impJ-ies: It is the capitalist who .employs,,

uses, the worker, directing the transformation of the

labour-power he or she has purchased into actual l-abour, not
the worker who uses the means of production.

A finar anomary in MacGregor argument may be mentioned.

MacGregor stresses, foll-owing Hege1, that the contract for
labour-power is onry varid on the condition that it is ',for
a restricted period" (PR, para 67, CIHMI L63-4). If this
sal-e is for a restricted period then the worker's possession

(sic) of the means of production must simirarily be of a

restricted, temporary nature. rn t.he very paragraph from

which MacGregor draws the notion of 'free and compÌete,

ownership and 'absol-ute contradiction' upon which his
justification of proletarian property rights is based, HegeJ_

writess "My merely partial or temporary use of a thing, rike
my partial or temporary possession (a possession which

itsel-f is simpj-y the partiar or remporary possibility of
using it) is therefore to be distinguished from ownership of
the thing itsel-f" (PR, para 62). MacGregor never mentions

this passage, and with good reason. Not only is Hegel's

doctrine of abstract right unabre to support Maccregor,s

interpretation, it is expJ-icitly forrnul-at,ed asainst such an

a

a
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argument. The worker (to the extent that his or her idearity
may be considered as something independent of their l-abour-

power, which is not their property but the capitalist,s) has

onJ-y temporary use of the means of production. This

according to Heger gives them no right of ownership of those

means of production.

MacGregor has attempted to 'read back, into Hege1

Marx's critique of bourgeois production and property

relations, but the attempt is doomed to failure because it
tries to frame in the doctrine of abstract right an analysis
which is in fact a critique of abstract right itself.

Corporation and Dictatorship

MacGregor's scheme of functional J-egislative

representation through the Corporation resembles a 'soviet'
vision of social-ist democracy, although it does not appear

to encompass the "fusion of legisl-ative and administrative
functions... Ithat was] the original-ity of the soviet form"

in Lenin's conception (WohJ-forth, 198f , 73). It may do so as

far as the internal management of the Corporation is
concerned but this is not clear from MacGregor's discussion.

His attention to the capitarists' management function as the

basis of their continued property rights in the corporation

suggests that he may see management as continuing to be a

separate professional_ function, separately staffed, within
the corporation. so to does his statement that "the Hegelian
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business corporation also incl-udes its opposite[, ] the

labour union", a distinction that might impty t.hat rank and

file participation in the operation of the enterprise
follows a different institutional path than management. The

communist ldear in Heqer and Marx does not, however, provide

much evidence of MacGregor,s views on such questions.

The object of the soviet structure of representation
was at once to break the power of the capitalists and of the

state. MacGregor clearry intends the new structure of the
corporation to do the former, and if he does not intend the

latter, he certaini-y expects corporate socialist democracy

to be a check on the untrammeled power of the universal_

cLass and to prevent 'the dictatorship of civil- servants,.
f n this ¡ ât J-east, it resembl-es a soviet type of
organization as it does in its advocacy of representation in
a manner that ref l-ects individuals' subjective
particurarity, their working crass ident,ity, rather than

abstractJ-y as 'citizens'. rn this section r will argue that
the simiJ-arity of these two forms is great enough that we

may expect MacGregor's corporate democracy to suffer the

same deficiencies and fate that befell the experiment in
soviet democracy.

The lack of any detailed discussion by MacGregor of
the internar structure of the corporation, its scale or
scoper or the the manner in which corporations and their
members are to be represented in the J-egisrature, requires,.

for the purposes of this discussion, that some assumptions
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be made. MacGregor does not, for example, indicate what the

scale and scope of t,he Corporat,ion is to be. We do not know

whether all existing corporations are to remain as

independent firms, whether conglomerates woul-d be broken up

into individual enterprises or l-eft as is, or whether there

will be a 'rationalization' of the corporate landscape.

lvlacGregor, for instance, mentions trans-national-s and mul-ti-

nationals at a number of points but never discusses how

these are to be fitted to the nation states he expects will
continue to prevail with the coming of the rational- state.
Are these to be broken up into national- units?

Perhaps it is best, in the absence of any other

indication, to foi-low Hegel's l-ead. "The labour organization

of civil society", writes HegeJ-, "is spJ-it in accordance

with the nature of its particulars, into different
branches", and "the likeness of such particulars to one

another becomes really existent in an association" (pR, para

25I). It would seem that Hegel expects each branch of

industry to be organized into a particul-ar corporation. This

would require a tremendous reshuffling of assets given the

tendency of contemporary firms to be involved in many

different fields. Sti11, single industry firms are probably

more rational- than the current hodge-podge. Secondly, Hege1

appears to imply that there be only a single corporation for
each branch of industry. How, where the Corporation is
MacGregor' s business enterprise rather than a guil_d

association, market integration and conmodity valuation is
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to take place when all commodities of a particular tl4)e are

produced by the same monopoly firm is impossibJ-e to say. But

all of MacGregor's contradictions cannot be sol-ved for him.

Finally, from the general shape of Hegel's discussion vve may

presume that corporations are national in scope.

Let us presume, therefore, that all enterprises engaged

in a given branch of production in a given country are

organized into a single Corporation. Thus, the railways, the

steel- industry, bakeries, etc. , would each be separate

Corporations. It is obviously out of the question that each

workplace could be organized as a separate Corporation with

its own representation in the }egislature.

Corporations of such a scale cannot be internally

undifferentiated and clearly the same criticisms that are

brought to bear against the abstraction of universal-

suffrage with respect to the legislature woul-d apply vis-a-

vis the organization of Corporations. f{e may therefore

presume a hierarchy of representation within the Corporation

with individual- workshops electing representatives to

councils of the entire works which in turn woul-d send

representatives to loca1 or regional council-s which send

representatives to a national council of the Corporation,

which, f inal-Iy, sel-ects a representative of

Corporation to be sent to the Legisl-ature.

the whol-e

The individual- is thus separated by a number of

intermediate bodies, onJ-y the first of which he or she has a

direct part in selecting, from their Corporation's
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J-egislative representative. At each stage if MacGregor

intends to follow Hege1 once more the deputies' "relation

to t,heir electors is not that of agents with a commission or

specific instructions " (PR,para 309 ) . In such a

circumstance the legislative representatives would be

subject to almost no influence at all from the rank-and-file

members of their Corporations, who are not their electors,

or even the el-ectors of their electors . They woul-d, on the

other hand, be subject to a great deal of influence from

above in as much as they are "subject to 'ratification by

higher authority' in the state" (CIHlf¡ 233). The stage is

set, by the very nature of this j-nstitutiona] structure, for

a reversal- of the order of representation: the l-ower organs,

selected by the higher, become transmission belts of its

authority over the rank-and-file rather than a means whereby

the l-ower may control the higher.

Analysing the experiment of soviet government in the

Russian revolution, Tin Wohi-forth concludes that "the

pyramidal electoral structrure coul-d only be viewed as an

extension of democracy when the important decisions that

affected the l-ives of the masses had been decentralized

downwards" (1981, 79). The soviets thus served wellr âs

'defence organizations to protect the revol-ution' in its

earJ-y stages, but as they became more and more the organized

form of government the decentralized democratic structure

succumbed to the needs of centralized decision making.

"Under this pyramidal system only local Soviet bodÍes were
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direct]-y erected"; "these bodies el-ected representatives to
regional bodies which in turn el-ected deJ-egates to the. . .

congress of soviets fwhich] erected the... central- Executive

committee. . . which finally sel-ected a soviet of peopre, s

commissars (sovnarcom) " (76). where there is l-ittle carr for
central-ized co-ordination and decision making such a system

courd be democratic but "once power shifted from the ]ocat
to the nationar l-evel- what was democratic under the former
system became highly undemocratic under the latter system.

'À11- Power to the soviets ' had become 'atl- power to
Sovnarkom'" (76),

wohlforth notes that the involvement of political
parties was crucial- to the evolution of the soviets. Their
involvement made possibj-e the co-ord.ination of poJ-icies and

programs within and between soviets, but it al_so meant that
"the basic decisions made in the soviet bodies were largery
decided ahead of time in party caucuses" (73). parties

therefore infringed upon the direct democracy of soviets but

they al-so provided a vehicte by which some degree of
articul-ation between national and rocal_ decision-making

coul-d be made. still the pyramidal- st.ructure of indirect
elections was such that "the obstacres to popurar

invigilation of sovnarkom's activity were very great... with
the final concentration... of all power into the hands of a

single party it became an impossibility" (76),

The centrarization of authority in the higher organs of
the soviet pyramid coul-d perhaps be moderated by the
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existence of a pluralistic system of poJ-itical parties, even

though these woul-d have to fight a constant battle against

the 'natural' tendency of this organizationaL structure. The

internal organization of political parties woul-d then become

an important determinant of the extent to which the rank and

file had an effective voice in central organs of the

Corporation/soviet and state. But even this check is not

available to MacGregor who makes no mention of poJ-itical

parties whatsoever: they presumably have no place in the

rational state because of their identification with the

defective doctrine of absol-ute freedom. He does mention such

organizations as consumer and environmentaÌ groups, etc.,
but these remain in the status of interest groups' cl-ients

and al-Iies of the universal cIass, but without status in the

constitution, and without a role in the politics of the

Corporation (which represents people as producers rather

than as consumers or the abstract 'public').

The structure of political representation proposed by

MacGregor in The Communist ldeal- in Hegel and l"larx would

seem to be subject to all the defects and pressures that led

the similar Soviet system down a path from direct democracy

to dictatorship. AII the more sor as while the Soviet. system

had been organized on the basis of suspicion and supervision

of state bureaucrâcy, on the presumption of the predominance

of politics over adninistration, the object of the Hegelj_an

system is "to incorporate civi1 society... in the cornmon

will of the state" and presumes the proposition "that the
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peopre or their representatives know their own best
interests, or... the general good... tis] certainJ-y more

fal-se than true when we compare deputies to civil servants"
(TayJ-or, L975, 444). MacGregor once more forl-ows Heger in
this conclusion: "parl-iament ful-fill-s its rol_e as guarantor
of public freedom... by virtue of the additional- insight
el-ected deputies offer bureaucracy and it.s ministers", but,
"senior pubJ-ic servants. . . have a better understanding of
the nation's organization and reguirements than does the
average citizen.. . and are abl-e to run [t.he government]

without parJ-iament" (CIHM, 256).

with such a general devaruation of poJ-itics as a

presupposition of the institutional- structure, further
dj-splacement and marginarization of the rower (more

'particuJ-arist') by the higher (more 'universarist, ) bodies

of the corporation and the state would not be impossibJ-e,

or unJ-ike]y. The result might werl- pararJ-eJ_ that which

Trotsky, in 1904, warned coul-d be the consequence of Lenin,s
proposaJ- for the reorganization of the Russian social
democratic Party: "Lenin's methods read to this: the party
organization at first substitutes itself for the party as a

whol-e; then the central- committee substitutes itself for the
organization; and final-ly a singte 'dictator, substitutes
himserf for the central- committee" (quoted in Deutscher,

1965, 90).

rn seeking an alternative to the Marxist conception of
communism that would forestaLl the collapse of society into
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a 'mono-organizational- society, MacGregor has, paradox-

icarry, proposed an institutionar structure which, beneath

its surface detail-s, reproduces the same problematic

dlmamic.

Tim wohÌforth concLudes his analysis of soviet
representation with an argument for the continued importance

of representative democracy, "the direct election by

universar suffrage and secret balrot, through the free
competition of parties, of the highest decision-making body

of the government":

As long as central-ized decision-making is imposed by
the historical- circumstances of counter-reiolutionl
$rar or scarcity, such practices are absoJ_ute1y
essentiaÌ to ensure the t extension of act.ual
democratic usages' in post-capitalist society. . . .
Representative democracy is necessary to mediate thecontradiction between sovietism and centralism, and toguarantee the space for the graduaJ- transfer of power
f rom central-i zed, represent.ative institutions to
decentralized, participatory bodies of a Soviet or
communal type. (L981, 79-80)

There are it seems to me more reasons to expect a

continuing need for centralization than'counter-revolution,
war and scarcity'. A comprexl-y interrel-at.ed grobar society
cannot possibry be conceived of as an autarky of communes

within which a face-to-face democracy operates and between

which onry int,ermittent, temporary, cong,resses are needed.

Given this real-ity the whole force of wohl-forth,s discussion
argues for a retention of representative democracy in the
long term. onry by the erection of the highest bodies of the
government, and other large scale institutions, directly by

the citizenry and rank-and-file can the undemocratic
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tendency of the soviet/corporate hierarchy of represent.ation

be counter-balanced. Such a parliament need not, and in a

socialist society, should not be the onJ-y f orum of
democracy, but it is just as essential- as the works council-

or l-ocal- soviet.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MÀRX'S CRITIQUE OF CIVTL SOCIETY

Hegel and Marxr âs MacGreÇor points ouL, were in
perfect accord as to the aims of human ideality, or praxis:

f reedom in accordance wit,h reason (CIHM , LLf , 27 ) . Marx's

abandonment of Hegelianism, therefore, \^¡as not a result of

differences in their objectives, but rather of Marx's

disil-l-usionment with Hegel's solutions which he came to see

as partial and obfuscatory. Hegel is rejected because he

cannot accompi-ish what he set out to do.

Marx attacked Hegel's theory of civil society and the

state in some of his earl-iest political writings, and this
critique will be considered briefly in the first part of

this chapter. fn his later work, however, Marx developed a

critique of civil society on a very different basis. It is

this Ìater critique of civil society, embodied in Marx's

critique of political economy and the Labour Theory of

Va1ue, that forms the subject of the main portion of this

chapter.

Marx's Earl-v Critique of HeqeI

As a young radical democrat Marx deveJ-oped his attack
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on Hegel's political- philosophy in his Contribution to the

Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law, continued it,
indirectly, in On the Jewish Question and brought it, in the

later fntroduction to the first essay, to the verge of

communism (CVü3). In these earJ-y works it is the 'political'

aspects of Hegel's theory, that is his discussions of the

state and of the rel-ations between the state and civil
society that, for the most part, attract Marx's attention.
It is only later, when Marx has himself discovered political

economy that he is able to shift his critique from a

philosophical and political to a sociological standpoint.

In these works lv1arx applied Feuerbach's method of

transformative or invertive critique to uncover the

antinomies of Hegel's political theory (Avineri, L968, 10,

Cohen, L982 | 29). For Feuerbach, Hege1 had inverted subject

and predicate in assigning to the ldea or Spirit the true

reality of which humanity was but an expression. The

correction for this error is to invert it in its turn and to

real-ize that "'Absolute Spirit' is just 'finite spirit
abstracted and self-estranged'". Feuerbach applied this
critigue to Hegel's philosophy and, particularly, to
reJ-igion: "religion is just man fantasticall-y project.ed to a

transcendent realmt it is man's nature divorced from him,

projected on an external- real-m, and given independent

existence" (Lichtman, 1970, 49, 50). Marx applied the same

critique to Hegel's theory of the state and the separation

of state and society. Here I want only to draw attention t,o
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a few of the features of Marx's discussion.

The central- concern of Marx's critique is the dis-

integration of modern society, the fracture between civil
society and the state (and so the bifurcat,ion of the person

into bourgeois and citizen), and the falsity of Hegel's

attempt t.o mediate and reconcil-e these divisions. Unl-ike

modern society the ancient polis and feudal society had not

suffered such a division; civil and poJ-itical life were

unified and identical, even íf, in feudal society this unity
had been a democracv of unfreedom -- estrangement carried to

completion" (CW3, 32).

In the modern worl-dr oD the other hand, the state has

differentiated itsel-f from society and in civil society

individuafistic egoism has escaped al-l- bounds of social

constraint. Civil society is compJ-etely depoliticized and

privatized while the state is set apart as an institution
over and above society. This division is at once real- and

fal-Iacious. ft is a 'fact' but it is fal-se because it is
inadequate to humanity's true 'species being' (cf Marcuse,

1960, viii). Marx "l-ike the cl-assic political philosophers",

Jean Cohen observes¡ "considered the differentia specifica

of humans to be polÍtical action. . . . Accordingly

participation by individuals in their political life is the

true expression of their humanity" ( 1982, 31 ) . In the modern

worl-d, and (in Marx's assessment) in Hegel's treatment of

it, however, poj-itical life, monopolized by the state, is

the perogative of a minority, while the majority in civil
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society is reduced to "depoliticization, privat,ization and

atomization" (32). Pol-itical emancipation is no sol-ution to

this division in l"Iarx's view, because political emancipation

is its very cause: "The establishment of the political state

and t,he dissolution of civil society into independent

individuals. . . is accomplished by one and the same act"

(cw3.1,67).

The supposed universality of t,he state was al-so,

according to Marx, a fiction. The state in the power of the

monarch and of officialdom represented an alienated form of

society's own powers. (Marx was noL, by the by, impressed

that Hegel woul-d have the civil- service open to all

candidates on the basis of talent: "Every Catholic has the

opportunity to become a priest... Does the clergy confront

the Cathol-ic as an other-worldly power any less on that

account?" (CW3, 50) ). "fn analogy to Feuerbach's method,

which restored religion to man", writes Julius Loewenstein,

"l"1arx wanted to restore aII political- forms to the people,

that is, he wanted to el-iminate the political forms of

individual rights, intermediate institutions and the

separation of powers, and replace them with a direct

democracy" (1980, 41). "Hegel", Marx writes, "starts from

the state and makes man the subjectified state: democracy

starts from man and makes the state objectified man" (CW3,

29), If the form of this critique was determined by

Feuerbach, its contentr âs Loewenstein points out was

indebted t,o Rousseau . ÞIarx, however, never answered the
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critique of the latter advanced in HegeÌ, s theory of
absolute freedom.

Despite its differentiat.ion from civir society, the
state, Marx concruded, had a dependent rel_ationship to
private property. rn the politicar revolution, he writes, it
appears that:

the state as state annurs, for instance privateproperty, man decrares by poritical means that þrivateproperty is abolished as soon as the piopertyqual-ification... the last poritical form of givin|
recognition to private property... for the right toel-ect or to be erected is abol-ished.... Nevertheless
!h" poJ-itical annul_ment of private property not onj_yfail-s to abolish private property bul even presupposes
it. . . The political state stands in the sameopposition to civil- society, and it prevaits over thelatter in the same way as rerigion pievairs over the
narrowness of the secular world, i.ê., by l-ikewíse
having to acknowledge it, to restore it, and ai_l-owitself to be dominated by ir. (CW3, 153-4)

The state, therefore, does not overcome particularity,
but comes to be dominated by it. Not onry is it an alien
institution over and against society, but an institution
whose apparent domination of society hides its own

domination by society, by the private interests of private
property. From these considerations Marx concludes that
poJ-iticaj- emancipation "is, of course, a big step forward...
the finar form of human emancipation within the hitherto
existing worl-d order. . [but] not the final_ form of human

emancipation itself" (cw3, 155). That emancipation can only
come when both

society and

the domination of private property over civil
the separation of state and society are

overcome: with communism.
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This vision of communism as a radical-ry dis-al-ienated
and undivided life remains an animating principle of Marx,s

work throughout his life. But it is one, as Michaef Foster
points out, that comes into conflict with his own real-istic
assessment of the "material l-imit " to eì-iminating
institutional- social- mediation (1s80 ) . Such an

undifferentiated 'rea1 democracy, is both practicalry
impossibre and subject to the danger ( for which MacGregor

criticizes Marx's theory of communism) that it may end up as

a coercive 'absol-ute freedom' that in fact re-establ-ishes a

despotic state. This makes Marx's theory of communism

problematic as a poriticar program, though it woul-d perhaps

be too hasty to give up the'dream of the whol-e man, as an

ideal against which a more practicabre politics of 'feasibl_e

socialj-sm' might be measured.

Nor does the probl-ematic status of communism reduce the

force of his criticar commentary on Heger. The state has

both been an al-ien po\^rer over society rather than a

community of free individual-s and it has been in a

continuing dependent rerationship with private property. rf
there is a faul,t with this ana]-ysis it may be that Marx has

too far assimilated Hegel's presuppositions. The scope of
Hegel's conception of the state as ethical- community is very
nearly as great as that of Marx's re-united state and

society. Perhaps such aLr encompassing conceptions are not
the only ones that wourd facilitate the development of
community. one of the innovaiive features of at l-east some
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of the recent late-modern discussions of civil- society is
the proposal more, rather than less, institutional
differentiation within society may promote the development

of community by weakening the po\,{ers of each individual
opposition (cf. Held & Keane, 1984).

The Critique of Politica1 Economy

Hegel was aware that the 'system of needs, operates

not as a "form of conscious cooperation but as external

necessity... Ias] economic Laws stemming from the framework

of competition" (Cohen, L982, 25). But he, and MacGregor

following him, accept Adam Smith's optimistic estimation of

the operation of the market's 'hidden hand' and concl-uder âs

Hegel puts it, that:

When men are thus dependent upon one another and
reciprocally rel-ated to one another in their work...
sel-f-seeking turns into a contribution to the
satisfaction of the needs of everyone el-se. That is to
sây, by a dialectical- advance, subjective sel-f-seeking
turns into the mediation of the particular through the
universal, with the resul-t that each man in earning,
producing and enjoying on his own account is eo ipso
producing and earning for the enjoyment of everyone
else. (PR, para 199)

Hegel was further aware that the operation of this l_aw

v¡as not always and everln+here benign. He took caref ul- notice
of the destructive effects of the unrestrained market. But

with the aid of further integrating institutions, the

Corporations and the Administration of Justice, and through

the agency of the Universal- Cl-ass, these 'side-ef f ects ,

couLd be controlLed and ameliorated, íf not abol-ished.
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Certainly private property and the market are not, in
themselves, problems to be solved, but the basis of the very

possibility of freedom in the modern world.

MacGregor f ol-l-ows Hegel's account and with him

concludes t.hat the form of property is unproblematic. what

separated civil society from social-ism is the property-
l-essness of the working cl-ass: the distribution of property,

not its nature. And so MacGregor's social-ism is founded upon

his discovery of a justification for proretarian property

rights within the framework of existing civil society. with
such property rights expressed in a new and mutual-Iy (but

not commomry) owned corporation, civil society wirl- achieve

a transition to socialism. Private property, the market and

universal- commodity production are no impediment, but the

very f oundation of this ne\^r 'communist ideal-, .

lvlarxr oD the other hand, put the form of property,

rather than its distribution, ât the center of his analysis
1

of political economy. The distribution of incomes, of

social- power and of individuar capacit,ies f or sel-f

determination are not the product only of the nominal-

distribution of property rights but of the whol-e complex of
relations which make up the tmode of production, (crrr,
883). MacGregor (not unrike some Marxists) has reduced these

relations to that of the capitalist's proprietership and the
2

proletarÍan's propertylessness: if only the workers. are

given their fair share in productive property al-r wourd be

right with the contemporary system of production relations.
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But this may be a vain hope. The prevailing relations of

production reguJ-ate the distribution of incomes (and

property) among the capitalists as much as between

capitalists and workers; changing the scope of ownership

without tranforming the context, the relations of

production, within which this property is meaningful does

not gtuarantee any significant change in the operation of the

system (not even of the distribution of income).

Marx l-ooked behind the thidden hand' and discovered the

fallacy of the optimistic presumption that the market's

self-regul-ation served the best interests of aÌl. He

recognized., as did Hege1, that through the operation of the

market, the "individual in bourgeois society is supremely

independent; but also thoroughly dependent (CIHM I 156 ) .

MacGregor quotes Marx from the Grindrisse to this effect,
but cuts short his quotation just before Marx's concl-usion:

"There can therefore be nothing more erroneous and absurd

than to postul-ate the control of the united individuals of

their total production, on the basis of exchange val-ue, of

money" (G, 159; cf . CIHM, 156 ) .

Hegel was not sanguine about the capacity of an

unrestricted market economy to provide social integration

and he certainly believed that, in itsel-f, it was incapable

of constituting a new 'ethical- life'. In thisr âs Laurence

Dickey has shown, Hegel shared the fears of his

contemporaries in Germany that the emerging capit,alist

economy woul-d dissolve the normative order of society. This
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fear inclined them, in their reception of t,he new poriticar
economy devel-oped in the scott.ish Enlightenment, to those
writers who saw it more as an 'art' than a .science, and who

moderated their economic liberal-ism with an accomodation

toward state intervention. so steuart, with his emphasis on

the rore of the 'statesman' and who "made it possibre to
ascribe to the essentials of economic liberalism without
having to give up the idea of poritics as a means of
economic containment" (Dickey, L9g7 , Lg6), was in some ways

more digestable than smith. so it was with Hege1r on whom,

as Raymond Plant has documented, steuart was a major
inf luence (r977). steuart,s statesman \^ras not an absoÌute
monarch but but "a technician, a manager I a pranner...

Iwhose] economic responsibir-ities woul_d prove to be .the

most effective bridi-e ever... invented against the folly of
despotism'":

By this steuart meant that as industry deveJ-oped, andas the mechanisms for the policing of industr| ú"came
more comprex, the sovereign power, whatever its form,wourd become "so bound up by the Ìaws of... political-
economy, that every transgression of them wõurd runinto new difficulties". (Dickey, LggT, 19g)

Here, perhaps, is the early inspiration for that
comprex articulation and mediation of civil- society and the
state that Heger was later to deverop. yet here arso there
is perhaps a hint of its unseen contradictionc the state
must regurate and contain 'the system of needs, by recourse
to the laws of poritical- economy. vthat if those l_aws operate
through the very sort of transformations, disl-ocations and
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cr.ises which it is the object of state intervention to

prevent? The contradiction facing state anti-crisis or

counter-cyclical j-nterventions is that crises are not, âs it

v/ere, the disease of the commodity/exchange economy but the

cure a violent purgative that rids the system of

disabJ-ing disequilibria that have deveJ-oped during its

period of apparently 'healthy' operation (Weisskopf, Lgl8l

253), Marx's theory is not only a system of politicaJ-

economy, but a 'critique' of political economy because it

aims to show precisely how the rationality of the market

(the "dial-ectical advance", as Hege1 saw it, by which

"subjective self-seeking turns into the mediation of the

particuJ-ar through the universal" ) is dependent on periodic

spasms of sel-f-destruction. Here was a system of social

relations whose manifest irrationality should deny it any

pl-ace in the 'rational state'.

In such a situation the state's interventions in the

'system of needs'could have two sorts of general effect. On

the one hand, it coul-d hamper the market's rationaLization

through crisis, in which case the disequilibria in the

economy which cause and require the crisis woul-d be

perpetuated (aJ-ternatively it may internalize these

cont,radictions to itsel-f , again only putting of f the day of

reckoning). On the other hand, the state may adopt poJ-icies

that attempt to direct or accel-erate the crisis, forcing the

direction and pace of rational-ization and restructuring

oÍ t external-izing its effects onto other nations through
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trade and real wars (Harvey, L992, 3l-1 , 449).

To Marx the . system of needs ' constitut.ed by the
commodity/exchange economy was not only inadequate in a

practicar sense (so to speak) -- incapable of producing a

generar material prosperity in which great inequarities and

poverty did not abound -- but inadequate from the standpoint
of freedom. rt developed and operated by means of
autonomous , armost, it seemed, 'naturaJ- , raws , J_aws which

though they are formed out of the concatenation of myriad

acts of individual-s have a coercive effect on the behavi_or

of each individual. The'system of needs, is not benign, but
inevitabry J-eads to outcomes t,hat woul-d not be chosen by any

individual, though it provides them no opportunity (within
its terms ) to choose aÌternative outcomes. Rather than

becoming masters of their fate as a resul_t of their
increasing materiar productivity people in an exchange

economy become the servants, and the victims, of their own

creations (commodities, money, capital). This outcome is the
product of the whol-e complex of relations of production
making up the capitalist commodity/exchange economy, not
merery of the exclusive nature of capitarist proprietorship.
The granting of (partiaì-) titre to workers, or even the
ending of private property in means of production wourd not
eriminate these contradictions whir-e the commodity/exchange

system of production is retained.
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.Embodied' and 'A-bstract' Labour Theories

The elaboration of this critique of political economy

occupies the greater part of Marx's mature works. It is,
beside the elaboration with EngeJ-s of the 'materiarist
conception of history' (Historical- Material-ism) the chief
accompJ-ishment of his intell-ectual- career. The critique of
political economy is the core of Marx, s anaJ_ysis of
bourgeois society (Burqerliche Gessellschaft /cívil- society)
and the core of that critique is the Labour Theory of varue.

fn the foll-owing discussions l"larx,s critique wiII be

discussed in terms of the Labour Theory of value (hereafter
LTV), giving the l-atter a deriberateJ-y broad definition.
very often the LTV is defined within a much narrower scope

as a theory of the nature and origin of val-ue -- with the

other el-ements of Marx's critique of politicaì- economy

theories of money, of the l-abour process and expJ-oitation,

of crises, etc treated as reratively d.iscrete theories.
In grouping al-l- of these under the LTV it is not my

intention to sright the degree to which ( in certain
circumstances) they can be, and have been, examined

discretery, but to emphasize Marx's effort to show how the

general features and dlmamics of commodity/exchange

economies are developmental conseguences of their basic
property forms and division of labour. rn this sense it is
justified to group the other erements of the critique under

the LTV, to pose the LTV as Marx's theory of the capitalist
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Mode of Production (cf Weeks, 1981, 48-9). In a different

context one could with equaJ- justification designate this

compJ-ex of theories, âs Trent Schroyer does¡ âs 'Marx's

Crisis Theory' (Schroyêrr L973, ch5).

l"larx adumbrated his theory of capitalist development

(incompletely) in the three volumes of Capital . The ful-l-
3

anal-ysis cannot be rehearsed here. Rather, I will seek to

explicate certain facets, selectively, with the aim of

illustrating how the critique of political economy sought to

show the (ultimate) incompatiblit,y of (absolute) private

property and commodity production/exchange (as the

predominant means of the social- integration of labour) with

human freedom or a 'rational society'. With this specific

focus certain el-ements of l"larx's theory which usuaJ-J-y are

given pride of place exploitation through surpJ-us value

production and appropriation, class and the development of

cLass antagonism, for exampJ-e -- will receive only cursory

mention. In no way do I mean to deval-ue the significance of

these issues but to incl-ude them woul-d distract from the

principle object of the discussion and render it unwieldy.

The LfV has always been an object of controversYr both

within Marxism and without. It has its origins in the

Scottish Enlightenment and in the development of political

economy. Smith and Ricardo were its two greatest, pre-l'larxist

proponents. Even before Marx brought the theory to its

maturity, however, bourgeois economist.s were abandoning the

theory because its discoveries had dangerously radical-
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4
imprications (crarke I 1982, 4r). since the publicat.ion of
Capit.al, debate over the theory has been unceasing, and

anything but 'academic' (t"Iohun, DMT, 507ff ). rn recent years

the growth of tneo-Ricardian' economics has brought this
debate within Marxism itserf, and a significant number of

5
Marxist thinkers have disavowed the LTV.

Wit,hin Marxism there have been two principal
interpretations of the Lfv, which we may cal-r t.he 'embodied

labour' and 'abstract l_abour, theories (de Vroey, 1992, 39 ) .

rn this essay r sharr be following the ratter approach,

which has been the minority tendency within Marxism. This

'abstract l-abour' interpretation has been advanced by such

writers as Rubin (l-973), weeks (1981), Harvey (1982) and de

vroey (l-982). The 'abstract labour' interpretation of the

LTV gives greater salience to its quaritative rather than

its quantitative aspect; that is its sociological- dimension

is highlighted over its narrowl-y 'economic, dimension
6

(Weeks, 1981, 12) .

The Requirements of a Theory of Value

one of the fundamentar tasks facing the sociorogy of
any society is to exprain how it distributes l-abour to
various necessary tasks and thus manages to assure its

7
survival. Às Marx wrote to his friend Ludwig Kugelman in
response to critics of Capital-, "that this necessity of the

distribution of sociar l-abour in definite proportions cannot
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production but can only change in the

form of

mode
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social-

of its

of
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appearance, is self evident. Naturar laws cannot be done

away with at arf". what can change, Marx conLinues, is the
manner in which these laws are sat,isfied:

And the form in which this proportional distributionof l-abour asserts itserf, in a èociar system where theinterconnection of social rabour mañifests itselfthrough the private exchange of indivÍduar products oflabour, is precisely@ val_ue of theseproducts. . . The essence of bõurgeõfs sõciety consist.sprecisely in this, that a priori there is no conscioussociar reguration of produètion. The rational_ andnaturarly necessary asserts itsei-f only as a blindly
working average. (SCt Ig7)

This 'ex post' sociarization of rabour via its products

differentiates capital-ist production from that in other
forms of socj-ety. rn other societies there exists an .ex

ante' social-ization of l-abour through direct social-

relations; habit, custom, l-aw or force (as understood and

practiced by the members of those societies ) socialize
labour by directing it to various tasks before they are
perf ormed (Rubin , L973 | chap . 2) . "where l-abour is
comnunal", wroLe Marx, "the reÌations of men in their social-
production do not manifest themsel-ves as rvarues, of
tthings"' (quoted in sayer, L997, 41). what Marx refers to
here as 'communal-' production encompasses a wide variety of
social- formations, in essence aLr but commodity/exchange

societies, whether they be (for example) tribar, srave,
f eudal or socj-aIist (G, L57-B ) .

These two generar methods of the social- integration
I

Jabour ap¡lear t,o be t,he only known or possibl-e means.
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has, of course I a range of variation, though commodity/

exchange systems, because -- Marx argues t,hey have a

particular developmental dlmamic, exhibit rather less

variation. Certainl-y market economies differ l_ess from each

other than do, sây, classical- Greece from contemporary

centrally planned economies. In the contemporary worl-d some

form of sophisticated planning, however conducted (rather
that an economy reguJ-ated by religious precepts, custom, or

whatever) would seem the only alternative to market

integration. Socialists have commonJ-y contrasted the

rationality of planning to the anarchy of the market

(SamueJ-, 1986). How problematic this stance has become will-

be discussed in a later section.

Planning and market integration are not entirely
mutually exclusive. Within the capitalist firm a logic of
planning rather than market valuation is dominant. Indeed

l,larx noted the ironic effect that the anarchy of the market

promot,es an intensification and extention of such planned

production through the increasing scaLe and mechanization

of the labour process, and the concentrat.ion and
9

centraLization of capital (CI, 340f; KI, 1026t 1034ff).

The capitalist nature of the production process sets limits
to this process however. The further removed from market

val-uation the more uncertain that eventual valuation

becomes. Market forces therefore exert what David Harvey

call-s "forces of repulsion" counteracting the tendency to
centraLÍzation and J.imiting the scope of pJ-anning that can
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deveJ-op in capitalist economies (Harvey, 1982, I49).

While the pervasiveness of social-ization of l-abour via

the market exchange of commodities is the 'differentia

specifica' of capitalist society, exchange rel-ations are

not, of course, unique to capital-ism. Throughout history

they have played a greater or lesser role in the ecomomies

of most social formations, but it is only with the emergence

of capitalism t,hat they become the general and dominant form

of the socialization of l-abour. In pre-capitalist societies

where exchange is subordinate to other direct methods of the

social-ization of labour, value does not deveJ-op the

directive power that it has under capitalism. fndeed before

the development of generalized exchange it is J-argeJ.y

inappropriate to speak of exchange 'values' : exchange ratios

are arbitrary (CJ-arke , L982, 73 ) . As John Weeks shows

val-ue only develops fulJ-y and achieves this directive po$/er

when the imputs to the production process (including labour)

as wel-l- as its product take the f orm of commodities (Vùeeks,
10

chap.2 ) .

Value rel-ations -- the relations established by the

exchange of the products of formally independent and

separated producers ( firms ) in the market are social-

relations, the form taken by the 'rel-ations of production'

in bourgeois society and the means by which the social

division of fabour is regulated. The necessary form of the

social- product is the commodity and the necessary form of

social Labour is value. No ]abour is social-ized except after
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the fact of its expenditure and onry indirectry by means of
the exchange of its product. only when the commodit.y is sord

does the labour that has gone into its production become

social-ized. "Rel-ations among peopre acquire t.he form of

equalization among things" (Rubin, 1973t 16):

In other words, the labour of the individual_ asserts
itsel-f as a part of the l_abour of society, only by
means of the rel-ationships which the act of exchange
establishes directly between the products, and
indirectly, through them, between the producers. To
the latter, therefore, the relations connecting the
labour of one individual with that of the rest aþpear,
not as direct rel-ations between individuals at work,
but as what they really are, material rel-ations
between persons and social relations between things.(cr, 78)

It is this phenomenon that Marx spoke of as "commodity

fetishism". Fetishism impries the attribution of properties
to an object which do not naturaJ_Iy or properly belong to
it. The val-ue relation is quite Ìiteralry a fetishism as

properties belonging properly to human beings the conduct

of social- rel-ations of production become "sociar rel-ations
among things" This is a real- rather than a mereJ_y

psycho]-ogicar phenomenon, although¡ âs its operation tends

to obscure production rel-ations behind "a materÍal veir", it
does have significant psychological-, sociar and political
effects (see Sayert 1987 | 39ff; Colletti, L972, 76ffi Rubin,

I973 r pâssin).

The fetishism of commodities does not invol-ve any false

to things. There

functions by the

attribution by people of social_ qualities
is a very reaL appropriation of social
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products of labour: in the guotation above from Capital- Marx

emphasizes that. in their appearance these relations refl-ect

"what they reall-y are, material relations between persons

and social relations between things,' (CI, 78, emphasis

added). To assume that Marx meant that people mistakenly

perceÍve commodities to be acting out a social relation, is
11

to entirely misconstrue the LTV.

The distribution of labour is a fundament.al requirement

of all human society. But in commodity/exchange societies
this task is not conducted by direct social relations
between the members of the society. They decide separately

and independentJ-y what to produce and how to produce it.
Then their products are thrown onto the market and the

concatenation of al-l- these individual- acts of production

there produces systematic results. By the 'b1indly working

average' of the market the labour expended upon each is
measured against that expended upon aIJ- others and against

the social- need for items of each sort. ,'The price of the

individual commodity is determined, then, by expressing its
use-value as an al-iquot part of the aggregate product, and

its price as the corresponding aliquot part of the totaL

vaLue generated by the capital- invested" (KI , 957 ) . These

val-ues are entirery independent of the subjective
assessments of any particul-ar individual:

The character of having value, when once impressed
upon products, obtains fixity only by reason of their
acting and re-acting upon each other as quantities of
vaIue. These quantities vary continualfy,
independently of the will foresight ãnd action of the
producers. To them, their own social action takes the
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f orm of the action of ob jects, which rule t,heproducers rat,her than being ruled by them. (CI , 79)

The por^¡er which their own products exercise over the
producers is no fÍction. They are compeÌIed to obey the
signals of the market. expressed in the val_ue accorded their
commodities . rf my product does not sel_l_ (that is is
satisfies no social- need expressed in reffective demand, ) it
has no value, the rabour expended upon it was not val_ue

producing labour because it served no social- need. rf r wish
to eat r had better pay attention to this signaJ- and swit,ch

aî making something else. By the same token the market

constrains me to emproy only certain techniques of
production. r may lavish J-ong labour and great care on my

product, but if al-l- other producers can by employing some

l-abour saving technology produce simij_ar goods with far ress

expenditure of l-abour, ily commodity wirl fetch no more than

theirs and my l-abour wirl- not be repaid. only a part of it
wil-l be valorized because only a part of it was sociarly
neces sary.

similariry, if a commodity is produced in too great or
too l-ittle quantity the market wirl_ produce signals that
induce a change in the distribution of l-abour. rf too rittre
is produced, demand may push the price far beyond the
commodity's val-ue. The exceptionar profits to be had in such

a situation will- attract new investment and l_abour. Likewise
if too much is produced a part of the labour expended will
not be val-idated, profit wirr be depressed or expunged and

capitar flight or bankruptcies will foLrow. Thus as social-
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need (rather 'effective demand', for the commodity economy

acknowl-edges no need that is not supported by purchasing

power) and methods of production change producers are

compelled, whet.her they wish or no, to adapt accordingly.

Thus the division of l-abour is formed and transformed. AIt

this, and more, the market accomplishes with an automatic

regularity.
The commodity is the elementary form in which the

social relations represented by value appear, but it is not

the only form. I'Ioney, originally merely another commodity

which by long social evolution is set aside as as a general

equivelent against which other commodities are measured, is

another. In developed commodity/exchange economies money

deveJ-ops its power, becoming, as HegeJ- put it in a marvel-ous

turn of phrase, "the abbreviation of all- external- necessity"
L2

(in Avineri, L972, 95 n35). with the transformation of

money into capital an even more mysterious form is created,

value that, is capable of its owrr self-reproduction and

expansion. But this transition from money to capit.al is

dependant on the prior conversion of labour po\der into a
13

commodity.

Human beings are capable of performing more labour than

they need immediately consume. That is, an individual can

produce more in a given period than is required to sustain

him or her through that period. This is the basis of

humanity's capacity to reproduce itself over generations and

of the potential for increasing material- wealth in any
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society. rn a commodity/exchang,e economy it is the secret of
capital and the possibility of profit.

rn a capitaJ-ist economy the worker does not exchang,e

his or her labour with the capitalist. The worker does not

agree to construct a table in exchange for the varue of the

table (less the cost of materials , if .these \{ere the
property of the capitarist). He or she sells their labour
pov¡er their capacity to l-abour in exchange for the
val-ue of the labour povrer. The val-ue of labour power. like
that of any other commodity, is equar to the cost of

T4
reproducing it. That the worker may produce commodities

equaJ- to the val-ue of their l-abour power (i.e., equar to the

wage they receive and by which the reproduce themseJ-ves ) in
hal-f a day's work, does not prevent them from rabouring on

the other hal-f day (if the capitarist is abl-e to compert

them to do so). This 'surprus labour', or rather the

commodities in which it is incorporated, is appropriated by

the capitalist and through this 'exproitation, (the
difference between 'necessary' and surpJ-us l-abour) he or she

real-izes a surpl-us varue on selling the whole mass of
commodities produced.

The subtitl-e to vol-ume one of capital- is ',The process

of Production of capitaI", a marverous doubre entendre as

the book examines both how capital produces the

distinctive forms of organization of the labour process
15

under capitalism -- and how capital is produced. The very

title of the book therefore refrects Marx,s injunction that
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capitarist production must be understood as "al_ways an

indissol-uble union of l-abour process and val_orization
process, just as the product is a whol_e composed of use-
value and exchange-value, i. e. the commoditv (Kf , g52). l"Iore

than this it conveys how the object of production is
transformed by the creation of capital. The objectÍve of
production becomes onry incidently to produce use varues
that will satisfy human wants and needs. The fundamental
purpose, which becomes the whol-e criterion for initiating
production, is the production of more and more capitar,
accumulation for its own sake:

The process- of production has become the process ofcapitar itsel-f . . . with the sol-e purpose of üsing moneyto make more money. (KI, 1020)

This resurt is not merery the consequence of avarice on

the part of capitalists. capital is sel-f-val_orizing vaJ-ue,

value in motion in the process of augmenting itsetf: capital
that is not reinvested in an effort to produce even more

surplus val-ue is 'negated', it ceases to be capital (G, 5l_9,

Harvey, t982, 85 ) . The same sorts of market forces that
compel producers to continualJ-y adapt their product and

technique, compel the capitaj-ist into a never-ending search
for greater profits, market advantage over competitors and

ne\{ opportunities for investment. rf he or she does not
assiduousJ-y pursue profit they wil-l be swept aside. one

night say that the capitalist is not a capitarist because he

is greedy, but is greedy because he or she is a capitarist
(which is not to say that greed exists only under
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capitalism).

This is, by the by, a point on which MacGregor seems

unabre to make up his mind. He writes at one point that',the
capitalist is no mere pawn of the economic system; rather
the driving force of capital l-ies in the rational_ avarice
the consciousness and will of individual-s who personify
capital " . Yet twenty pages l-ater MacGregor approvingj_y cites
Marx to the effect that "the drive for profit turns the
capitalist into a 'machine for the transformation of
surpJ-us-val-ue into surpJ-us capitaJ-.... Iprofit] is therefore
the determinirg, dominating and overriding purpose of the
capitalist... Ir]t is pJ-ain that the capitalist is just as

enslaved by the rel-ationships of capitarism as is his
opposite poJ-e, the worker, arbeit in a quite different

16
manner' " (CIHM, L77 | l-92 ) . MacGregor has virtuaì-Iy
stumbled over Marx's argument for the abol_ition of civil_
society, and yet mistaken it.

For MacGregor the deformation of civir society is the
product of the capitarists' 'insanity of personality, a

defect that will be corrected once the workers too comes

into their rightful possession of productive (private)
property. To Marxr orl the other hand, this civil_ society is
from the beginning a distortion of human sociar l_ife. The

abandonment of our capacity and responsibility to determine
the shape of our society to a fetish in the form of the
commodity and varue is the true insanity of this society.
The domination of capital and accumul-ation over al_l_ social-
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decision making flows ineluctably fron the general_ization of
commodity production.

Civil society indeed generates a rsystem of needs,,

but it is the needs of the varue system, of capitaJ- and of
accumul-ation that are served not the human needs of the

members of society. Their needs count only in so far as they

are expressed in 'effective demand' that is capabre of
sustaining accumulation. Human needs are accounted in civil
society onJ-y in so far as they may be expressed in the

commodity form, and the coercive power of the generalized
commodity economy is such that the commodity form becomes

more and more the defining content of personality.
substantive individuaJ-ity, subsumed under the commodity

form, is reduced to a tone dimensionar' serection of
consumption commodities. with the 'formal subsumption of
l-abour to capitaJ-' in the wage rel-atj-on the worker is
rendered, not an individual, but an abstract part of capital
( just as the capita]-ist becomes its expression in another

form) and in the 'real- subsumption of labour to capitar,
becomes one material- part of capitar among others (plant and

raw materiars) in the labour process (cf Kr, 1019-38). civil
society, which gave rise to the 'sovereign individual-' also
embodies powerful tendencies toward the effacement of
individuality.

The object of a theory of value, that is also a

crit.igue of political economy, is to draw out the

consequences of the val-ue form taken on by l_abour in
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commodity/exchange societies. The object of Marx's anaJ-ysis

is not the development of a heuristic devise that would

facilitate tresource al-location','utility maximization' or
allow capitalists to make educated guesses about

opportunities for profit. His aim is to uncover those "real
rel-ations" by which (labour) resources and util-ities are

distributed in commodity/ exchange systems even in total-
ignorance of politicar economy. systems of poriticaÌ economy

which, like Adam Smith, take 'labour commanded, as only a

convenient yardstick f or val-ue r or which subst.itute an

al-ternative measure, ]ike the 'Coal- Theory of Val-ue,

recentj-y advanced (as an exercise) by Robert paul- woJ-f f ,
have missed the point (Clarke , IgB2 t 24, Laibman , 1986 ) .

whether or not there is a heuristic moder capabÌe of (more

or l-ess) predicting the movement of the econoffiy, and whether

that moder be based on corn, coal, marginal utitities or the

movements of the stars, aÌ] of these reduce val-ue to an

ínvention of poritical economists, to something occuring
17

merely in people,s mÍnds.

"'Value is a relation between persons,... a relation
between persons expressed as a reration between things " and

l-abour, "the onry attribute that al-l commodit.ies have in
common", is its substance (CI, 79 , Harvey , I7BZ, 14 ) .

NothÍng but (socially necessary abstract) J-abour enters into
the varue of a commodity. This does not mean that everything
that is sold and has a price is a product of labour or has a

varue. Marx remarks that even one's conscience may be sord
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for a price, but this, though it may be a consequence of the
moral- 'val-ues ' ( in the non politicar economy sense )

generated by generarized commodity production does not mean

that consciences have a varue (in the poritical economy

sense) (cr, l-05). unique objects (since they cannot be

reproduced) are in something of the same position, though

they may originally have been the products of labour (the
price of an archeologicaJ- artifact might be expected to
reflect the l-abour that unearthed it, but as there is only
one champrain's astrolabe, the price wiÌt rikely be much

higher. A recent news item reported efforts to repurchase

from a New York Museum, for $2001000., the astrol_abe found

at the end of the last century by a farmboy near cobden

ontario: he sol-d it to a merchant f or $5, who resol-d it in
Toronto for $200.) whatever price such articl-es fetch, this
does not refrect their value in poriticar economic terms.

Nor do animars, machinery or robots employed in
commodity production create val-ues. rf there coul-d be a

robot built without labour, that produced -- without the
assistance of living human labour goods from material-s
which it took no labour to obtain, then the product would be

valuel-ess. where robot producted goods appear to produce

value because the product can be sol_d for the same amount as

a similar product produced by human labour, this is because

circumstances al-l-ow the product to be sold above its val_ue.

containing l-ess l-abour, the product of the robotized
production process has a smal-l-er (individual) vaLue than the
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same product as previously produced by human l_abour. But

where other firms have not converted to robotic production

the ( social ) value the average socially necessary labour

is greater than individual val-ue for the former, and l_ess

for the l-atter. The robotized firm may (temporariJ-y) garner

super-profits, while the profits of the non-innovating firms

will be diminished.

Once the other firms have been either driven from the

market or adopted the innovation a new equilibrium value

will be establ-ished at a l-ower l-evel-. The super-prof its, and

so the appearance of val-ue creation by the robot, wiJ-}

evaporate (though, probably not in the minds of capitalists,
believing in the productivity of capital as a 'factor of
production' if they hold to any vaJ_ue theory at a1t). The

commodity wiÌI be cheaper than before reflecting the fact
that less social-Iy necessary J-abour is required to produce

18
it than before.

dlmamics of commodity/exchange economies and its
ramifications will be explored in the next section.

Dynamics of Commodity/Exchanqe Systems

The Labour Theory of Val-ue does not propose that
commodities always exchange at their values. rndeed such an

occurrence is likeIy to be rare and, as it were, accidental.
Rather the system of val-ue relations acquires its por¡rer as a

system for the socialization of labour and trans-format,ion

This process is fundamental- to the
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of the division of l-abour precisely from the regular r¡rays in
which commodities fail to exchange at their val-ues. The

commodity/exchange economy is one of dlmamic dis-
equilibrium, always tending towards, and at the same time

always diverging from an equilibrium state. The dis-
equiJ-ibria signalled to producers through the market guide

and f orce upon t.hem their f uture actions. These

responses help move the economy towards equilibrium again,

until- overcorrection or new forces again upset it. If
anything, however, the commodity/exchange economy tends, in
t.he normal course of it.s operation, to produce l-es s

equilibrium and more disequilibriun and disproportionalitj-es
in the economy, sometimes to a very dramatic ext.ent. But the

system does have its method for resolving these: "'Crisis',
pvlarxl argues, 'is nothing but the forcible assertion of the

unity of phases of the production process which have become

independent of each other'" (Iv1arx quoted in Harvey, 1982,

82) .

One of the basic ways in which new dis-equilj-bria are

introduced into commodity/exchange systems is by the

introduction of new techniques of production by individual_

firms. As described above with regard to robotization, such

innovations give those who introduce them an advantage to
which all their competitors must either respond or succumb.

Because they all produce independently of each other, firms

can reach no common agreement to abol-ish this competition by

innovation. 
19 

out of thÍs process of innovation and
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response a whol-e chain of consequences flow which

perpetually transform the division of l_abour. "The

bourgeoisie " , wrote Marx and Engels in the Communist

lvlanifesto, cannot exist without constantly revolutionizing
the instruments of production, and thereby the rel-ations of
production, and with them the whore rerations of society"
(cw6, 487 ) .

The object of this process of 'revolutionizíng the

instruments of production' is to further the capitalist,s
drive to accumurate capital. The introduction of new

technol-ogies, machinery and organizat.ionar f orms allow f irms

to raise the productivity of l-abour, producing more with
l-ess Ìabour. rn the short term the innovating firm is able

to profit by undercutting its competitors and extending its
market share and/or by reaping super-profits. competitors

find that their rate of profit and market share dwindr-e. Àt

the same time their own capital, their plant and machinery,

is de-varued as a part of the l-abour required to make it
productive is now made unnecessary by the nev¡ technoJ-ogy

(rf a new machine requires the addition of an hour's l-abour

to produce a certain quantity of product, where the old
machine required the addition of two hour,s labour, the
oLder machine, with half the productivity, is now worth

considerabry less than the new one whatever its original
cost the val-ue represented by this difference has

evaporated as though it never was ) .

Some of these firms will be unabÌe to adjust to these
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new circumstances and r^rii-I be forced into bancruptcy. Their

depreciated pJ-ant may be bought up for pennies on the

doI1ar by their o1d competitors thus leading to an

increasing concentration of capital. In other cases it may

be broken up for scrap and the workforce thrown on the dole

queue.

fn the long term, once the competing firms that are

not forced out of the market have adopted similar labour

saving innovations, the result is that the product is
cheapened (though its use-val-ue remains the same). The same

commodity now has a smaller value because it requires less

( social-ly necessary) labour to produce it. The firm that
first adopted the innovation now finds that its advantage

has been eroded. All (surviving) firms are effectively back

at square one. If the commodities in question are

consumption goods they may have improved their profit

situation, along with that of other capit,alists, as in
cheapening their product they have reduced the val-ue of

labour po\¡rer by lowering the cost of its reproduction. To

real-ize this benefit, however, they must win a struggle with

the working cl-ass who will seek, in this instance by

maintaining their wages, to raise their standard of living.

One of the blproducts of such technical innovations is
that the value structure of the industry is changed. There

is now a larger amount of fixed capital ('dead l-abour' --
machinery) in proportion to variabLe capit.al ('living

labour'). .A great paradox asserts itself through this rising
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'org'anic composit.ion of labour, : the capitalist , s drive
after increased profits by raising the productivity of
l-abour resurts in a farl- in the rate of prof it. For onty

living rabour can create new vaIue, and only from riving
labour can surplus value, the source of profit, be

appropriated. The machinery can do no more than pass on the

val-ue of the labour incorporated in it at its making. ',Thus

the same factor which fuers the competitive struggre among

individual- capitarists arso produces a slow but steady

downward drift in the economy wide average rate of profit',
(Shaikht 1987,4).

Just, as commodity prices will tend toward the

equilibrium point that represent,s their val-uer so too does

capitar have its equiJ-ibrium price, and the forces of the

market tend to produce an average rate of profit throughout

the economy despite the different varue structures of
2A

various industries. There is a tendency, in effect, for
the forces governing the movement of capital to produce a

redistribution of surplus value between industries of high

and l-ow val-ue structures so that the rate of profit as a

percentage of advanced capitar becomes simiLar. This

redistribution does not, however, alter the overal-l- mass of
surplus vaIue. rts conseguence therefore is to spread the

effect of the rising organic composition, and hence farling
profit rates, of particurar industries to the economy as a

whol-e, depressing the overal-l average profit rate.
stirl, like other equilibria in the capitarist economy
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this is one that is continually being disturbed and reformed

(cf . Naples, L988) New industries that deveJ_op with low

organic compositions of capital and consequent high rates of
profit will become magnets for capitar. The inflow in
capitar wirl-, in turn, promote technical- innovation. Ànd

this wilr lead to a rising organic composition and a

depression of the profit rate. The same scenario is repeated

over and over. on the other hand, capitaJ- wilr f l-ee

industries wÍth row rates of profit. some industries may

develop such persistantly row profits that the whol-e

industry may be forced into bankruptcy. where the industry
in question provides some essential- good or service a common

outcome has been state intervention and operation. By

maintaining the industry's essentiar production but not
reaping a profit the state is effectively subsidizing other
sectors of capitaJ-, keeping the average profit rate
abnormalJ-y high (Harvey, 1982t 199). This is what passes for
socialism in the advanced tmi_xed economies' .

This last circumstance indicates one avenue by which

the tendency of the rate of profit to farr can be (partialry
and temporariry) offset. The generaJ- trend, however,

persists. The probrem is aggravated by the very success of
capitaì-ist accumul-ation; an ever larger mass of capital
chases after ever diminishing prospects for profitabte
investment. capital being 'val-ue in motion, this mass must

find some outlet or face extinction, de-varuation (Harvey,

L982, 193). The demand for investment opportunities Lead.s
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capit,al into more and more marginar and dubious enterprises.
Speculation creates the appearance of higher profits,
without actually affecting the underrying production of
surplus val-ue. Finally the bubbl-e must burst;

once the crisis break out, the whol-e scenario changes.
Inventories pile up, and profits faII, often quite
sharply. Firms increase their borrowing to tid.e them
over the bad times, and this drives up interest rates
-- which only makes matters worse for firms, though of
course it makes banks happy. On t.he other hand as
businesses start to fail, they default on their debts,
3nd this puts banks into jeopardy. The rising tide of
business bankruptcies begins to trigger bank iairures.
ïnterest rat.es reverse themserves and begin to falr.
The stock market index sl-ides downward. (shaikh, rggT I
7)

capitalism's apparent serf-immol-ation in crisis is the

necessary condition for its pheonix like rebirth. The crisis
interrupts the circuits of capital at innumerable points and

l-eads to widespread devaluation of capitar. wealLh is
destroyed on a vast scale, but this, paradoxically, restores
the possibility of the continued accumuration of weal-th (as

capital- ) . The crisis reverses the trend to a rising organic

composition of capital- by slashing the val-ue of existing
fixed capitals, making their profitable employment once

more. This in turn makes new investment. in fixed capital_ a

possibility. At the same time the widespread unempJ-oyment.

and uncertainty caused by the crisis arl-ows a deval_uation of
Labour power, rear v¡ages and working crass living standards

are depressed and this permits (at l-east temporariry) a rise
in the l-evel- of absolute surplus val-ue exploitation.

Nothing il-lust,rates better the overall- irrationarity of
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the commodity/exchange system than the fact that this
system, more successful-L in creating weaJ_th than any former

system of sociar production, must periodical-ly destroy great
portions of that wealth as a condition of accumulating even

more. The foregoing bare-bones sketch of Marx,s crisis
theory il-lustrates the possibl-e viorence of this process.

But crises represent an interaction and confl_uence of
innumerabl-e factors in patterns of great comprexity which

wil-l never appear the same way twice. Each crisis plays

itsel-f out in a unique fashion. Nor are crises only of one

sort. Their fundamental- commonal-ity is the devaLuation of
capital, but this can come about in a great variety of ways,

both dramat.ic (as in stock market crashes) and chronic (as

in inflation). Neither are all crises of the same

proportion or scope. some are l-ocal-, restricted to
particular nations or sectors, others encompass the whore

economy and potential_ on a global scal-e.

Like most other questions pertaining t.o Marx, the

theory of crisis is a hotry disputed topic (shaikh I rg7g,

DMT, i-38-143). This has especialJ-y been true since the end

of t,he long post-war boom in the early r-970's (which forced
most economic theorists to abandon theories optimistic or
pessimistic, depending on individual- attitude that
capitarism had discovered a crisis free growth path). The

preceding discussion presents the 'faJ-ling rate of profit,
version of crisis theory. This theory has a centrar place in
Marx's own treatment of crises, but it is by no means the
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only form of crisis he investigated or expect.ed. Indeed, his

presentation of the basic features of the capit.alist mode of

production emphasizes that crises, local- or general, are a

perpetual threat and may appear at almost any turn. Every

firm faces the prospect of its own crisis whenever it
produces for an uncertain market. As Capital remained

unf inished, Marx, David Harvey points out, râras unable to

draw together al-l- these various strands into a general

theory of crises. The overaccumuLation/devaluation/falIing

rate of profit theory is, however, "more than just a first
approximatÍon" of crisis theory. By elaborating "the

contradictions inherent in commodity production and exchange

as basic to understanding crisis formation... it reveal-s,

rather, the underJ-ying rational-e for the evident instability
of capitalism as a mode of economic and sociai- organization"

(Harvey, L982t 77, 792).

If the nature of crisis mechanisms is a matter of hot

dispute the existance of crises is not. Indeed crises of

di-fferent scope and intensity return with such regularity
that economics describes them bJ-and1y as 'business cycles'

(Lamontagnê, 1984). The severe general crises induced by the

'falling rate of profit' are associated with the longest of

these cycJ-es, averaging fifty years. Employing newly

developed techniques of econometric modelling .Anwar Shaikh

has f ound that the expectations of the 'f aJ-J-ing rate of

profit' theory are confirmed for the contemporary American

economi/-, indicaiing that the most recent long cycJ-e entered
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its crisis phase in the early l-970's (Shaikh, 1987). Ever

since the capitalist economy achieved a relative maturity
and world predominance there has been, ât each of the crisis
points of these long waves, a 'great depression,:

The Great Depression of 1873 (the original ',Great
Depression" ) l-asted twenty years. This was a period of
great social turmoil and of great restructuring of the
capitalist system. It v¡as marked by widespread
concentration and central-ization of capital, and
cul-minated in the age of imperialism. The Great
Depression of L929 lasted 10 L2 years. It too was a
period of great social- change and turmoil_. It
culminated in a bloody and devestating world war. And
now, the profit motive which dominates the system has
once again brought us to the brink of another
devestating collapse. So far, the state has managed to
stave off such a collapse by propping up the credit
and banking system and by occassionally pumping up the
economy. It has therefore succeeded in stretching out
the crisis, transforming potential collapse and
defÌation (as in the 1930,s) into stagnation. (Shaikh,
1987, 15 )

The stater âs Shaikh emphasizes, is unabl-e to prevent

or 'solve' the crisis in the sense of preventing its
necessary features from asserting themselves. rn each Great

Depression the state has, however, had a ma jor rol-e in
organizing and facilitating t.he eventual recovery. The

possibility of that recovery, however, does not emminate

from the state's action but comes about because the required

devaruation of accumul-ated capitar eventually occurs despite

the state's efforts to prevent it. Indeed, the state,s
action to assist and maintain the recovery once it becomes

possible (imperialism, Kelmesian counter-cycIicaJ_ inter-
ventions ) later become contributing factors to the foJ-lowing

general crisis. "Because these I crises ] arise from

capitalist accumul-ation itself . . . they cannot be simpJ-y
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.managed' away by state intervention no matter how

progressive its intent (shaikh, DMT, L42). such crises are

an inherent part of capitalist production, and can only be

avoided by aboJ-ishing the system of private property and

commodity exchange whj-ch generate them. rn t,he next sectj-on

the conseguences of this for the notion of 'market

sociaJ-ism', and so¿ MacGregor's hope of creating an Hegelian

socialism on the basis of civil- society wil-l be

investigated.

Pl-an and Market

Pl-an or market, t ex ante, or 'ex post' . These most

commentators agree are the only al-ternative means (in a

comprex modern economy) for the social- integration of
l-abour. The probrem, for socialists, with this dicotomy is
that neither arternative seems capable of producing a

social-ist society that anyone woul-d desire to l-ive in. rt
has long been a social-ist objective that the marketr so

intimately associated with capitarism and decried for its
irrationality, shoul-d be abolished. But the al-ternative, a

pranned economy, has been, if anything, (in the experience

of 'actually existing socialism') ress successful in
providing for the needs of the populace. Nor has it
exhibited much in the way of a superior rationaLity. The

"'se.l-f -devourj-ng economy'" of actuarly existing socialism
is, observes the soviet critic Boris KagarJ-itsky, ,'oriented
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not to the satisfaction of human need but to self-
reproduction" ( 1988, 80 ) . It suffers, then, precisely the

same faul-t for which socialists have traditionally indicted
capitalism I

The central-l-y pJ-anned, post-revolutionary, economies

have, ât times, accomplished prodj-gious feats of economic

growth. But the social costs that have usually been exacted

for such accomplishments (whether forced collectivization or

arbitrary rule by a privileged bureaucratic 'nomenclatura)

have hardly been recommendations for social-ism. And now it
seems that this system, in the USSR at least, has more-or-

Less run out of steam altogether. Stagnation, and a chronic

inability to provide quality or even basic consumer goods

seem the most obvious characteristics of such economies

(Aganbegyârr, 1988). The blame for the fail-ure of these
.command economies' has frequently been laid at the door of

putatively malevolant and conjunctural social- circumstances

pre-revolutionary backwardness, imperiaJ-ist aggression,

bureaucratism, lack of democratizat.ion. But it is possibi-e

that. the faiÌure is inevitable, the unavoidabl-e consequence

of attempting a task beyond human capacity.

Al-ec Nove relates the following statement from what he

calls a "doubtlessly sarcastic" soviet author: "Mathema-

ticians have calcul-ated that in order to draft an accurate

and fully integrated plan for material supply just for the

Ukraine for one year requires the labour of the entire

world's population for ten rniLlion years" (Nove, J-983, 33).
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The serious point which is here made in sarcasm is that it
is impossibJ-e to have an economy that operates entireÌy in
accordance with a plan: it j-s sirnpry impossibre to carry out
the bil-lions of computations needed to co-ordinate the
distribution of Labour and goods in a comprex economy

producing many millions of different goods. rn the absence

of such a capacÍty the generar resul-t is that ,,given the
central-ized system, itself the consequence of the
elimination of the market, the powerfur bureaucracy becomes

a functional necessity ( 34 ) .

The 'plan' cannot begin to fathom the social- need for,
sêy, si-ze 9 brown brogues it is difficurt enough to
specify the demand, and consequently the required labour and

suppJ-ies, f or f ootwear in generaJ-. To generate the pran into
reaJ-ity, a hierarchical system of offices and decisionmaking
bodies must transl-ate the aggregrate prans of the center
into more and more detaired production and supply plans,
down to the revel- of the individual- enterprise. At the
ent,erprise l-ever as ignorant as any other of specific
sociar need the ob jective must be pran f ul_f il-rment: f or
success in this it is rewarded, and for fairure penarized.

And since it receives its orders in aggregate terms, tons,
yards, thousands, the emphasis is naturall_y enough on volume

production at l-east cost -- not on quarity. Moreoverr âs the
enterprise is expected to fulfirl its quota, d.espite the
fact that due to the very complexity of the plan there are
sure to be disequilibria and disruptions in imputs,
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individuaf enterprises are in effect encouraged to hoard

scarce resourses for which there may be greater need

ersewhere, and even to acquire them iJ-regalry or through
'old-boy' barter networks established (outside the pran)

between enterprise managers.

That the resurt of such a system is stagnation,
perpetuar shortages, bureaucratization and the margin-
al-ization of consumer needs does indeed seem armost

inevitabre. And in its innabitity to satisfy to satisfy
basic wants, let al-one the sophisticated l-uxuries-cum-needs

merchandised to (broad sections of) the general- population
of the advanced capitalist states, the performance of this
system is judged intol-erable by its inhabitants and by those
outside it whom socialists would hope to win to the cause of
social-ism. A friend of mine is this sufirmer being visited by

rel-atives from East Germany: they do not have hot running
water in their house, nor have they been abre to have it
painted in many years. The profusion of commodities in our
l-ocar superstore is virtuall-y incomprehensibre to them.

such comparisons are not necessarily fair/ nor
accurate. À more appropriate comparison of the relative
success of capitalist/market and centrall-y planned economies

woul-d have to compare the two systems as a whore: an average

living standard ranging on t.he one hand from the GDR and

Hungary to Burma and vietnam, and on the other from the usA

and sweden to Guatemaura, The phirripines or Namibia. rn the
cÍrcumstances of the worrd market and internat.ional_
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division of l-abour such a comparison makes more sense, if
one aims at a true assessment of the accomprishments of the

two systems. rt is unrikeJ-y that the capitalist worrd fares
better than actualJ-y existing socialism in such a

comparison. Nonetheless, it is the comparism between the usÀ

and western Europe and the ussR and Eastern Europe that
would seem to be politicaJ-J-y and sociarly decisive (at least
for their populations). Nor is such a comparison unjust, for
social-ists have held out the promise of surpassing

capitalism at its best, not mereJ-y of a more equitabJ_e

sharing of ubiquitous poverty.

social-ists might, of course, (indeed shourd) question
both the social and individuar worth of the profusion of
consumer gadgets and gimmicks that today trivial_ize human

life in advanced capitalism. But even $rere the option t.o do

without or away with much of this junk taken it. would likely
not sol-ve the probLems of the central-ry pranned economies.

Presuming that such societies wourd pick and choose among

the range of possible goods (keeping kidney dialysis
machines but ridding themsel-ves of most of the brands of
diet microwave macaroni) the economy would remain

tremendousJ-y complex.

rn sociarist debate the fairure of centrar pJ_anning has

led (along with call-s f or de-central-ization ) to a re-
evaruation of the market and to various proposars for
'market social-ism'. rn the west the most prominant

contemporary exampJ-e of such a tendency is ALec Nove,s The
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Economics of Feasible socialism (1983, see also, inter alia,
Hodgson, 1984). Far more significant, practicaffy, are the
various reform programs of china, Hungary, and the ussR.

Almost all commentators seem to be agreed that the reform of
'command economies' necessariry invol-ves a return to the
market: "the only viabl-e alt.ernative to administrative price
setting" writes one commentator on 'perestrioka,, is the
traditional- market mechanism" (Zasravsky, 32). political_ and

economic debates then center on the proper mix of market and

pran. Few seem to doubt that there must be, as Àber

AgangegyâD, an advisor to Gorbachev, remarks, a ,,change

in... economic management from a system of administrative
commands to regulation by economic means prices, interest
charges, whoresaling", in a word, by the market (Abenbegyâfl,

9r, my enphasis ) . ( rt seems worth noting that the language

of this statement identÍfies the 'economic' with the
autonomous J-ogic of the market, an interesting assumption

for a Soviet economist see Appendix).

Teodor shanin's observation "that the soviet union is
moving arong its own tragectory towards something not yet
seen or knoram", something that cannot be encompassed within
"the bel-ief in only two possibir-ities or a scale between

them, the 'free market, or .state planning, " seems, to me

virtually unique among contemporary discussions of the
question. (1988, 88). But if shanin has any intimation of
what this 'unknown' third way may be, he does not el-aborate.

This is an area in which 'rethinking social-ism, is
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imperative. My own suspicion, though it cannot be deveroped

here, is that such a third way must consciousJ-y seek to
deverop a basis for what might be carred .de-sociarized,

product,ion personaJ- production f or personal use.

something of this sort of idea has recentJ_y been advanced by

-Andre Gorz. However, Gorz is, r think, mistaken in his
bel-ief that a large and growing sector of autonomous serf-
directed production can be deveroped arongside a sector of
socialized production that is al-rowed to become increasingry
routinized social-ized production (Gorz I Lggzt chg). The

individual and col-]ective effects of the manner in which

l-abour is conducted cannot be so easily compartmental_ized.

Any third way must therefore address not onry the conditions
of individual- autonomy outside social production but must

equally address the probrem of self-determination within
sociai-ized labour.

can social-ism exist under conditions of market
integration and regulation of the division of rabour? Marx

(or for that matter Heger ) was quite cl-ear about the
destructive effects of the capitarist market economy. yet

the market (as advocates of market sociarism like Nove or
Hodgson indicate), offers consumers an opportunity to
regj-ster by buying or not buying, paying more or paying

Less their judgement,s about the production decisions
taken by planners or enterprises. perhaps this advant.age of
the market (as against command economies) can be retained,
but the destructive effects of the narket el_ininated or at
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least control-led once social (or co-operative,

etc) ownership replaces capitalist proprietors?
or mutuaJ-,

What should first of al-I be noted about such proposals

is t.hat the necessary concomitant of this notion of consumer

autonomy and 'sovereignty' is the dominance of production

for profit in the economy. onry if t.he producers' cont,inued

existence (as a co-operative, autonomous enterprise or

whatever) can be threatened unress they pursue markets by

innovation, reinvestment, etc., can the market signaJ-s from

consumers have any effective impact upon productivity or
product mix (in short upon the division of labour). At a

minimum then market socialism must retain, ât the level of

the firm, the contingency of the capit.alist. economy. Any

widespread interference with t.his principal, by easy credit
or direct goverrurent support of enterprises would l-ead to
such distortions of market. signal-s as to render the

consumer's market por¡rer ineffective as a directing force in
the economy. By the same token, producers must be altowed to
retain and independently determine the dispositj-on of their
revenues and profits. Market socialism, then (as many of its
advocates rearize) must aI]ow -- even enforce -- bankruptcy,

unemployment and inequarities in wealth (cf. Nove, !9g3,

20e).

For many social-ists who have made workplace democracy

and sel-f-management central to their vision of sociarism

this contingency has seemed an acceptabre cost if
authoritarian hierarchal control- can be replaced with
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worker's col-l-ective sel-f -determination. rt is questionabÌe,
however, whether any meaningfuJ- freedom in decision making

can be achieved in serf-managed enterprises under market
socialism. From a study of serf-managed enterprises in
Hungary Peter Bihari has concluded that ,,as commodity-

producer units [they] do not have any option concerning the
general strategy to be f ol-l-owed,, in the management,

organization and objectives of production:
Even their survival- is onry possible if they have aprofit-maximizíng and expansive nature... rn market
sel-f-management, the coll-ectivity is the captive of anil-lusion: workers can subjectivéty decide õn the fateof real-ized profit, but at the sáme time "external-circumstances" force market rationality upon them...rn the expectation of survival- and higher incometomorrow, they must permanently accumurate capital. . .
IT]here Ís.no- capitarist who wouta be responsiËl-e forworkers' inability to en joy the resul-Ls of theirwork... workers renounce of their own "free wil]" whatis theirs: They collectiveJ-y personify capital.(Bihari, 1985, 29-30)

The only freedom that workers in self-managed

enterprises have is whether to cornpry with the imperative
demands of the market or to go bankrupt. rt does not even

offer workers a real- capacity to determine their owrr

incomes, Bihari concrudes, because they wourd be compeJ_J-ed

to forego consumption in favour of capital accumulation and

reinvestment. Nor shourd $re expect that such ent.erprises
wourd have any significant control- over the j-ntroduction of
new technologies, even if these woul_d result in displacement
and unempl-oyment f or their ovrn members. Such decisions would

be imposed from without by market pressures, just as they
are in capitalist economies. Even if the aJrocation of
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credit is under general politicar cont.rol_ investments , if
they are not to undo the supposed advantages of the market
as a means of all0cating resources, must be made in
accordance with market forces. There is no reason then that
Iire shouLd expect the market to behave any differentfy, or to
produce any difference in results just because ownership has

been socialized, made co-operativer or in MacGregor,s case

kept private but broadly distributed. Market social-ism would

mean that sociar development wouLd remain crisis ridden and

largely outside any conscious control.
Alec Nove, who has produced a very sophisticated

economic argument in favour of market socia]_ism, concedes

that "a¡1 unregurated market can give rise to rarge-scal-e
bankruptcies and mass unemploymerlt,' and that a market
social-ist society must therefore rely on extensive pubJ-ic

intervention through reguJ-ation, subsidies and guiding
investment, and the removal- of entire sectors from the
market in order to insure that such defects do not get out
of hand (1987, 103, lgB3, 2oB-9). Here, however, historicar
experience must put the burden of proof on the advocates of
market sociarism. why should such reguration be expected to
succeed whenr âs Ernest Mandel- remarks in his rebuttal of
Nove, "more than two hundred years. . . of attempts at
'regulating' markets. . . have fail_ed to prevent periodic
crises r pêriodic mass unemployment? " (MandeÌ, l_9gg, l_10 ) .

such regulation, Mandel argues, courd only be effective
as a corrective measure "if pubric investment were a
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huge -- and growing -- part of total- investment, and if the

public sector were J-argely insul-ated from the consequences

of the business cyc1e, i.e. if it were essentially of a non-

market nature" (111). Às a preventative measure such

regulation would be even more probJ-ematic because of the

impossibility of accurately predicting market shifts and

because such intervention would itself distort the operation

of the market economy in unforseeabl_e ways. The very logic
of market regulation would therefore seem to require the

progressive elimination of the market I

The Commodity Form of SociaL Life

Capitalism is never static. To each of the barriers to
its continuance and growLh it must find a sol-ution (even if
this onry contributes to the eventual deveJ-opment of further
barriers ) . It combat,s l-imitations on its growEh not only by

extensive development (the deveì-opment of the world market)

but by intensive development within its native country -- a

constantly renewed process of capitaJ-izing already existing
spheres of production which were not previously so

organized, and the invention of entirely new spheres of
production with new products. The latt.er form of development

entails obvious risks; perhaps no-one will want the ner¡r

invention. The nature of capitarist production precJ-udes the

possibiJ-ity that such uncertainty can be wholly overcome,
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but this does not prevent capitalists from trying.
Beginning during the Great Depression of 1Bz3 efforts

to organize the market so as to insure an outl_et for
consumer commodities underwent a dramatic change. The

rel-ative maturity of the worrd market at the time required
that capitar depend on the domestic market, rather than

exports, more than it had previousry. The monoporization,

cartelization and growing scale of production that developed

in the period arso required that mass production shourd. be

matched by mass consumption. so the consumer, and twentieth
century capitarism's rnyrj-ad techniques for recruiting
him/her to their task, is born. There is a dark

significancer ês Raymond wilriams has pointed. out to ,'the

popularity of 'consumer,, as a way of describing the

ordinary member of modern capitarist society in the main

part of his economic capacity":
The description is spreading very rapid.Iy, and is now
habitual-Iy used by people to whom it ought, Iogically,
to be repugnant. It is not only that, ât a simple
level-, 'consumption, is a very strange description iorour ordinary use of goods and services. This met.aphor
drawn from the stomach and the furnace is õnlypartially relevant even to our use of things. yet we
say 'consumer' rather than 'user, because in t,he form
of society we now have, and in the forms of thinking
which it almost imperceptably fosters, it Ís as
consumers that the majority of people are seen. v{e are
t,he market, which the system of industrial- prod.uction
has organized. We are the channels al-ong wnicn theproduct flows and disappears. In every aspect of
social- communication, and in every version of what we
are as a community, the pressure of a system of
industriaL production is towards these impersonal
forms. (l-980, 187)

"The fundamental choice that emerges, in the problems
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set to us by the system of modern industriar production',,
wirliams concrudes, "is between man as consumer and. man as

user" ( 186 ) . The worrd of commodity production and exchange

is unrikery to accomodate the l-atter choice. Human beings as

users might discoverr ês Marx put it, that "l-abour fcan be]

not only a means of life, but life's prime want" (CGp, 1g).

A popurace engaged in its own creative seLf-rearization may

not turn out to be one willing to .consume, an ever

increasing mass of commodities to satisfy the reckless need

of the commodity/exchange system for and ever greater volume

and velocity of purchases and sal_es:

The consumer asks for an adequate supply of personaltconsumer goods, at a tolerable price... The user asks
for more than this, necessariJ-y. They ask for t.hesatisfaction of human needs which consumption, as
such, can never really rep1y. (Wi1l-iams, 1990, lgg )

The commodity/exchange economy dare not reave, and has

not, left this decision to chance. Àrmies of advertisers,
market researchers, and public-rel-ations experts have fought
hard to obscure any alternative and ,'associate Iwit.h]
consumption human desires to which it has no real reference"

(189). The terribre success of this effort is refrected in
the personarity of the citizens of advanced capitarism:

Both as a worker and as a consumer, the individual
learns. . . that the sel-f image he projects counts for
more than accumul-ated skilrs and experience. since hewill be judged... according to his possessions, hisclothes, and his 'personality' -- not, as in the
nineteenth century, by his 'character, -- he adopts a
theatrical view of his ovin 'perf ormance, . . . The
conditions of everyday social- discourse, in societies
based on mass production and mass consuaption,
encourage an unprecedented attention to superficial
impressions and images, to the point where Lhe seLf
becomes al-most indistinguishable from the surface...
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the

MacGregor is armost contemptuous of such attacks on the

commodification of modern life and deveropsr on the

contrary, a very positive view of consumerism and even of
the advertizing system that has grown up to sustain it. once

more he finds support in Hegel: "'the very murtiprication of
needs in civi] society', observes HegeJ-, 'invol-ves a check

on desire, because when many things are in use, the urge to
obtain any one thing which might be needed is ress strong,
and this is a sign that want altogether is not so

imperious'" (CIHM, 270) , But have any of t,hese needs

actualry become l-ess imperious? MacGregor, s very next
quotation from HegeJ- suggests otherwise:

VÌhat the Engtish call "comfort" is something
inexhaustibre and illimitabre. Iothers can discover toyou what you take to bel comfort at any stage isdiscomfort, and these discoveries never come to anend. Hence the need for greater comfort does not
exactJ-y arise within you directly; it is suggested toyou by those who hope to make a profit -irom itscreation. (PR, para 191A, quoted in CIHM I ZL},
interpolation in original)

rf the true ethica] l-ife, the bios politikos, lies
beyond the reaLm of necessity it is hard to see any rationar
erement in such a wanton and unexamined proriferation of
'needs' (especialry as the only reaL need satisfied by their
promotion is that of accumulation for the sake of
accumulation). As MacGregor himserf writes in another

context (quoting Marx approvingly) :

To the capitarist nothing couJ-d matter less than how
his or her products are consumed provided they are
sol-d at a prof it. 'A large part of the ãnnua]

another commodity offered up for consumption on
open market. (Lascht 1984, 30-31)
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product. . . consists of the most tawdry products. . .

designed to gratify the most impoverished appetites
and fancies'. Ànd commodities are produced and sold
precisely to produce and sell more commodities.
(CIHM, L96, guote is from KI, 1045)

If enough 'impoverished appetites'cannot be found

ready to hand, then capitalism is, of course, prepared to

produce these too. "They must", MacGregor observes, with

curious approval-, "b€ stimulated and goaded by advert.ising

and example; otherwise they wouLd not exist" (CIHM, 2L0),

MacGregor's approval of consumerism envisages no qualitative

assessment of these ne\¡r needs nor of their social and

psychological context. Just as the animating spirit behind

the development of so many of these commodities is not the

sat.isfaction of human felt needs but the satisfaction of the

imperative to accumulate, so the elaboration of this system

transforms the use of goods from a fulfilment of particular

requirements into consumption for the sake of consumption (a

recent radio news item reported a poIJ- in which a

significant minority of respondents answered that they

prefered shopping to romance).

On this occasion MacGregor recruits 'classical- Marxism'

in support of his defence of consumerism, citing Trotsky's

advocacy of the automobile. A more unfortunate exampJ-e would

be difficult to find. If there ever \t¡as a commodity which

exemplified the destructive and irrational- atomism of civil

society and the intusion of its absurd particularisms into
the state, this is it! Even so devoted a Trotskyist as

Ernest MandeL is repelled by such a vision of unrestrained
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consumerism:

The most devastating exampl-e I of the market as airrationar 'measuring rod'I is the privatery ownedmotor car... a source of economic waste of moñstruousproportions. Here you have a f l-eet of mil_l-ions of carswith four or five seats, but which onry transport oneor two persons each, which do not run more thañ one ortwo hours_ a day and obstruct o*r cities... makingtraffic srower and srower if not paralyzing i¿artogether and simul-taneousJ-y porruling - to*; andcountry under an increasingly murderoué croud ofpoisonous exhaust. rn addition, this... fleet, is aninstrument of mass murder on a scal-e only comparableto big wars. (1988, IL7)

of course a great deal of emproyment is generated by

the automobj-l-e industry. Mount.ains must be torn down and

valleys dug up for iron ore and coal, more mountains must be

reduced to rubble so that the rowrands may be paved to
supprement arways inadequate roads and parking rots, oil
must be gathered from the corners of the earth to fuel_

engines and spew out uncounted tons of effluent, ftirlions
of these'consumer durabres, must after a few short years be

crushed mel-ted down or buried to make way for the ratest
of improvements' and contemporary styres. Thousands

be employed to pick up t,he broken (human and car )

bodies that regularly meet catastrophic ends on the road.
Armies of pranners and construction workers must be employed

in the sislphean task of providing some sembrance of
rationalJ-y ordered facirities for the anarchistic mass of
car owners.

one courd go on. can there be any doubt that here we

have evidence of the innate rationarity of private property,

crop

must

commodity exchange and consumer satisfactiont We might
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paraphrase the statement from Trotsky quoted by MacGregor

and say that 'so long as even a modest Ford remains the
privilege of' the many sovereign consumers, .there survive
alr' the irrational-ities of market production and rittl_e
hope of conscious rational management of resources. Nor is
there much hope while this and other systems of profJ_igate

consumption are aLÌowed to proriferate that the real-m of
necessíty wil-I recede in favour of a community in which men

and women might f ind a cornmon ethical lif e.

rt is not that capitarism's "deveropment of a

constantry expanding and more comprehensive system of
different kinds of rabour, to which a constantJ_y enriched
system of needs corresponds " is in each case necessarily
irrationar and destructive (G, 409 ) . However, neither
irrationarity and destructiveness, nor their opposites, are
criteria by which the commodity/exchange economy chooses

whether some good wirr be produced or not. The critique of
consumerism is not an advocacy of material- asceticism, nor
does it suggest "that working-crass individuals are somehow

different from their bourgeois counterparts" (crHM, 20g). rt
does suggest that whire we are al-l_ lost in the supermarket

v/e are al-1 induced to accept bogus satisfactions which

promote a passive 'lifestyre,. At the same time the fixation
with immediate and purery personal gratification promoted by

advertising dissuades us from consid.ering the social
ramifications of mil-Iions of individual acts of consumption.

where MacGregor argues that Marx sar^/ advertising as ,,a
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necessary and progressive force which aIl-ows the worker 'his

only share of civilization which distinguishes him from the

slave', " he fails to relate that Marx saw the progressive

moment in this "widening [of] the sphere of his pleasures"

as the opportunity it holds to participate "in the higher,

even cuLtural pJ-easures, the agitation f or his owrÌ

interests, newspaper subscriptions, attending lectures,
educating his children" (CIHM , 2L0-11-; G, 287 ) .

MacGregor also appeals to another discussion in the

Grundrisse, and there, in speaking of "the cultivation of
all- the qualities of the human being" Marx does appear to
l-end some support (G, 409). But among those qualities must

be counted those "most impoverished appetites and fancies"

mentioned above. The real-m of 'absolute spirit' (arL,
religion, phiJ-osophy) is not accorded any privilege in the

market of consumer goods, and philosophy, at least, has yet

to find a marketing technique that courd make it profitabre
21

on the mass market.

Conclusion

David MacGregor is not unaware of Marx,s theory of

crisis (reviwed above in the section on the dlmamics of

commodity/exchange economies) . However, his own discussion

of crisis theory is an attempt to dispray the similarity of

Hegel and Marx's underst,anding of crisis. Hegel,s own

theory, which does show remarkable perception, is a theory
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of overproductj-on/underconsumption. MacGregor is quite right
to observe that Marx deveJ-oped a simiÌar theory. But this is
onry one aspect of Marx's theory of crisis. overprod.uction/

underconsumption crises give the tie to the so-ca1l_ed .Say,s

Law' which in effect holds that supply produces its own

demand.

The possibiJ-ity of such crises are inscribed directly
in the wage labour/capitar reration. rf the worker receives

only the value of his or her labour-power from the

capitarist but is induced to perform surpJ-us-labour and this
is reflected in a mass of commodities whose val-ue is greater

than the sum of wages, then who is to buy these surplus
goods? The capitalist may consume some in the form of
revenue but this will detract from rather than augment the

reinvestment that the capitatist is comperled by competition

to undertake. An oul-et may be found for another part of the

surplus in the worl-d market, a fact that as HegeJ- observes,

drives capitarist economies to imperiarism, but this too is
a l-imited device. This dil-emma can and does read to crises,
to, as MacGregor says, "the destruction of capital, the

wastage on a grand scare of raw materiaLs, commodities, and

of human labour-power" (CfHM, 224).

Can there be any sol_ution to this problem of
insufficient 'effective demand'? MacGregor never says

outright, and his discussion is ambiverent. on the one hand

he cites approvingly Hegel,s arguments that ,'any attempt tby
the governmentl to assist the poor or provide them with
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employment simpry intensif ies the contrad.iction. . . Iand]
woul-d provide no permanent cure', . on the other hand, he

writes crlpticalry that " it required . the Kelmesian
Revol-utio[', the estab]-ishment of the werfare state, and so

on before bourgeois society began to take seriously the
probJ-em of poverty and the lack of ,ef fective demand,,,

(crIIM, 226), Has this revorution discovered the elusive
remedy for crisis? rf so, the world wourd. certainÌy be glad
of its use today.

Marx saw that whil-e crises of overproduction might
break out on a local- basis, capitarism generated its own

solution it "drives over and beyond [this] barrier" as

MacGregor quotes him (crHMt 224), rt,s sorutionr âs David
Harvey points out is the creation of f ictitious capital, ne\,v

money racking a sorid basis in production that may be

employed, through the credit system, to rearize the mass of
commodities produced (Harvey, rgg2, 95). Disater is thus
staved off and capitar drives onward toward yet another
barrier and the potentiar of even more catastrophic crises
(cf . MacGregor's very optimistic eval-uation of the wonders

of consumer credit, crHMt 2go, n6g). Even if the Kelmesians
had the answer to the probrem of insufficient demand, thÍs
woul-d not smooth out capital-ism, s crisis ridden path of
development.

urtimatery the probrem is not an overproduction of
goods, but an overaccumuration of capitar in retation to
opportunit,ies f or investment. This r âs r Lried to irlust,rate
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above, is the product of a dynamic that inheres in the very

nature of commodity production by isolated firms in the

market. MacGregor, though he chronicles in some detail- the

destructive capacity of capitaJ-ism, never seriousJ-y

questions the commodity form itself. In fact, indj-cations of

what he expects will be the form of the sociaÌization of

labour in the social- state are so few and far between that
it. seems likeJ-y that he has not really considered that the

commodity, value, money and capital are the necessary

corollaries of the absol-ute, alienable, private property on

which he would build the social state.

One might argue that it would be acceptabÌe to retain a

system for regulating the division of labour that was

largely outside of conscious human control if that system

did actually produce results with which everyone was

pleased. Such external "compulsion", to quote Hegel, might

be justified if it clearJ-y supported human ends. But the

commodity/exchange economy does not, and would not even if
capital-ists were disposed of. "There can therefore", to cite
again Marx's conclusion, "be nothing more erroneous and

absurd than to postulate the control- by the united

individuals of their total- social production, on the basis

of exchange val-ue of money (G, 158-9).
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CONCLUSION

The question of how individual_ autonomy is to be

preserved in an era of big business and big government has

rightry preoccupied poriticar and sociar theory in this
century. rt has become an increasingly crucial_ question for
sociarists, who can no rong'er assume that the advent of
social-ism wilr embody a rearization of individual freedom.

The dissolution of the separation between society and the

state in those countries where the capitarist mode of
production has been overthrown has not shown the srightest
tendancy towards the 'withering away of the state, that
Marxists have expected. rt has, rather, l-ed to the apparant

absorption of society into the state, with devasting
conseguences for individual 1iberty.

Fearing such an outcome Max weber preferred to keep the

two great institutionar comp]-exes of modern society apart:
The state bureaucracy wourd ruÌe alone were private
capitarism eLiminated. The private and public
bureaucracies which now, at reast according topossibirity, work against each other and thus holdeach other in relative check, woul_d be merged in asingle hierarchy. (quoted in Vajda, tg8l, 7gt

In Thg Communist fdeaL in Heqel- and Marx, David

MacGregor has also advocated maintaining the separation
between civir society and the state, arthough he is of a

less pessimistic frame of mind than weber and hopes to find
for the individual- rather more than an uncertain 'no-man,s-
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l-and' between two bureaucratic l-eviathans . MacGregor expects
a transformation within each of these sets of institutions
by which both wil-I come to foster rather than frustrate or
repress the individual and community.

The contemporary re-emergence of 'civil- society' as a

key term in politicar and social- theory presents a hopefuÌ
development in the search for a new institutionar balance
that wilr accomodate individuar autonomy. .civil_ society',
as r argued in chapter one, has arways had the freedom of
the individual- as its central- concern, arthough the social_

space that it has been used to describe has changed

radicarry during its history; from the cl-assical poris, to
the private market economy, to t.he contemporary non-state,
non-economy'pubJ_ic sphere, .

The communist rdear in Heqel_ and Marx is a sustained
attempt to rethink the sociaList project in terms of civil
society and the maintainence of the distinction between

state and society. rn returning behind Marx to Heger for his
inspiration MacGregor has conceived civir society in what T

have call-ed its modern sense: the sphere of private property
and the market economy. rf this seems a curious basis on

which to fashion a socialist conmonwearth, MacGregor has a

good reason to look to it. unlike many who are today
exploring the idea of civiL society MacGregor has crearly
real-ized that its viabil-ity as a sphere in which individuar
autonomy can subsist, requires that it. be given a

substantial- social and materiaL basis a basis such as
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that provided for earl-y modern bourgeois individual_ism by

the institution of private property.

Heger's political phirosophy appears a naturaJ- quarter
in which to seek such a basis, in as much as this very
probrern was to fundamental to his thought. whether it can

provide both a defence of personal J-iberty and social_ist
equarit,y is however another question. MacGregor,s attempts

to reinterpret the phil_osophy of Riqht as a communist

manifesto mustr on this score, be judged a fairure. rn the

first place MacGregor's proposar that t,here may be found in
heger's doctrine of abstract right a defence of the worker's
right to productive property is fl-awed. As r argued in
chapter three, not onry does HegeJ- specificar]-y al-l-ow the
sal-e of rabour-power upon which capitarist, exploitation and

monopolization of the means of production is based, but
MacGregor's proposed sorution woul-d in fact compromise the

integrity of Hegel,s theory of property.

secondly, MacGregor's interpretation of Hegel-'s theory
of the corporation as the institutional l-ocus of sociarist
democracy paradoxicarry recreates t.he danger of a

'dictatorship of civil- servants, which it \^ras specifiarry
f ormul-at,ed to avoid. The hierarchicarly stepped. pyramid of
soviet/corporate councils that such a scheme would entail
would so attenuate the infruence of the rank-and-fire
corporation member on its higher manag'ement bodies and its
legisl-ative deputies that effective popular control- woul-d be

impossibre. The 'natural' tendency of such a system, r
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argued in chapter three, would be for functionaries and

deregates to come more and more under the influence and

dictates of officers and organs higher up the pyramid. than
themserves. They would become the medium through which
centai-ized control was exerted rather than representatives
of their constituents.

Finarly, in chapter four r drew on Marx,s Labour Theory
of val-ue to argue that the retention of commodity
production and market exchange as the fundamentar mode of
socialization of labour was incompatible with any practical-
conception of a 'rational state,. on the one hand such

economies are by their nature prone to crises that
reguJ-arily lead to economic dislocation, the bankruptcy of
enterprises and mass unemployment. Because such crises are
not a flaw of the system but its own method of correcting
fÌaws that inevitabry d.eveJ-op in periods of apparentJ-y
trouble free deveJ-opment, they cannot be eriminated but at
best supervi-sed by interventions of pubJ-ic authority.
Moreover, such an economy is hardJ_y in accordance with t,he

ideaL of f reedom and individuar- and sociar ser_f -
determination. The formation and reformation of t.he division
of labour is removed from conscÍous human control- t.o the
automatic workings of the market. sociarly, colrective
choices about the preferred arrocation of labour can be

effected to onry a very limited extent without compromising
the operation of the market and exacerbating its crises. For
the individuar and for individuaÌ enterprises, decisions
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about choice of technique, conditions of rabour,
reinvestment and division of revenue are almost whorly
imposed by external- circumstances. such constraints on

freedom woul-d prague a sociarist commodity economy as much

as they do capitalism.

The impetus which led MacGregor to explore this
arternative Hegerian sociarism is the profound fail_ure of
the regimes of 'actually existing social-ism. to provide
either an economy that can be brought under conscious

collective controlr or to protect the freedom of the
individual. This fail-ure has cal-l-ed into question Marx,s

theory of communÍsm and the hope that a planned economy can

easiJ-y replace 'the domination of men with the
administration of things' . Àchieving a social_ism that is
worth achieving is, it appears a much more difficult
transition than most social-ists have presumed. rf
MacGregor's particular formuration is unsuccessful-, stiJ_l- r
think that in some ways he has been tooking in the right
direction. rnstitutionar pluralism and complexity, a

variegated field of forces, rather than unitary structure
and simpricity, may be the fate and the hope of social-ism.
rt remains to be seen whether a social-ist civiL society can

discover a strong enough basis to make individ.uar autonomy

count as one of the most powerful of those forces.
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Ä,PPENDIX

A NOTE ON THE 'ECONOMY' (AND THE STATE)

This note on 'Economy, v/as aJ_ready drafted, when f
recently happened to pick up Mihaly Vajda's The State and

Social-ism, from which the fol-lowing quotation is drawn:

Marx... never wanted to derive the division of labour
Sê division of labour, much less the state as state,from in the narrow sense of the word private
ownership of the means of production. (As fre hadwritten in The German rdeology, the division of l-abour
and privatelroperty arntwo sides of the same coin.
He interpreted private property -- this is absoJ_utely
cl-ear from the text -- as a much broader phenomenom
than its capitalist form.) In this respect, Marx,s
analysis in this book is one-sided onJ-y wiÉh regard tocapitarism, namery when he attempted to urtimatery
integrate... IaJ_I] relations of oppression into thecapitalist rel-ation. . .

It is 
. indisprlteble th+t the existence of r,hest?çe, or if we wish to empl_oy its génus proximum,

FoIip=ica{po'l¡ef-in gEefar, can ãñd must be äxplained
Þy the divisioñ of rabour. -vlh=at M-arx rrad not--TãÎenÞv ;.
into accoüñE- is-Tfre tõfTowing:into account is the following: (a) it is impossibre toabolish every type of division of'rabour, èince thiswould signify the abol-ition of society, that is. . .there is no society without, powert (b)-in capitalistsociety too, there exist alongside one anóther a
number of tlpes of the sociar division of l-abour... rncapitarism \,ve have to perceive arongside the specificcapitalist t11pe of division of labour... the divisionof l-abour -according to other roles. (19gl, 7O,
emphasis added)

This seems to me to be of the utmost importance, and,

whil-e r do not necessariry forlow vajda in each of the
corrol-laries he develops from this insight (t.hough neither
do r reject them -- they deserve more time and study than r

have been able to give then), he has formuLated a point of
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major significance, and an aspect of t.he issues r want to
address in this note (and so in respect of the particuJ_ar
focus of his interests r have added 'the state, to its
title). There are, besides vajda, a number of others that r
might choose t,o discuss and cite in this context (notably
Derek sayer, whose The violence of Abstraction appears to
corroborate a number of the positions that r have been

groping toward for some time, but which, again, r have not
had time to digest). Howeverr âs the object of this note is
at once decl-aratory -- to crarify my perspective on certain
issues which enter into the present thesis at the margins,
but which cannot be introduced in detail- -- and exploratory

to clarify, for myserf, dimensions of these issues for
Later investigation r intend to conduct the discussion
without attempting to rerate it to the work of others.

rt is conmon among Marxist writers when discussing
feudarism, or other pre-capitalist modes of production. to
speak of the rol-e of 'extra-economic coercion' in the
securing of economic surpì-us (to mention onì_y the most

recent example r have come across, Elren Meiksins l,Iood,

addressing pre-capitaJ-ist societies, writes of "the tlrpical
combination of peasant-productÍon and extra-economic
exploitation" (wood, L988, 15)). This has arways struck me

as a very odd sort of formuÌation indeed, and long ago got
me thinking about what is to be considered ,economic, and

what is not.
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tEconomy' in General

Now at this point r am rooking for a definition of the

economic at a very general level indeed. r wholeheartedry

concur with Marx's criticism of general concepts or
rather his specification of their limited usefulness for the

very reason that they are general -- but he by no means

denies them any utirity at all-. rndeed, the concrete concept

is unimaginable without the generaJ- and courd have no

varidity if it were incompatibre with the generar concept.

The concrete concept is precisery the general- concept

applied to a particular case and 'concretized': el-aborated

so t,hat the differentia specifica of the circumstance it
must grasp are incorporated, thus transforming the general

concept from a banar truism into a rounded and nuanced

appreciation.

The f oJ-lowing passages

revealing important aspects

have always impressed me as

of the general idea of the
'economy' :

The premise from which we begin are not arbitrary
ones... they are the real individuals, t,heir activity
and the material- conditions under which they livel
both those which they find arready existing añd those
produced by their activity...

Men can be distinguished from animals by
consciousness, by reJ_igion or anything else you like.
They themsel-ves begin to distinguish themserves from
animals as soon as they begin to produce their means
of subsistence. . . indirectJ-y prodiõïng their actual
material l-if e. . .

This mode of production must not be considered
simply as production of the physical existence of the
individuals. Rather it is a definite form of
expressing their life I a definite mode of life on
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their part. As individual-s express their l-ifer so theyare. I{hat they are, therefore, coincides with theiiproduction, both with what they produce and with howthey produce. (cI, 42) 
-Life involves before everything else eating and

drinking I a habitation, clothing and many otherthings. The first historical act is thus theproduction of the means to satisfy these needs, theproduction of materiar life itself. . . The second point
is that the satisfaction of the first need... Ìeads tonew needs... The third circumstance which, from the
very outset, enters into historical development, is
that men, who daily remake their own life, begin to
make other men, to propagate their kind: the reration
between man and woman, parents and chitdren, the
f amily. . .

The production of life, both of one,s own in
l-abour and of fresh l-ife in procreation, now appears
as a doubl-e relationship ¡ on the one hand as anatural¡ on the other as a social relationship. Bysociar we understand the co-operation of several
individuals, no matter under what conditions, in what
manner and to what end... This mode of co-operation isitself a "productive force". (GI, 4B-51)

In the social production of their existence, meninevitabry enter into definite rel-ations, which areindependent of their wi]l, namely relations ofproduction appropriate to a given stage in the
development of t.heir material forces of production.
the totality of these relations of production
constitutes the economic structure of society... (cpE,
s4)

Every child knows that a nation which ceased. towork... would perish. Every chil-d knows, too, that the
vol-ume of products corresponding to the different
needs require dif f erent. . . amounts of the tot.al- labourof society. That this neressj.tr of the distribution ofsocial l-abour in defiñite-þrõþorrions õãññõT-þossTury
be done away with by a particurar form of sociaLproduction but can only change the mode of its
appearance, is sel_f-evident. (SC, 196)

Now, what can we glean about the meaning, in general,
of 'the economy' from these statements? we can, r think,
distinguish four major issues.

(1) First, and perhaps foremost (but this is in a 'chicken

includeand egg' relationship with (3)), the economy must
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those activities (of l-abour) by which peopre secure their
own continued corporeal existence. ( r have interpolated
'l-abour' here becauser ërs perhaps deserves a separated fifth
point of its own, it is rabour tereorogicalry organized
activity -- by which "man can be d.istinguished from

animals". This point is fundamental certainry to Marx,s
understanding of the economy -- and of everything else about
humans and he was ful-some in his praise for Hegel for
having recognized and given it shape). securing food,
shel-ter and (at l-east where crimate makes it physiorogicarry
necessary) clothing are definitery part of the economy.

But how far does this extend? À coupre of thousand

calories worth of berries each day shouJ-d secure survival
so shourd the teconomic, be cut off after that point
(measured in the l-abour requirement) and the extra energy
required in preparingr sâyr Bouill-abaise, Beef weJ_rington

and Baked Araska be considered 'non-economic, ? This
certainry seems nonsensical-: most everyone, r'm sure, wirl_

al-Iow that activity aimed at producing food, shelter and

clothing is part of the 'economy, even beyond physicaJ_

subsistence l-eveLs.

(2) Marx and Engers al-Low that in the course of their
activity human beings discover create new needs and

the means of satisfying them and that these this bel-ongs

with the fundamental premÍses of the 'materiarist conception
of history'. rs the activity intend.ed to satisfy these new

needs t,o be counted as part of the economy? rf they were not
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then absorutely everyone today would be mistaken as to what

the economy is (there were no microwave ovens at the dawn of
time). But are all of these historicarry deveroped needs and

the means to satisfy them to be considered as part of the
economy? rf not, what criteria do we have for
differentiating between them, including some while rejecting
others? 1 can think of onJ-y one criterion that wourd. seen

consistent with Marx and Engers' premises: those that
involve l-abour are part of the economy.

This means, however (to recarr the difference between

berries and banquets from ( 1 ) ), that we must incLude some

radicarry 'unnecessary' items and activities, things such

as the writing of sermons (even perhaps those that no-one

wirl- hear? ) in t,he economy. This may seem a trif re bizarre
at first gJ-ance, but then so does the manufacture of mustard

gas and hydrogen bombs, and no-one doubts that their
production is part of the economy. once we have moved beyond

subsistence is there any viabre way to differentiate between

the needs that human beings might come to feer they have?

can a felt need for, say, digitar watches or exotic imported
fruit be somehow considered more fundamental- than the need

for tomes on poriticaL economy or sermons (whether to hear
or write them)? r cannot think of any (apart, perhaps from
ethico-rerigious judgements, but these courd not be made

compatibre with the scientific premises and objectives of
ej-ther sociol-ogy or historicar materiarism) . so, any labour
devoted to the satisfaction of any human need, must be
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incÌuded in the definition of the economy.

(3) rt seems fairry cl-ear, from the quotations above, that,
for Marx and Engels at least, you can't have an economy

without people and that therefore the 'production, of peopJ_e

has to be incl-uded as part of any economy. They don,t caII
it tlabour' for nothingl (whether this makes sex 'work, is
an issue that r hope r may defer to another occassion).

Despite the above quoted formulation one that is
repeated at the cl-ose of t,heir oeuvre just as it appears

here at the beginning it is possibre that Marx and

Engels \Arere equivocar on this point. rnasmuch as they

differentiate humans from animars on the basis of
(conscious, tereoJ-ogicaL ) rabour, they might wel-r excl_ude

from the economy those aspects of species reproduction which
toccur natural_Ly,, as it were. Or, rather, those aspects

that are essential-Iy unchanged from before human beings were

human beings, before they began to "produce themselves" by

tereoJ-ogically organized l-abour, might be hived off into a

limbo catagory: the famiry ( "on the one hand. . . a naturar,
on the other hand... a sociar rerationship" ). However, it
seems to me that such a tsol-ution'wourd invorve a fruitless
and tortuous regression back the evol-utionary chain,
invoJ-ving a genetic farracy, confusing origin with essence

in a way f oreign to their generaJ- methodol-ogicar stance.

v'Ihatever their status at some earrier evol-utionary stage,

all the act,ivities of procreation have been 'remade' through

their social- el-aborations. Any other human activity,
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incruding teleoi-ogicar rabour, courd be just as easiJ-y
traced to its purely 'natural-, roots and nature,s continued
infruence (labour without opposabre thumbs? But, then again,
opposable thumbs without J_abour? ) .

rf it seems impossibr-e to write procreation out of the
social- by virtue of its 'naturar- , eJ-ement, then this
"circumstance which, from the very outset, enters into
historical deveropment" must surely be encompassed in the
economy¡ €rs it is an activity to which society must direct
Labour¡ on pain of extinction.
(4 ) " Every system of divided l-abor is at the same time a

system of distributed labour" (Rubin, 1973t 64). The "mode

of co-operation" -- "no matter under what cond.itions, in
what manner and to what end." -- woul-d seem, axiomatical_ry,
to be included within the economy. But just what sorts of
activities and rel-ationships are we to understand as modes

of co-operation?

rn any community in which the 'decision, is made to
distribute dif f erent l-abours to dif f erent individuaJ-s,
rather than having each participate equarly in each form of
labour, there must be some surveil_rance of that distribution
to insure that essential l-abours are in fact done and.

hopefuJ-ry in something crose enough to the right proportions
to ensure the survivaL of the group. (There may once have

been societies that decided just to ,wing it, and ret
everyone do whatever they wished, but these were probabry
about as successfuL as those .potJ_ucks, to which everyone
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brings three-bean salad). This co-operation "no matter...
in what manner" B by custom, coercion or consensus -- must

certainJ-y be counted as part of the "economic structure of

society" .

Just as labour directed to non-subsistence needs is
counted as part of the economy, sor presumably, must the

activities which a1low,/effect the distribution of l-abour to

such tunnecessary' activities. There is no reason, a priori,

\^/hy any particul-ar methods should be excluded as modes of

co-operation and divisions of labour. Thus, if a peasant

growing grain is tithed so that a monk may devote himself to
copying manuscripts, this, it seems to me, is an eminentJ-y

'economic' relationship (just as both activities, inasmuch

as they satify needs in the community -- for bread and for
cl-assical texts are eminently 'economic' activities ) .

This example deals with labour which is positively
consciously and deliberateJ-y distributed and it is
obviously and directly tsocial-ized' l-abour. We may identify,
sometimes easily, sometimes not, the complex of

institutions, and relations within them by which such

distributions are effected. In other circumstances, the

gender division of labour, for instance (which, ât Ieast in
part, is organized by ubiquitous but frequently 'invisibl_e,

relations of custom and ideology), it can be very difficult
indeed to decipher fully the principles by which l_abour is
distributed. Still¡ wê may speak of a positive divisj-on and

distribution of labour as it is cLear that, by whatever
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means' these tasks are directed to particular people.

But what of sermons that no-one wil_l- hear, written by a

ronely parson for his own amusement, edification or
sal-vation? can such labour be considered to be distributed?
Ànd part of the economy? rn a certain, negative, sense they
can be considered a part of the division of rabour. That is,
they are arl-owed, Lf not stipurated. They are even

facilitated, as most societies make deliberate aÌlowance for
'l-eisure activity', by which members to individual-j-y .re-

create' themselves in an act,ivity of their own choosing (or
apparentJ-y of their own choosing, or of their own choosing
from a range of cuJ-turalry defined or .authorized,

alternatives ) .

Now, inasmuch as the object of the whole exercise (the
economy) is to tre-create' the whol-e community, not in any

particurar fashion or for any part.icurar purpose, but just
to re-produce it, why shourd the l-abour one expend.s at
.work' (on, sây, assembling rhave a nice day, buttons) be

considered part of t,he economy whire the l-abour one expends
ton' one's own time' (onr sâyr producing a critique of
political economy) is not? since there is no overarching
purpose to labour besides the satisfaction of human needs

(and, beyond subsistence, t.here is no over-arching criteria
to differentiate needs) r can see no reason why .recreation,

is not part of the economy.

The objection will- be raised. that r have obl_iterated
and distinction between production and consumption, but this
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is not so. At the lever of t.he economy in generar,
consumption can only be the satisfaction of human need.,

whil-e production can only be the activity, rabour, that
brings about that satisfaction. But then, in generar, J-abour

is one of our chief needs, and its performance among our
chief satisfactions:

Labor-, l+f" aclivitvr ploductive Iife itseÌf, appearsin the first prace merffiot satiåfying aneed the need to maintain physicar existerr.ä. yet
!h9 productive rife is rhe rirã ôt rhe species. rr islife-engendering life. The whoÌe chãracter of aspecies its species character is contai_ned inthe character of its rife activity; and free,conscious activity is man,s species character. rifeitself appears onJ-y as a mêans to rife. 1neu, irs¡

(Political Economy no doubt considers such speculative
anthroplogy foreign to its science, but, bent as it is with
its nose to the grindstone of examining al-ienated l_abour t or
at l-east its consequences and phenomenal- f orms, it misses
the point about what rabour 'in general' is even if many

of its practitioners actually enioy doinq political
economy. )

rt is essentiar that any system of divided rabour, in
its divisions provide for the necessary r-abours of
distributing other labours and re-distributing the products
of these dif f erentiated r-abours, ,,no matter under what
conditions, in what manner and to what end.s". whether the
l-abour is distributed and the product re-distribut.ed by
democratic consensus and equai- division, by market forces
and 'according to the contribution of the various factors of
production' Isicl], by miJ.itary compuLsion and in accordance
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r¡¡ith the rights of 'divineÌy ordained estatês,, or whatever,

this "mode of co-operation" is the central feature of any

economy in which there exists divided labour.

To summarize, then, the economy .in general, is
humanity's serf-creation through rabour. Ä¡d. since there
are no outside yardsticks against which to measure that
self-creation, it is not possibLe to say that such-and-such

sort of l-abour (resurting in one sort of human sel_f -
transformation) is not economic, whire another sort
(resuJ-ting in a different self-transformation) is.

some activities are, of course, more fundamental- than

others: if we do not provide ourserves with certain minimal

quantities and quarites of food, clothing and sherter, and

we do not assure the propagation of the speciesr w€ wirr not
be around very rong to debate the fine points about whether

all- the rest of the things we do are part of the economy or
not. Lamentabry, the distinction between these fundamental

el-ements of the economy and the rest remains crucial- today

for an apparring number of the earth,s inhabit.ants, but.

thankfully, in the economies of many moïe, these have become

a smal-I f raction of economic act,ivity (even under the
restricted definitions of economy that tend to prevail
today) .

Like any other general- concept the concept of the
economy in general is rimited in its utirity by its very
generarity, by its universal appricability to any period or
place. Perhaps its chief utirity is to remind us of the



need to develop a particular rconcrete,

economy when investigating any given

especially, to remind us that we may not
fits as a concept of the economy for one

appropriate in studying another.
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concept of the

society, and,

presume that what

society wilI be

Capital-ism and the 'Economy,

To return, then, to the question that original_ry
prompted these thoughts: how is it possibre for the l_ord,s

direction of l-abour to his demesne and appropriation of the
product thereof (and rents on the peasants, own plots) to be

termed'extra-economic, compuJ-sion?

r can think of onì-y one answer: the notion of extra-
economic compulsion is the product of a reification of the
concept of economy to the (ideorogicarly distorted)
definition given to the economy in one particurar mode of
production (capitarism) and it,s application (in defiance of
aL] of Marx's warnings about the necessary historicity of
concepts ) , wilry-nill-y to any other sociar formation one

happens to come across. (it did in passing occur to me that
perhaps it is believed that coercion cannot be a

charact.eristic of 'economic, rel-ationships, but r dismissed
t,his explanation as it courd not possibJ-y be believed by any

(on barance) ratj-onar person, unress they were liberal_s: in
which case we are rooking at a variant of the first
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explanation).

That differentiated and circumscribed part of social
life which vre today understand as 'the economy' is the
invention of capitaJ-ism. poLiticar economy -- economics to
the moderns is the theoretical- and ideorogical_
legitimation of this demarkation. The peculiar thing about
capitalism is that a major part of the activity of
"production and reproduction of material_ rife" are not part
of this particularized .economy'.

Restaurants, we al-l- agree, are a part of the economy.

After all, we all require food. to 'reproduce our material_

life' and the l-abour of the restaurant emproyees in
producing a mear to satisfy that need is cJ_ear1y an economic

activity. The pecuriar thing is: Lf, in a capitalist
'economy' T- prepare for myself, at home, a substantiarry
similar meal-, this labour is not part of the economyt rf r
seek emotional sol-ace by attending the sunday sermon at my

rocal- church, the effort writing of the sermon is not
considered an economic act, but if r seek such sol_ace by

attending the sunday matinee of the latest HoJ-r1ruvood

bl-ockbuster at my local- theatre, the efforts of the usher,
projectionÍst, actors, director and al-l- and sundry invol_ved

with making the fil-m are alL, certainry, economic l_abours.

rf r raise my children at home, this very invorved and

demanding l-abour, is not normalJ-y counted as part of the
economy, but if r avair myself of professionar chird care
servj-ces, invorving very simiLar labours, these most
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certainLy are 'economic'. To give a rast (perhaps, today,
less certain) example, if r hire security guard.s to prot.ect
my property their labour is crearry a part of the economy,

but if r reJ-y on the police for my security, they are

accounted part of the state, not of the economy. There is,
of courser ân'economics of the famiJ-y'and an.economics of
the state', but such formul-ations tend to relate the famiJ_y

or the state to the economy externai-ry. They are not
considered to be in themselves 'economic, institutions and

activities.

capit,arism (if r may be be excused an anthropomorphj_c

metaphor which r certainly do not mean to impry subscription
to some sort of functionatist hoJ-ism) is concerned with its
economy, and the weight of capitarism in our experience has

been such that we have alr come, armost universalfy, to
accept its definition of the term. This is a definition
which has considerabl-e practicar effect (or, to put it
rightly, has grown out of its practical- effect) and which

has afterward been reflected in our conscious definitions,
both popurar and 'scientific,. rt basicarly amounts to this:
All those activities whose product takes the commodity form,

and arr those rel-ationships which bind together such

activities are part of the economy; activities which do not
produce commodities, together with the rel-ationships which

organize them are not part of the economy.

The dimensions of this economy are thus highry
variabLe, rf we alL eat at, home the economy is smaLJer, but
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if we aIr go out to eat in restaurants, it girows. There is
perhaps less labour being expended. on food preparation in
the ratter instance, but that does not matter; if we do it
for ourselves that's not economic activity, if we pay

someone to do it for us, it is.
when we come to rook at the economies of other sorts of

societies v/e tend to import this very pecuriar definition.
we may very carefurry abstract from those basic features
(the commodity form, \Àrage l-abour/capital_ relation, market
exchange, etc) that shape our concept: vre have to because

these are often not present, and we can,t bring ourserves to
believe such societies have no economy at arl-. But we often
tend to describe as economic onry the sorts of activities
in a materiar, or technical- sense that are considered
economic under capitarism. we think making steel_ is an

economic activityr so it is everlnvhere counted as one. we

thinkr on the other hand that rerigion t ot chird-bearing are
not part of the economy, so they are nowhere considered part
of the economy.

State and Division of Labour

To concl_ude this note,

Mihaly Vajda's comments that I
the is, in societies where the

is dominant, supposed to be a

I want to return briefly to
quoted at the outset. Because

capitalist mode of production

'non-economic' institution
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(and even thoughr âs Gramsci observed, such a state ,,has

never existed except on paper¡ âs a limiting h11pothesis,,)

its activity requires acquires a differentiating r_abe1 as
tporitical-'. simil-ar activities to those which the state
organizes today are therefore cl-assed an .non-economic, in
other societies. The supposed differentiation of state and

economy is projected backwards onto earl-ier societies even
where the facts make it impossibl-e to overrook the economic
effects of the state. Thus when a band of.authorized.,armed
men ride around to col-l-ect the direct prod.ucer,s harvest
this has to be described as the poJ-itical_ organizat,ion of
'extra-economic' exploitation, rather than the centrar
economic relation of such a society.

The best way to escape such an absurdity seems to me to
be to foÌl-ow vajda's suggestion that the state ,,can and must
be expì-ained by the division of l-abour,,. The state must be

explai-ned as an economic activity I a medium by which rabour
is social-ized, divided and distributed and through which
social- product is appropriat,ed and redist.ributed. rt is a

mode of production. rn some pre-capitarist societies it is
the mode of production the predominant means of
organizing the division of labour and it appears to have
become so again in some post-capital-ist, socÍeties. But it
can arso be considered a mode of production where capital_ism
prevaiJ-s.

r have aJ-ready noted that capitarism does not organize
all of the labour necessary for the reproduction of society.
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By one of its fundamental internal- conditions, t.he need. f or
free individuars who may sell their rabour-power, it is
rendered incapable of directly organizing chird-bearing and

rearing (it cannot, in ot,her words, force these entirery
into the commodity form, however mercenary it may render

them). some separate mode of sociarizing such rabour must

exist in articulation with capitarism for society to be

reproduced. we are not yêt, r think, in possession of a

fully adaquate conception of this mode of sociarization, but
that form of it with which we are most familiar we have come

to cal-l- 'patriarchy'. (Marx sometimes carted feudaj- society
the patriarchal- mode of production because of the rerations
of personal dependence that connected and determined most

activities, whether they be chird-bearing or the division of
national income. courd our patriarchy be this same mode of
production withr so to speak, its head chopped off? That is,
capitarism has repraced the feudar hierarchy in determining
most of the division of rabour outside and between

househords, while the ol-d system of personal dependance

stirl determines procreative rabour through the famiry? )

Just as capitaJ-ism requires some other mode of
production to guarantee its human rav/ materiarr so it
requires the state t,o guarantee other conditions of its
existence which it cannot organize directly. Earry
capitarism and its spokesmen, the poriticaJ- economists,

sought to restrict the state's production to the production

of the security of property. But this is stirl (from the
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perspect,ive of economy r in general_, ) production and the
state may be considered a mode of production which organizes
this activity (the patriarchal- mode with its body cut away

from under it? ) .

However¡ ês vajda notes, this mod.e of production "was

arready in prace as the separation of civil society and the
state occured... titl has a continuity through history...
[and] is an organ for the regulation of society as a whol-e,'

(1981, 74). capitarism has wrested from it a great part of
its former power in determining the division of labour, but
capitarism has also been forced by its own crisis ridden
development to hand a part of this power back. And the
state has had to make its compromise with capital, accepting
that in many areas where it stirl has pov¡er over the
division of labour it must exercise this through
capita]-ism's regul-atory f orms: the commodity, money,

capitaJ-, credit.

The bal-ance between these three articui-ated modes of
production is not predetermined by the internal_ rogic of any

one of them, but together ,'the totaì-ity of these rel-ations
of production constitutes the economic structure of
society" .
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FOOTNOTES

fntroduction

t 1l Àbbreviations of titr-es witr- be emproyed f or textualcitations of certain works by l,tacGi"lãr, Heger and Marx andf or rhe Diction?ry s.ll I'fariist rhoúqht. A Key ro rheseabbreviarions-TirÎ ¡a -rffi ffiË" beginning of rhebibliography. Hegel,s philosophl¡ ãf niqnt (pR) is cired. byparagraph rather 
. 
than-þage-ffier . an . n; f o]lowing theparagraph number indicaleé the Remarks appended by Hegel tothe main text, while an .À,, inã Ãd¿itions- compiledl-ater f rom students' notes of his l""t'r"ffi

l2l on the rol-e of these concepts of totarity in Heger andMarx see.Jay, 1?94, chapter 2. iIegeJ-,s total_iiy vùas also an"expressi-ve totality" thãt posits ãt identity oi suu3ect andobject, and !h"- ;generici' role of rhe å"uj"ãi-'i' theconstitution .of the ob ject. such a concept.ion hãs atso had arol-e within Hegerian Mãrxism, especialry i" l"[ã""-po"itingthe proletariat as the. .*"rg-irrg suË ject oi hïstory, stot,alization (See Jay, 1994, ctraft .' Z) .

The notion of a " Iongitudinal t,otaÌity,, raises thequestion of the degree to which either Hegei or Marx werehistorical determinists. r wirr restrict-myseJ-f --ñ"r" 
tosaying that, in my view, HegeJ- was, and Marx was not __ orrather need not be an hiõtoricaí àeterminist. Hegelsontology of ge¡?r r-ooses irp intejriiy wirhour spiriy srearization and his_ system, therefoie, requires both sociar-and historicaL resolulion. Marx's vision ðr history $/as, inmy opinionr ârr uncertain amargum which retains asþects ofHegel's tei-eology but also encompasses an alternative non-teJ-eological conception of histor|

t3l "Participation of alL in a decision is onry possibì-e ifthere is a ground for@reement, or of "na"iiyi;;- commonpurpose. Ra$ical- 
- participation cannot creatä Érri", itpresupposes. it. This is the point which Hegãr- ,Àp"utedlymakes. The demand for absorule rreeããm by iËserf i; empty.Heger stresses one r-ine of possibie conseguences, thatemptiness Ìeads to pure deätructiveness. But he arsomentions another.... a group can take over and imprint itsown purpose .on society claiming- to represent the generalyill_. They rhus 'sorvã, the próur"*-oi diversii"-ov force,,(Taylor, I975, 413).
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t4l The association of capitalism with individuai-ism hasbeen developed Þv many besides Heger and Marx. Like them,many have concl-uded this to be ã necessary relation: aconclusion that has become a leitmotif of anti-sociaristpolemic. rn the dominant discourse, however, the order ofpriority is often reversed. The charaåteristics of,possessive individual-ism, (Macpherson I Lg62) are presumedto be eternar and universal_ and the soóial_ older ofcapitalism derives from these, not the other way round. asHegel and Marx woui-d have it. For a recent reassessment ofthe reLationship see Abercrombie, Hil_l_ & Turner (19g6), whocome to a third concJusion¡ that the relatiòn bótweenindividualism_ and capitalism is not necessary but accidentaLand historically contingent.

t5l rn the quotation from the communist Manifesto at thebeginning of this section Marx añd nñgèïã õõmment that thereis no need for communists to insist upon the aborition ofthe property of the 'petty artisan' as it is being destroyedby the development of capitarism itsel_f. Today thã partisãnsof 'private enterprise' ãre fond of citing .sñrall- Lusiness,as the creator of most new jobs. But thã smal-r business oftoday is infrequentry much Ìike the petty artisan of Marx,s
9.y' They are far more rikery to be depãndent appendages oflarge capital, either directly through-such .rräig"ments asfranchising or in more mediãte form through "iunctionalsubcontracting" and "technol-ogicar dependeñce" (Murray,
1-981 ) . The supposed independeñce of rhã perir bourgeois isabol-ished even as the form is preserved.

The call for the abolition of wage l-abour opposes thecircumstance where the al-ienation of ñis/he. numåi essence
"my own private personarity and the universal_ essence ofmy self consciousness" as Hegel describes it becomesnecessary to the worker,s continued existence and where it,and the actirity that expresses it, become merely a means tohis/her continued exisLence, not an end in themserves(PRrpara 66, EPM, 110f). This question wilr be addressed inconsidering Hegel's and MacGregor,s treatment of the sale ofi-abour power.

t6l see Nove-(198_3, L987) | Mandel- (1986, 19Bg), Brus (19g5)uld Lew_(1986). However, the conÈemporary dábates do notarways adopt a fraternar (sic) tone. 3ee, tor example, theexchanges between Geras (L997, 19Bg) and. l,acl,au -a 
l{ouf fe(re87 ) .

t 7 I Ànother ltldyf . of Democragy and Civil Society has just
been pubrished by John xeane 1Tgã-aa ¡ aGng wïm-ã-ãol_recriono.f essays on civil society (xeane't lsaau¡ . unforiunaterythese works have not yet aþpeáred in canada'and r have onLy
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been able to see the pubJ-isher,s notices.

t8l rf this - t,echnique lets Heger and lv1arx speak forthemserves, they do not do só entirery withõut aid.MacGregor, writes Herb Gamberg, "presents Hegel's word.s,
lhen interpret,s them (they are always i; need. ofinterpretation) in ways consonant with ùarx and finaJ-Iyforlows with a Mlrx quotation to comprete the anarogy. witñMacGregor providing the transition, Hegel and uari becamealmost identical- social theorists,' (Gamberg , 1985, 360 ) .stil], some of the parall-eLs reveal-ed are stiiking, arthoughin some cases MacGregors, proposar of simil_arity of vierisis, I think forced and erroneous.

t-91 rn part MacGregor's argument hinges on the assumptionthat the 'corporation' discussed uy Hegel is indeedequivaJ-ent to the present day joint stõck cómpany. on thesurface Hegel's corporation ieèembl-es more thã tñe medievarcrafts guild, whose modern equivaÌent (if any) might be thebusiness or professional- assoCiation, orr at the of.her poIe,the trade union. Arr these three are associations of thepersons occupied in a trade (or in certain grades of it)
bound together for mutual aid, mutual- defencõ t or agitatioáfor their conmon interests. rn none is there the in[,imationthat members all berong to the same estabrishment,enterprise or firm. rt is unitary ownership, not commonpursuit of a trade, that chãracterizes the moderncorporation. so that the accident of a common designationshould not in itsel-f aid MacGregor,s case, r wirr capltarize,Corporation' when using it in his sense (see chap. S¡.

Ir0] Marx gig_not expect communism to spring immediatelyinto being, fulJ-y formed, upon the overtrriow óf capitarismland he did pay attention to the ,,period. of revoiution.rytransformatioñ ót the one into the ðther,' (ccp , 26). whilethere wouLd in this period need. to be an accomod.ation withtbourgeois right' on account of scarcity still- Marx appearsto have expected a rapid progress towards abundance and
communism proper (OÌlrnan I Lg7g, 67f.t).

[11j Nove quotes Àiden Foster Carter to the effect that "forMarxists abundance is out; arguabry it \^¡as arways ameaningress notion, but hencefortñ scaicity wilr have to beaccepted as more than just a bugbear of bouigeois economics "(r.983, 16).

t12l Engers' statement is remarkabre and perplexing in aMarxist perspective. glrv in conditions of áusõtute Ãcarcity(or uniqueness) would 'things' need to be the object oi
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social administration. Otherwise what is at issue is always
the labour required to obtain, transform and distribute
them, thus inevÍtably 'the governance of men'.

t13l See the discussion of needs in the appendix.

t 14 I Nor is it cl-ear why it can be presumed that socialism
or communism wil-I continue the characteristic 'revol-ution in
the means of production' and of the productivity of l-abour
of capitalism. Capitalism is driven to this by the
imperative of capital- accumulation, but whether Marx
expected a similar dlmamic to prevail in communism, or what
basis it might have, is uncertain.

[15] That this is not a completely adaguate manner in which
to address the relation of Hegel to Marx can only be
admitted, not corrected in an essay of this scope:

Martin Nicolaus has suggested that. the proper way to
grasp the dialectical debt of Marx to Hegel is to
first read the Grundrisse, then The Science of Loqic
in order to grasþ-îñêre the logic is germane to l¿arx s
development, and finally to read Capit.al- so as to
grasp fully the l-ink between Capital and the
Grundrisse. Someone has pointed. out, without
õõñteêEÏng the wisdom of NicoÌãus, program, t,hat such
a task is possible only for those serving long prison
terms... [S]uch a prison term wil-I not be served as
"easy time. " (Harvey:19I4 |3L7 )
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Chapter One

l2l Other el-ements in the mix inctudeand a derivative form of Leninism,
Eurocommunism.

tll The comments in this chapter are largely restricted toMarxism as it lrqs deveJ-oped in the metroiotitan centres ofadvanced.capitarism. As the examples of Lhe praxis g=orrp inYugoslavia, KoR in porand. and the (now rargery -emilre)
Budapest school in Hungary show, rutarxism is noÉ aåaa in the'second vIorld, despite the efforts of party/st"iã- imposeddogmatism (cf Arato, DMTr316ff). rn the west the move intotne universities is one of the most significant sociologicaldeterminants of contemporary ¡rarxiõt theory. This isespeciaJ-ry true of American Marxism, which after itsincubation in the New Left (which did nót begin as, and wasnever predominantly Marxist - see rõserman¡, hascharacteristicarry been situated on campus rather'i¡,a' infactory. gr ghettò. For a survey of Marxism in Americanuniversities see OL1man & Vernoff t f gg2) .

Trotskyism, Maoism
especially via

t 3 I The following is no more than a quick sketch and doesnot aspire to present a "Marxism of Marxisfr,,, as Andersonpuls it (1983, 11). Ànd.erson's distinction oi rhe inrrinsicand extrinsic histories of theoretical_ deveropm""t, and oftheir asymetricar but not onesided reration ischaracteristic of Marxism, s sociology of knowledge. rtsclassic statement is the passage in tñä tamo"s--ià5õ-= prefaceto cPE where Marx writes: ', Ít is not the consciousness ofmen that determines their existence but their socialexistence that determines their consciousness" (cpE , 2r),This staÈement has often, and erroneousry, ueeà-tãt"r, to
i*pry that, consciousness is strictry änd unequivocaJ-lydetermined by externar circumstances. But social being isnot a circumstance externar to consciousness; rather,consciousness is one erement of a comprex of factors thatmake up social- existence. consciousnesË is thus a factor inits own determination, but never an autonomous one. rt is areflexive tot,arity encompassed within the greaterarticurated . total-ity of social being. rt is arwaysconditioned by other factors as diverãe as biology, thestructure and historicar content, of ranguage, curturãJ- normsg.td. the prevairing rel-arions of proouci,ioñ iao .iiã-onry a

.f g*l
historical-ly, individually and contingently variabLe.,,Men
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make their own hist9ry", -Marx pointed out, "but they do not
T?ke it just as they please.-.. but under circumstancesdirectry found given añd transmj_tted from the past. Thetradition of al-r the dead generations weighå l-ike anightmare on the mind" ?f the J-iving" (MER, 595) . Thisweight conditions not onry.what they ñay ào but wtrát theymay conceive as possible and d.esirable.

The reciprocaJ- but unequaJ- conditioning of socialconsciousness and social- being presented in the rg59 preface
can be clarified if we undeisLand .determination, in themanner advocated by Raymond Wil-l_iams as ,,the settings oflimits" and "the exerlion_of pressures,' (Lg77, g5-as¡.
sociar being, the futr comprex of natural, Èistoiical_ andsocio-economic factors incl-uding sociar consciousness, setslimits upon both the contents and the capacities ofconsciousness and exerts pressures which inðrine thiscircumscribed consciousness toward particular contents andexpressions. Yet there remains a certain rspace, in which- consciousness is 'reì-ativeJ_y autonomous' so that itsexpression "as human sensuous activity, practice', inturn conditions and transforms social being! "Thecoincidence of the changing of circumstances and of humanactivity can be conceived ãnd rational_Iy understood onry asrevolutionizing practice" (MER, I43-4).

"A Marxism without some concept of determination',, aswilliams notes, "is in effect worlhress,,, which is true ofany science (L977, 83). But any Marxism which conceivesdetermination as total and iñvariabre with regard toconsciousness has effectively abandoned the project of humanemancipation. The "rearm of ñecessity" imposäd Év nature andthe social nature of human rife canñot bä aone -"*ãy with,but a "real-m of freedom", -"that devel-opment of hunaä energywhich is an end in itserf ,' is not trreietry prectuaào (MER;44r). Marxism presupposes, not that consciousness isautonomous or !h" genetic principl-e of being as doesidearism, nor that it is the mechanical- refl_ex oi externalforces as does a passive or crude material-ism, but that itis an emergent erement of an articurated tót.rity whosetspace' is lot forever prescribed but which may puåh backthe limits and attenuate Lhe pressures upon it-'

t4l The designation 'western Marxism, originates withMerl-eau-Ponty who emproyed it to differentiate the strand inMarxist theory that had devel-oped in western Europe since
!h" appearance of Lukacs' .Histcry ald crass consci-ousness,
f rom 'of f iciar' sovÍet ¡¡ãrxisml rn this Ë"g" westernMarxismr âs Martin Jay notes, ',identif ied a 

"úbt"rr.neantradition of humanÍst, subjectivist and undogmatic Marxism,,that "has of ten been equated with HegeÍian Marxism,,(Jay,1984,3). Perry Anderson's influentiaL essayconsiderations on wéstern Marxism shifted the 
""ugã--bí.
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incruding a number of explicitry anti-humanist and anti-Hegerian theorists (1976,chap. 2), ff this expanded. v{esternMarxism $ras more theoreticalty heterogeneous lhan under theearl-ier def inition it \^ras stirl- tied together bycharacteristic themes and sociorogical circumstãnces, anãMartin Jay follows Ànderson in this broad.er usag.e. Russerr
Jacoby' s usage is cl-oser to Merl-eau-ponty, s original ,specificalry excluding, e.g., Althusser's structural-iãt andanti-Hegerian M?¡xisn (DMT, 523-6). For the purposes of thisdiscussion r will foIlow the broader definition- employed byÀnderson and Jay_ (arthough they do not producã ãxactr!,equivalent Lists of theorists for incl_usion. see Jay, Lgg4',3-6).

t5l Revolution in Germany eventuarry subsided into anunstable bourgeois repubJ-ic under the góverment of the, nowreformist, sociar Democrats, which eventuarly succumbed tothe Nazis. rn rtary a wave of factory occupatiôns at the endof the \^rar r¡/ere contained and the fragmented social-ist
movement \^¡as crushed by the f ascists in the 1920, s. rnHungary a short rived 'Red repubJ-ic, succumbed to fascistreaction in 1919. A1r over the industrialized worrd a waveof ]abour unrest and uprising raised the . spectre of
communj-sm' in the minds of the ruling cl_asses.

t 6 I On the side of its , intrinsic,
development of Western Marxism \,vaspublication, for the first time,
works (Jacoby, DMT, 524).

1"7 ) 'Exhaustion' is the term which Ànderson empJ-oys , in1983, to describe the condition of western Marxièm Ëy theopening of the L970's, reiterating a judgement that he had
made in the mid-seventies. see andersoñ (roas, 1g; rg76,
lglt ) . Al-so _writing in the early 1990's'Marrin ray has adifferent judgementt 

- _arguing thal the tradition is "by nomeans at its- end" (1984, 15). rt is interesting that thefigure on wlom J3y rests a substantial pari of hisexpectation for the future of western Maixism, JurgenHabermas, is not even present in And.erson, s rorr oftheorists in 1976. Though in l9B3 he calts this ommission a'major error of appreciation" and expresses an appreciation
f or Habermas' "modest and straightf orward ¿ä-sire f or
af f iliation to historical- material-iðm" (59 ) . what he hasthen to say of Habermas, work emphasizes'its discontinuitieswith the characteristic themes and premises of westernMarxism, whereas- Jay has emphasized the continuities (seeAnderson,1983, 58-68; Jay, 1994, chap. r5). Thus Andeisonmaintains his judgement about the ctoèing ót the western
Marxism tradition. Ànderson is, of course, writing (as Jaynotes) from outside the tradition, whereas Juyi 'thougñ

history the theoretical_
profoundly shaped by the
of many of Marx's early
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acting as the historian of the tradition rather than aparticÍpant, crearly considers himsel_f a member of itsAmerican 'outpost' and this may account in part roi rris owrrl-ess concrusive attitude towaid. it (for if western Marxismhas remaining vitality it is in this American o,rtpã"t¡. yet,his analysis of the Lradition also acknowledges it" declineeven as he holds out the hope that "amidst thé debris,, thereis a potentiar for a new slirthesis (Jay,1984, 
"pirãgue).

tBl The first.strength of Àngro-Marxism has been in history
?ttd llg grounding iñ historiõgraphy has been an erement inits shift toward concrete ana émpiricar analyses. The work
9I christopher Hirr, Rodney xillon, Eric Håbs¡awm, n. p.
Thompson and others has haã an infiuence beyond hiåtory andbeyond Marxism.

I 
g I . carling reviews a number of a]-ternative tit.l_es f or thistendency and chooses 'Rationar choice, Marxism. John Roemer,one of the ì-eading t,heorists of this new brand of Marxism

31so employs 'Rational- choice' Marxism on some occasions,but chose 'Anal-yticar Marxism, as the titre for his readeron the school-. 
- 
r wil-r employ the ratter , if only because itseems a little l-ess cumbersome.

t -t o I carling provides both an enumeration of othertheorists who hãve been grouped with these Ànarytical-Marxist,s and an overview of the deveJ_opm""f 
-- 

år theperspective to-date (including, it is worth noting, thereciprocal inf l-uence of ¡Ião-Ricard.ian ..orro*its andAnalyticar-Marxisn). For a more critical_ assessment, seeKieve (1986).

[11] rt wourd be misreading to present Ana]ytical_-Marxismas though there were no methodolõgicar differences betweenvarious theorists. Thus cohen endõrses a form of functionalexpranation while ELster rejects it, and from Roemer,sperspective functional- and tel-eol_ogicaÌ explanation appearto have much in common. Nor is theie compläte agieã*"nt onmethodological individuarism. wright, Levine and sober
?r9yel - against Erster's. thorougñ-going methodor-ogicalindividuaLism, that "to ban socíal-i1p"= as objects ofsociaL science is rg lTpoyerish the expiänatory -ãÉjectives
of social sciencel'. (1995; g!): rn rhe "id, howeirer, 

-Én"y 
.r"closer to Elster thân t]t"y bálieve, because the soóiat tlpesthag .they defend are heùristic áevices, not ontorogicarentities.

[ 12J See, for exampfe, Norman Geras ( l9g7 r 19gg ) , (whomcarring groups with ÀnalyticaJ--Marxism, although noting
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Chapter Two

t1l Gouldner_asks why Marx's studies of civil_ society were"aborted" and answers: Marx generarly emphasized that thesociaL structures of civil sócieÈy IBurqer]_icheGeserl-schaf t I were not independent entiLies -iãnã¡atïng
EõurgeõC-óciety ¡ 4urqerricire Gesselrschaf r I Ëut were,rather, forms in t^rñï¿h*-EourgeõIs--õõiety'IBurqerrichå
Gesgllscþaftl. had emerged; that is rhey *erå Ihã-@rather than the p-roducerg 

"r ffi-¡*rq"õ1"-E8"" 1eãurãner,138õ; Fq. Emþna;æ-Tn originar excepr for parenrheric
interpoJ-ations ) . r have inserted. the originaÌ cerñan term inorder to show that Goul-dner,s innattentiõn to it and to thesubstance of both Heger,s and. Marx,s treatment of civirsociety reduces his thesis to this: .Marx says bourqeoissocietv- didn't produce bourgeois societv, ralher it- wasproduced by bourgeois soõieErl-êõurdner,s confusion is aconseguence of his accepting the contemporary emphases on.civil society' (see berow) and faiJ-ing Lo unäersland thatthe meaning of_ concepts is not irunutablã over time, âny morethan the real-ities with which these concepts attemþt tograpple.

"while civil society was onl-y a residual concept forMarxism", writes Goul-dner-t nit waê focal for socioiogy...
[which] associated civil society with elements contribúti.,qto the maintenance of order and stabil-ity in society thaÉspontaneousry and 'naturarry, developed. . . The vo-runtarygroupr whose members came togethér spontaneosly anãvoruntarify, is seen as the hear-thy social ünit" (363:4). rnthe course of his discussion, white tre referè to suchorganizations as guilds and civic corporations, Gouldnergives no list, tlpology or parameters for what is to countas part of civil society in this sociorogicar tradition. Heimplicitry excl-udes not only the state (but not the rocaLstate?) and the 'economy' (but not guiJ_ds?) and at other

moments appears to include the famiry and reiigion (but notthe estabrished churgh? ) . voruntary, non-state-orgaàizationsis- as precise a definition-as we get of ',civir õociety asinf rastructure of the public sphere,' without which ,,no
emancipation is possibre in the mod.ern worl_d,, or "havenfrom, and... center of resistance to the Behemoth st.ate,'(371). Nowhere does Goul-dner ad.dress the centrar problem:what is the basis for the subsistence of these org.rri".tionsand what basis courd they have, if socialism erj-minatedprivate property and capitaj_ist production?

Lzl rn certain senses the term 'society, can be taken as the
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equival-ent of 'civil- society,. As Hannah Arendt points out,the notion of.'society' (first in a restricted, þarticurar,sense of 'association', later in a broaãer senseencompasling the whore community) was a Roman innovationwhich "has no equivalent in crãák ranguage or thoug,ht',(Arendt, 1-958, 23), where the Greeks difierentiated thepublic and the private, the_polig and the oikia (household),"the emergence of the sociar-reaTm, which Is neiÈner privaúengr pubric, strictly speaking, is a rerativeiy ne\^Iphenomenofl", conseguent-upon',the-admission of househo]_d andhousekeeping activities tó the pubJ-ic rearm" (2g, 45 ) .

t3l To be subject to 'necessity' was, to the Greeks, theantithesis of freedom. To be fiee and a citizen a man (andonry a man) had both to possess a househord of his own thatgave him a basis for sociaL independence, and be free ofnecessity, of a life dominated by Labor. women, sraves,craftsmen and merchants, no mattei how wealthy they (even asrave) rnight be, were disquarified from citiåenship'by thepre-occupation of their labor (see Arendt, 1958, zs-ll¡-.
The instance of classicar civir society which has hadthe greatest influence upon later thinkeis incrudingHegel, even as he formarized. a radicar shift in théconcept's meaning is the Athenian democracy. But theprincipre of the citizen state, of the state as a communityof citizens, but the citizens onry being a fraction of thecommunity popuration had much wider apprication in the

Graeco-Roman worl-d, even under monarchiail ologopoÌistic ordespotic forms of government. This õili zen/statererationship was recognized by Marx as the basis not only of
!!g-_polity of antiquiry bur of irs mode of producrion (G,474ft).

t4l Locke whire continuing to speak of civit society aspoJ-iticar society or community, ñonetheress differentiatesthis from 'society', if in án uncertain manner: ,,Locke isnowhere cl-ear as to what precisely does arise by the'originar compact'. rs it society itsãrf or onry government?That the two are different he emþhatically u"""íté¿... wherehe argued that a politicar revorution whl_ch dissolves thegovernment does not as a rule dissol-ve the society whichthat government ru1es" (Sabine, 1951, 451).

t5l Riedel, in the quotation reproduced above, attributesHeger's reformuration of the èoncept to .around 1g00, .
However I z. A. perczlmki argues Lrrat the term does notappear in Hegel,s writings until 1glg. See below.

t6l were any greater specificity attempted the history of
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civir society might easiry escal_ate into a structuralhist.ory of the western worrd-and_ a replication, 
""p".ialry,of the 'transition debates, on the deãrine of ieudaiism andthe rise of capitalism. r hope to keep my exposition muchsimpler, and therefore, of nãcessity, much more schematicthan_it might be. rn particurar r intänd, out of expediency,to gross over the major issues that shaped both the originåi'transition debates' among Marxist scho-l-ars and their recentre-emergance in the 'Èrenner debate,. Did capitaJ_ism,dissorve feudalism from without' by the growth of trade andlater.of capitalif ! -nroauction in uiban bõurgeois isl-ands ina feudaL sea, or did feudal-ism transmute intó capiiálism, atLeast partiaJ-ly, through an internal crass struljrã betweenpeasants and landrords resul_ting either in thé peasantsappropriation of the land as independent petty producers(the French tendency?) or their eiiction .ãa ,åarråtior, toagricurturar wage ]abour 

_ 
(the EngJ-ish case? ) ? These arecriticaL _questions both for the understandiág of social-structural transformation in general and for frasping thedifferent tonal-ities of bourgeols (civil¡ socieÉy a; i; grewto dominance.in Europe. But they òan, Í rtope, -b" larÇeryabstracted in tracing the major shift.s in mäaning of .civir

society'. on the 'transition debates, see, R. Hiiton I LgTgland R. Brenner, 1977.

t7l our entire_vocabulary in this area, whether in German,French or EngJ-ish, is caught up in the differentiation ofthe principres of urban 1and, teñdentia]-ry, capitaiist¡ l-ife
f rom those of the rurar- f eudal- order. A -råscinating tour ot
!!" blrways of this evol-ution can be had in the enËries on'Bourgeois', 'City,, .Civil_ization,, .Country,, and'Society' in Raymond lVilLiams, Kgywords (19g3a). ioaay we
Tole . _ . easily perceive the rãlãtion,s betwáen . city, ,'civilization, and .civi1 society', or Burg and Aurqerl-iåhåGeseLlshaft (an association abêent in Erre* ancienÍ wor]d,ãesplte-Ee prevaJ-ence of 'city states,, where, ï.riÌliamspoints out, tl" city was urbs,-whiIe civis in¿icåted a bodyof citizens and was more more akin to E-he modern .national_,
1983a, 59), than the derivation of 'state, from .status, andthe Latin for condition, and, its conseguent entangJ_ementwith the feudal hierarchar ordering of sóciety lzli-i¡.

t8I !{hiLe the towns often had representation in the Estatesqnd parliaments of the l-ate ieudaL era, it was al_sofrequently the case thatr âs in nngJ-and, .àpitaristdeveropment shifted out of these oJ_d townã, fråquentiy stirrdominated by guir-d organizations, .nd gi"* up inunincorporateä aieas whích therefóre lackãã politicalrepresentation. rn the deveroping absorutist statäs of thecontinent the feudar estates ire{uently atrophied at anearly. stage .of development or wére noL calród for longperiods of time, with Lhe resuLt that there was often very
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little f ormal politicaJ- representation at al_l_.

t9l This should perhaps be qual-ified. rn Marx,s earry andmost extensive explicit discussion of civir society, on The
#.**_Pl=!ionI _he writes,- for exampte, rhat, "såå,rtiËy=ËEne nighest social concept of civil soóieiy, the concepl ofpolice' expressing the fãct that the whole-of society existsonly in order to guarantee to each of its members t,hepreservation of his person, lig rights, and his property,,
l:flí 163). rlt"g Maix, cerrainry iñ rhÍs period. wrrån he wasst'r-lL very much infl-uenc"9 by- Hegel_, acknðwJ-edges the pJ_acewithin civir- society of trre -poíi"", Àdministration ofJustice, etc.. But, without fårgetting rrow viiãr thesepresuppositions of civir society arã, Marx after his breakwith Hegel in the rnid 1g40,s tänds to forl-ow the formul-a ofthose other champions of civir society, the r_iberar_s, intreating these as el-ements of the statå. rhus, in the Germanrdeo]ggy, he and -Engels write : " Through rhe å*;"i;;tffiäËprivate property from the community, Ërt" state has'become aseparate entity, beside and outsid.e civir society; but it isnothing more than the form of organization which thebourgeois necessarily adopt for both ínternal_ and externarpurposes, for the mutual- guarantee of their property andinterests" (gr, gq). And in their famous (or imfåmous¡characterization of "the executive of the modèrn state Ias]but a committee for managing the cornmon affairs of the wholebourgeoisie" 

.(cw.6 , 4861, . Marx_and Engels are forr-owing thelead of smith who wrote that "raws urá gorr"rnments may beconsidered in this and indeed in every case as a combinationof the rich to oppress the poor and þreserve to themser_ves
Il: inequaJ-ity oÍ rhe goodË" (in coirigan a sayer I r9g5,107 ) .

t10l - In England guild and Handicraft rights were whittl-edaway throughout the lgth century, where Ëhe g:overnment andcourts eroded Elizabethan -guild and apprenticeshipregulations ! "'whenever the legiõl-ature attempts to reguJ_atethe differences between masters and their ioortmånl' Adamsmith observed, 'its counsell-ors are arways the måsters,,,(Hi]], L969, 266). rn F531ce guirds weré ourr-awed by rherevorutionary regime in LTgr aña either due to frenchdomination or influence, in most of Germany by 1911. Duringthe restoration at least a part of Guilã åuthority \Á/asreturned in many German stãtes, but they \^rere then adefensive and decrining part of an anti-rei¡olutionary andanti-modern reaction aña- clearJ-y in retreat in the face ofbourgeois, .laissez f aire_, inäustriar organization. Theguirds becamã-Eã-poEffiar- expressiãn or án increasingrydesperate and impoverished. artisanaie, whose prãfr.* toreturn industrial- reguration continued to roäe grounddespite intermittgnt support of reactionary governmentsbefore and after the revoiútion of 1g4g (Landes, 1969t 145;
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Hamerow, chap. 2 & passim).

i11l Habermas's theory of the public sphere is deveJ_oped instructurwandel- Der of f enl-ichkeit, which has not beenffihe argummea in Held (1980, 259ff ).critical evaluations are provided by Hohend.ahl'(1979) and Éy
Keane (1982).

LL2l rts use in this context is noted. in a recenL articlein Newswgek (Aprir 25, 1988, 37), which indicates, by themanner in which it places civil society in inverted commas,the foreignness of the term to mainstreãm western discourse.
western pol-itical scientists have al-so begun to discuss the
USSR in terms of civil society. See Starr, l9BB.
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Chapter Three

Ltl rt is difficult to quote moïe than a sentence or rwofrom the corungql¡! rd.ear, in HeqeL and ugr4 without al_soquotinÇ-HeÇil- as H.Ç-el-,s judsements aËËo iñiäii."t roMacGregor's own r have used éucn passages in this chapterwhere it seems the best.way oÏ poitraying MacGregor,sarguments. These_ _ quotations are indicáted by síngIequotation marks. All such passages in MacGregor's Ëtatements
lfe by Hegel, unless otherwiée indicated] rn ord.er todistinguish between MacGregor's abbreviation of one ofHeger's arguments and my owrr condensation of },IacGregor, sdiscussion, r have empróyed only two erlipsis points wherethe change is MacGregor's and thrãe where il is iirr".

l2l rhis seems to me a very unfort,unate misuse of thequotation. The statement is taken from the Remark to pR,para, 49. The ful-I paragraph from which it comes reads:
we may not speak of the injustice of nature in theunequar distribution of possessions and resources,since nature is not free añd therefore is neither jusinot unjust. That everyone ought to have subsistenceenough for his needs i's a morãr wish and thus vagueryexpressed is well enough meant, but rike anything"t.halis gnry well- meant it l-acks objectivity. oñ the otherhand, subsistence is not the same aé possession andbelongs to another sphere, i.ê., to civii society-

_ The point of the statement is therefore to direct us toanother part of the text, not to impry that the means ofsubsistence are not property.-1rt_is håwever the concJ_udingpart of a discussion in which Hége1 attacks as an ,empty anásuperficial... intellectual-ism' the idea that there shourdbe equar division of property). when we turn to the sectionthat Hegel directs us to conèult vre may read:

A particular man's resourses, or in other words hisopportunity of_ sharing in the generar resources, arecondit.ioned, however, partry by his own unåarnedprincipar (his capirar) and pãrtty by his skil-l-; rhisin turn is itserf dependenl not-oniy on his åapitalbut also on accidental circumstances. . .

Men are made unequal by nature. and in civil
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society the right of particuJ-arity is so far fromannulling this natural- inequarity that it produces itout of mind.... To oppose to thÍé right a ãemand forequality is a folly of the understanding. (pR, para,
200 & 200R)

capitar and unearned principle are here described asright which it is folly to opposãt

tlf._MacGregor is not unique in advancing such a theory. Àsimirar argument, but on the basis of nãturar rights tñeoryis advanced by Erlerman (1973). He argues that. íarl thosewho work in an enterprise haver âs ã group, the moralresponsibility for their productive activities, and thattl"y therefore have "the nãtural- right to appropriate thewhore product of production " (5-6 ) . 
- 3inä" ,,morar

responsibility for one's actions cannot Ée .transferred, or'arienated' by consent or contract" the "property-theoretic,,
consequence is that "people have the natural right to theresults of their actions, i.e. to the assets and l-iabil_itiesthat -th"y create. . . I s ] ince these property rights resurt
{foT the agents' moraL responsibirityl they ãre lnarienable"(4-5). Ell-erman goes on imrnediatery to aésure us that ,,of
course, material- goods that have been right,f urlyappropriated can the be exchanged", but he does not-expJ-aiiwhy the moraL responsibiJ-ity iestriction does not restrainsuch contract-" I | ) : Howevei , if we may not J-egitimatelyalienate our abil-ities and rabour-power, even if wã wish tolit is not obvious that we should be able to alienate theproducts into which these have been incorporated. rf we mustarways retain morar responsibirity for oui actions, and. thisis the not onry the basis of proþerty but an impeiative toproperty, then it might just as welr be arguea Èrrat we mustalways retain _that property for which we are responsibre.AlI forms of alienation and transfer become inadñrissibl-e.Two sorts of economies might ensue. Either an autarchy ofself-sufficient separated producers (a worLd of Robinson
Crusoes) which is_a physical impossibiÌity. Or aII producersin a sel-f-contained society wóuld have Lo be imñrediateryassociated as co-producers in a single .firm' within whichdistribution of product wourd not õount as exchang.e oralienation. How the latter case coul-d. be differentiateã fromthe sociar ownership or rstate socialism' that El_rermandeplores is not cl_ear.

t 4 I The third cl-ass which Marx identifies in this fragmentis the class of l-andrords who receive their revenue in theform of rent. MacGregor finds in Marx,s statement of ',thetendency... Ifor] the transformation of arr randed propertyinto the form of randed property corresponding to thecapitalist mode of production" corroborãtion -for hispresentation that the agricultural cLass is progressivery



absorbed in the business crass (crrr, gg5, crHM,terms of revenue, of course, rent remains a foimfrom profit, even if the capitalisticarly incrined.calcurates his revenue in terms of a raté of returnadvanced for the land. on MacGregor,s treatmentagricultural- cl_ass see note 6, beloú.

t5l ro describe the state, êt reast in capitalist society,as a 'mode of production, is, I reãJ_ize, a verycontroversiai- proposition. Nor is it one that can bedefended here. However, fortowing Mihaly vajda,s suggestionthat the state "can and must be expraiñed in terms of thedivision of labour", r woul-d. argnä that it ""õrri to beunderstood as _ al independent fõrm by which "tábour issociarized and distributed and its pioduct appropriated(vajdat Lggr, 70, & see appendix to this essay¡.'õñiè makesit a mode of production.

[0: 'His', -because Heger makes expricit reference to theimportance of. primogeniture for präserving the poriticatintegrity of the agricur-tural- cl_as-s. MacGrãgor .rgir"= thatHegeJ- had envisaged the dissolution of tñe ajiiculturalcl-ass into the business cl_ass and the end of its- politicarrol-e in the constitution. He bases this argument on Hege]-, sstatement that "'the character of tnis crass as'substantial' undergoes modifications through the working ofthe civil Iaw... of education, instructioñ and rerigión,,.Bu!.q? Heger continues, and MacGregor himsel-f quotes, ;these
modifications do not affect the súbstantiar_ content of thecrass but its form and and^!!" development of of its powerof ref lection'"_ (lR, para 2.03R,_ quotäa in crlff, 32).' v{hyMacGregor concl-udes that the craJs is dissorved whiie it;'substantial content' remains intact is uncrear. Nor doesHegel attack primogeniture as MacGregor argues he d.oes.Rather_ Heger argues that primogeniturã, whióh is otherwiseal infringement on the righ¡ of_property, is justified bythe political necessiry of rhe .lits- (which forñs rhe upperhouse of the estates) (pn, para 306A):

Hegel arso writes that whire "in our day agricuLture isconducted on methods devised by ref rective trriñr.i"j, i.".,like a factory... Is]tiJ-J-, Lhe agricurturar cl_ass wirL
?Jy.y" retain a mode of r-ife which iõ particurar', at*, para2034) . lvhy one woul-d speak in terms oi ,always, fòr- a cl_assone expects to shortJ-y disappear is a mystery whichMacGregor does not seek to explãin. The agriãultuial cl_ass
1." clearry dissappeared., ât l-ãast in any fõrm that in whichHegel's crass can be recognized. rn nñgJ-and there is anaristocrdcy, but no peasañtry, in France there remains apeasantry, but the nobility has been abol_ished. How is acrass which nowhere exists Éo "al-ways retain,, a particurar
mode of ]ife?
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t-l I MacGregor stresses the -importance of crass membershipfor the estabrishment of ãn individuar, s substantivepersonality: "class membership defines the manner in whichan individual's personality is actuarized in the worrd...sociaL cl-ass, in other words, is the mediating institutionbetween the individuar and society" (crHM, 204í. Given thisemphasis it is to be expected trral Maccregor cásts rather awider net for membeiship in the business cl_ass andcorporation than other interpreters of HegeJ- have done. yet
he too seems to feel- that some members oi modern society donot fal-l into_ (or, rather, falr out of) particuÌar crasses:"The universaL class", he writes, is íii.rea"ingiy al-riedwith those poor and dispossessed who are excruded from thecorporations of the business crass" (crHM, 254). The poor.tt+ dispossessed woul-d not seem to Èecome members of theuniversal class by this arliance (they become rather .state
clients' ) _ 

and they have crearry beän experred from thebusiness cl-ass. Given MacGregor's support fär Hegel,s schemeof functional representaiion ralñer than .abstract,
unÍversal- suffrage, it is not crear that the dispossessed donot al-so become the disenfranchised, with no proþ"r pJ-ace orrole in the state.

t8] Here MacGregor's use of Marx deserves some commentr âst'he passage quoted seems in fact to contradict Maccregor,sown position. Marx refers to the .abol_ition of capital asprivate. property within the framework of cäpital-istproducti-on itself' . The statement occurs in the contäxt of adiscussion of the effect of stoclc companies on t,he scal-e andconcentration of capitals. 
- By_ the ággl-omeration of manyindividual- capitars the absõlute õharacter of privatåproperty is indeed compromised because the individual_stockhorder's right is reduced to a right of revenue and ofa .voice (proportional to the size of the stockhol-ding) insel-ecting the management of the_company. They lose the-iighttg direct posession of the capitar- asËets oi the company asthe ownership o{ any parricurãr irem -- be ir a p"pãl ãripor a brast furnace is divided between ' årr thästockhol-ders (cf Kernohant rgg7t 154). capitar becomes, to al-imited extent, the conmon property óf a ðoÌÌective group oft,he bourgeoisie. To no one of-theñr is ownership any roñger'free and complete', for.each thing into which lrr"y puttheir will is arso inhabited by thã wilr of each otherstockhorder. But MacGregor èan hard.ry cite such adevelopment in support of his argument as hã has no wish tosee 'free 

"ld complete' private property compromised. Hemight arso have rooked a few senlenðes furthei in Marx,sdiscussion and discovered another consequence of the jointstock form3 "rt_reproduces a new financiar aristocracy, anew variety of parasites in the form of promoLers,
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specul-ators and merery nominar directors', (crrr, 43g) . Thearguments that MacGregor has rooked to for support aátuallyindicate that those features of capitarism tirät MacGregoiwould do away with are thriving, whire those he woul-d retãinare the ones that are in retreat in this historic
development.

t9I. MacGregor argues here that "with the development of thesocial- state, cJ-asses as groups with unequal pr-ivileges andwearth disappear" leaving-it ùnclear whether this refers todifferences within or between classes (crHM, 254). rf thel-atter, then this seems an almost iirerevant áistinctiongiven the scope of Hegerian crasses and the fact that the
y."! majority of the population would be parr of thebusiness crass. rf the former, then it is incumbent onMacGregor to sguare this with HegeJ-'s dismissive attitudetoward the idea of equar property distribution (cf pR, para49R, see above note 2). The onry way in whiòh an equardistribution 9! prgeerty courd. devel-op under absract rightwourd be if all individuals have the éame natural tareñtsand abil-ities. otherwise such differences must read todifferences in wearth, unress the right to property isabridged.
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Chapter Four

[tI As MacGregor puts it: "Marx,s anarysis of the innerdynamic of . bourgeois poritical- economy begins with thenature of tl" commodity, [whereasl Hegór,s Éheory of civirsociety and the státe starts with the notion ofg9r991ality... with rhe free wil-Ì of rhe individual_" (crHM,29 tL75). stirr, MacGreg:or concedes that Marx, aàspiÈe hiåfail-ure to adopt Heger's ãtarting point, ,,never l_oses sightof the consciousness and will_--1 the ideaJ-ity of theindividuar" (Çrmt, Jzs).- Marx acknowl-edged his äebt to Hegerthis point when he wrote thaÈ ',the outstandíngachievement of Hege],s phenomenol_ogy... is thus first thatHegel conceives the sertlEEeãtiõi-ã? man as a process. . . asthe outcome of man's own labour" (E!M, r77). À,nd. this mightbe taken to be the starting point of Historical- Materiarism:Human beings "themselves begin to distinguish themservesfrom animals as soon as they Éegin to produce their means ofsubsisrence. . . I rhus ] indirecity prãñõrng tñ;i, acrualmateriar life" (Gr, 42). Human idearityr orr êrs Marx said at
!h" .opening of the methodologicar 'introduction to theGru+drisse_, "individuals produciñg in society, and hence thesocialJ-y determined produðtion of individual's, i, ãt course
!h" point of departure" (G, g3). But this åtarting pointdoes not necesq+riry rerminate ín freedom. ð;;ia;ï' beginswith tne õmmõãffi1 with human rabour in an al-ienared andreified form, and thus with the unfreedom of civir society.Presuming freedom Hegel cannot but concLud.e with it. DespiteMarx's statement at the concl-usion of capitar ir,ut"capitarist production begets, with the inexoraËJr-ity of al-aw of Nature, its own-negation" it is eqrrariy--varid tointerpret Marx as hotding [rrat human freedom i-s arways atbest a contingent possiuitity, that he (as Terrel-l_ carverputl it) "concluded... that rãvolution wasr wê might say, asgood as inevitable, without invoking a notion of historicalnecessity" (CI, 7IS¡ Carver, LggI, SOl.

t2J Marxists have commonly. portrayed the crass struggrebetween the proletariat and-bõurg"oi"i" u= the centerpieceof Marx's analysis, but deprived of an understanainj of itscontext in social- production such a focus *.t' becomeunintel-l-igibte¡ âs has unfortunatery been the caså in (forexample-) much of the contemporary ,l-äbour process debate,(cf. Cohen, 19BZ ) .

r.3] Given the_scope of even these seLected aspects of Marx,stheory the fol-lowing discussion must as werl Ëe of a generaÌ
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nature. Even the smarlest detairs of Marx's theory are todaythe focus of a vol-uminous literature, and each påi"l in thefoì-rowing couLd be expanded into a very rong dj_scussionindeed.

t4l The cl-assicar school of political economy that grew upin the Scottish Enlightenment was concerneO witn e]-aËoratin|a theory of (a then new, .emergent) society, not merety añ'economics'. This school-, ã= Meghnad -Desai observes,"constitut[es] the origins of social_ science" (DMT, 376)'.The contrast, in terms of sociorogicar aeptÀ, betweencÌassicar pol-iticar economy and the modern äi"åiptirr" ofeconomics is considerabl-e. rn a recent essay RobertHeirbronner has drawn this contrast in a *a.ri", worthquoting at l-ength. The great crassicar poì_itical economists,notes Hei_lbroner:

were not seeking to explain transient market prices. . .so much as to discover the background forðes thatimposed a hidden order in them. The post-crassicaleconomists, in contrast, investigated the immediateforces that gave rise to prices. . . The earty -great
figures- primariry engageä in expJ-oring the rárge-scal-e, Iong term dynamicè the giowt,h ãnd declineof the economic system. The latei practitioners weremainly searching for a tendency to ãquilibrium... The
f ounding f athers al-L discuêsed Ërte dlmamics ofeconomic change with reference to classes, meaning bythat word l9t merery functionarry d.iiferentiatedgroups within the popuration buÈ socio-politicalgroups with characteristic behavioral tendäncies. . .Nothing of this sort is found in the work ofpostcJ-assicar theorists who expunged the notion ofq+q:s by spreading the veil_ of- "froducrivity; overdifferences in sociar station arrä thought.l. TheearLier thinkers began from conceptions of natural_ raw.ld _from generarizations about historicar experience,the l-ater school from Benthamite assumptions ä¡out theindividual-'s drive for preasure and f iom a desire t,ogo beyond the -unt,idy étutt of history to preciseanswers to smaLl- questions of househol_á mattãrs orbusiness management. rt is not surprising that the
first . approach red to economic theoiies centering onhistorical problems of capitar accumul_ation, urrã theratter to ahistoricar- theóries directed to ihe mostef f icient al-Location of resources. (HeiJ-broner, LggT ,44-45 )

-tsl rhe chief standard bearer of the neo-Ricardians, alsoknown as 'sraffians' has been ran steedman. see steedman(L977 ) and for some of the debates thar have ¡eãn gãneratedsteedman, êt .pl (1981), Mander- & Freeman (1994), and thevarious contributors to The Revigw of Raàicar poLiticar
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Ecgngmicsr- special- issue, L4/2 (19g2). The neo-Ricardiancritique has for the most part beèn aimed. at the .embodied
labour' interpretation of Mãrxist val_ue theory which sharesmany of its presuppositions. Both are more strictlyteconomic' theories i-aðking the sociorogicar objectives anddimensions of the .abstract rabour, interpretation.

f .6r Thg prioriry given to rhe qualir,at,ive aspect of thetheory is t ?r jq:t ã priorizatiori of irs =o.i"i"gicaI overits economic dimension, but consistent with Marxismconceived as a realist rather than a positivist science.Bourgeois economi-cs f or-rows an ess"ãtiar-ry positivistepistemology, - refusing investigation oi i:.nderryingstructures of. reality and conceni.rating upon ãmpiricalregularities at the Level of appearance. õuch'a perspectivegivg? priority to marhematicali| tormutated aescrïplions andpredictions. To Marxr or the other hand, the äuiect ofscience is precisery to discover those underlying, andfrequently 
"g! , direètJ-y observabfe, reration=i-,ip" andstructures which generãte those observabr-e rerationships.This 'realist' approach does not reduce science to thecapacity to measure something, nor woul-d it concl-ude thatsome theory is untrue onJ-y bõcause means of mathematÍcalJ-ymodeJ-ing its categories lrave not been developeã. 

- 
o' thedif f erence betw_een positivist and rearist accounts ofscience see Bhaskar (1996), and. Keat & Urry (1975).

17 I Marx and the Lfv have recentry come under attack fromy"t another quarter-, by femj-nists ioho argue that Marxism is"sex brind", that - it has theoréticarly devalued'reproduction' (that is the biologicar reprod.uclion of thespecies ) . by the centrar- pla"g ít gives- rhe concepr of'production' and that ttre Lrv ignorås domestic r_abouroverwhel-mingry performed by women (seer e.g. the essays inEisenstein, L97g and sargent, 19g1 ) . sociorogicarry,poJ-itically and theoreticarÍy many of these criticisms arevarid for the practice and thäory år many (most?) Marxists,and indeed for Marx and Engers. withouL ènteriág into whathas become a very rarge and-poremicalry charged d.iscourse, rsimpry want to note tñat, *ith regard-to thé r,w, some ofthese criticisms have been misdireõted.
The LTV does not attempt to construct a transhistoricaltheory of Labour distribulion o= proãrrction. rt ,merery,

attempts to comprehend the manner, and the 
"orr=ãqrr"nces of

!h". manner, in which rabour iå distributed within thecapitarist Mode of production. The LTV is a .Marxist, theoryrather than a 'Historical- Materiarist, theory, -i"-iir" 
sensethat it' is p theory pertinent to the capitalist mode ofproduction_ (the objeót-of-.Marxism,) and ñot human historyas a whol-e (the object of 'Historícar- materiarism, ). rttherefore has nothing to say about the orqani-ãiion of
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l-_abour in pre-capitalist societies (except in so far asr âsMarx put it, "the categories whièh express Icapitaiistlrelations... provide an iñsight into the structure... of alrformerry existing sociar formations the ruins and componenterements of which were used in the creation of bourgeoissociety", cft., 2L0-LL) nor does it. attempt to theorize therelations of labour which falrs outside thó commodity,/market
economy within bourgeois society (except in so far aË it mayilluminate how thesè are conditioned b| capitarism¡.

Both Marx and EngeJ-s, explicitry incruded speciesreproduction as one of i,tre fundämental_ moments of sociaLproduction within the generar theory of HistoricalMaterialism. fn The German-fdeoloqy they*Iist production tosatisfy needs, proauction of-nevrìãËds añ¿ the þroduction ofnew human beings as the three " f und.amentar cond.itions,, ofhuman history. This awareness of the centrarity ofprocreation within Historical Materiarism is not forgotten:in 1884 EngeJ-s wrote that "accord.ing t.o the materiaristconception, the determining factor ín history is, in thelast instance, the productioñ and reproduction of immediatelife. . . of a two-for-d character: õn the one side, theproduction of the means of existence... on t,he ot,her side,the production of human beings themserves, the propogationof t.he species " ( Enge1s, I97, , 7I) .

But the propogation of human beings does not appear asan object of qtudy or theorization in most of Marx,s mat,ureworks as "individuars are dealt with [therel onry in so faras they are the personifications of ecònomic'cateioiies,, andtl" categories with which these works are concerned arethose of the capitarist mode of production (Kr; gtt. The LTVis _not a generar-theory of bouigeois society, iather itanalyses a specific pait of tha[, society, tñe system ofcommodity/market rel-ations which dominates the distributionof labour in tha¡ society, the ,'right of a specific hue...tinging aIl- other corours arrg *õaityirrg L¡r"i= specificfeatures" (cpE,- _?r2). As species t"ptädrr.tion and domesticLabour do nor farr within caþitatist ierations of froduction(it as much as they are not mediated by commodity rerations
?ld their product does not take the fårm of cõmmodities)they do not faII within the ambit of the LTV.

Th" separation made between value rel-ations and speciesreproduction is one made in rearity by the capitaiist modeof production: it is refr-ected iä, *not 
coñstituted by,theory. stirrr âs a number of LTV thåorists have recognizeä,a furJ-y adequate theory of -the capitalist mode of productionmust. _integrate a theory of social reproduction and rabouroutside of value relations. (Harvey, Lgg2, 163, iebowitz,1983, Bradby, - 1-982). "Thiè ommiêåion", notes Harvey, ,,is,

perhaps one of the most serious of arr it,e gaps -irr- Marx,sown theory" and remains intractabre because these social-rel-ations are "hidden in such a maze of compJ-exity that they
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seem to defy anal-ysis" (163). Lebowitz, observing that val_uerel-ations do noL consÈitute a 'croseá sy"tã*7--ãrjrr"= thatthere Ís a. "'degree of freed.om', ã criticar opening,, incapitalism that is hidden.in Capiåal=-(6). This is true, andthankfully so, but it in nõîayãiÀinisrres rhe critical-importance of the system of ,raiue rer-ations as a basicdeterminant of contemporary society.

t8l As Mandel. emphasizes I a great part of sociar rerationsthrough which óroductión is cond.uät"¿ and the division ofl-abour regulated are, in arJ- societies, informar directrelations between individuals. The . formar; 
--"v"t"*= 

ofmarket or plan could not subsist without such rerations(Mandel, L986, 22t).

t 9 I some theorists have id.entified. this deveropment as thethe nucleus of. "new superior relations of production...
Imaturing ] within the f ramework of the "iã 

- 
society,, ,something which must occur before any mode of pioo,rãtio' cangirg way to its successor according i.o Marx,s famous ,,1g59

lrl.fu:.'l- lç!8, ?!). See especiallf rhe work of Alfred Sohn_Rethal- (L976, lTgl. However, Márx's own work, especiarrythe chapter. (xrv) on "Machinery una-uodern rndustry,' incapitar vor-ume Í and his diåcussions of the ,,rear-subsumption of r-abour under ."piiãr,, i, the so_carred"Resul-tate" (Kr, g4B-r094, see esþeciarry 1023-1ola¡, carlsthis concl-usion inlo question. rt =.ã*" just as likery thatmodes of productionj or at r-east the capitarist Mode ofProduction, have as strong a tendency to mor-d the forces ofproduction so as to support and enforce the existingrelations of production as to create ones (tendentially)incompatibl-e wiÈrr them. rn this case it is difficul-t ro seein the hierarchar. .ld_ regimenred ,rer-ãtions in--piãaucrion,of _ tf" capitaJ-ist taboui process the nucl_eus of sociaristrelations of production 1cf. Gordon, lSlø¡.

I19-] , 
cgpirar opens wirh whar appears ro be, and has ofrenbeen taken as, a discussion or iãtue rerations in ãrr-".orro*yof petty commodity_ production, that-is one with separatedproducers but wiLhóut wage iabour. Marx is not howeverattempting to present such-an 

".o'o*y à= a real historicalpossibillty. Rather capit4 begins *itf, tfr" si*plãr, moreelemental, determinãÉõns oi the capital-ist mod.e ofproduction 
. introducing further detårminations untir_ aconcrete picture of the capital-ist Mode of production isel-aborated. This is a question of the r"qrrir"Ããnts oflogical, _exposirion nor of -historicai evorutiã;'--(ðp; , 205_208, 2r3, Engels, in cpE, 22stf.). -At the opening of the"Resu-l-tate" (the draft for a. concrúdinf chaptei lo--ðapitar,vol' r| which Marx did not publish), ñ;" rrit"= iñuË,

As the elementary form of bourgeois weaÌth, the
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ggllrnegity vzas our point of departure, the prerequisite
for the emergence of capital. . . on the other hãnd I ahighly developed commodity exchange and t.he form ofthe commodily as the universaÌry necessary social_ foñõE- EEe prõãuct can onJ-y emerg'e as the coñseguence ofthe capitalist mode of production. (KI, 943T--

commodity production and capitatist production evol_vereciprocarly, at each st,ep the deveJ-opmeñt of one is thepremise and necessary condition for thé further developmentof the other. The idea of universaJ- petty 
"o*mðdityproduction - the ideal- of Jefferson is an abstractioñwhich cannot in fact occur. "rt is only with the emergenceof - capitalist production that use-val_ue Ís univerõarlymediated by exchange-value" (Kf, 951).

l11l such an error forms , for exampJ-e, the very premise ofof wil-liam Leiss's The Limits to sãtisfaction ii -which 
he

assumes that "Marx's-õõncept of commõdity feuishism referIs]olly (or chief Iy) to 'id.eorogical , el-ements in economictheories up to- .his _ 
day" (L976, xviii). Mistaking anyproduction in _which the product is distributed beyonã thãimmediate producers for commodity production r,ei-ss findsthat Marx's characterization of ieLisrrism as a product ofthe commodity 'form' theory must either be- fal_se oruniversal- and inescapabl-e. rn either case Leiss concl_udes itceases to be usefur, and he therefore proceeds toreconstruct the theory as one of the symboJ-ism andpsychology of needs. This is not an unimportani project, butit' is not what Marx's theory of fetishism is aboüt.-

lL2l Marx's theory of money is, at r-east to me, one of themost difficult aspects of the LTV. Money is, rike the otherelements in the varue systemr ârr emuõaiea and reifiedsocial reration, not a thing. But Marx,s is not a theory ofmoney as a medium of payment, a mere social conventl_on.Money incorporates value in as rear a sense as does thecommodity, but abstracted from any particul_ar use-va]ue, it
becomes a universar craim on social wealth. Marx appears tohold that the simpre forms of money must reflect anä- be tiedto the value of a money commodity such as gold. Money ascapital, however, may have more esoteric forms. cieditmoney, for instance being a cl-aim on social wealth not yetproduced, has a precarious existence in comparison tocommodity money. Furthermore, money must be unäerstood asmoney of dif f erent sorts, measure of val_ue, means ofpayment, credit money, money capitar, etc.. Each of theseforms has its owÍr characteriéticé and consequences within
!h" varue- system. Here r must, unfortunateiy repeat whatHarvey_rightly describes as the "distressing..l wajr in whichgenerar works on Marx... shunt the problem of moñey to oneside" (1982, 10, n7).
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t13l rhere is an apparant 'catch 22, here: if capitar andwage rabour are preconditions of each other,s exislence, howthen does either come into existence? Marx ad.dressed this inhis section on "primitive Accumul-ation', in capital (cr, partviii) t Primitive accumuLation Marx observes-Îs õãpital-ism,storiginaÌ sil': by viorence, theft, and, naked po*ei the massof the popurationr on the one hand, is forci-bl-y separatedfrom the means of production, dispossessed of itstraditionar rights and so reduced to the status of . freelabour' whiLe a.minority, on the other hand, gathers toitserf_tl" pre-existing sõcial weal_th which *.y tñ"r, becomean originar stock of capital to employ theêe rabourers.

i L4 I The determination of the varue of rabour povrer is nosimpre matter. Marx r âs Harvey points out, rtras not asubsistence wage theorist (rg}zt +g). what is required toreproduce l-abour power is lot some permanent material givenbut a historlgar product of curture and poritics. what isaccounted sufficient to reproduce a worker wilr thereforediffer according to the culturar expectations of the timeand p]ace, and,accordi-ng to what the worker can .ef fectivelydemand' . Isic] . _ - Refrigerators are reguired for thereproduction of l-abour power in canada tõãfr, trrey are notin carcutta and were not in canada a centur! ago. Today theseveraL hours of leisure arLowed by a workl_ng day of äighthours . is reguired for the reproducLion of raËour*power, it
$ras not a century ago when the working day may havä been tenor twerve hours (or, for that mattei in troiea, where itstil-l is ) .

. rf capitarism is to reproduce itsel_f over the rong termthe val-ue of labour power must cover not only the sustenanceof the individual worker, but the reproäuction of newgenerations of workers. rn Marx,s day cãpitarism was only
1.":t emerging from an era in which it êo cirronically frouteãthis necessity that its normal- operation was îrirtuallygenocidal. once instituted such rapiñe became a compet,itivõnecessity that onry state action, which chanled theconditj-ons of competition for arL capitals, could uiing toan end.

i15l curiousry, r have not seen this commented on by anyother interpretors of Marx. This subtitle r take from theProgress Books edition of the Moore/Avering translation. Theoriginar German subtitl-e, Der Brqduktionsprocess desKÊpitals, also. conveys this douEle s@scimiLe
of the original rg67 title page on page i of thernternationar pubLishers edition, Lg67). Hówever, the Titrepage of the rnternational- publ_ishers edítion (f rom the sameMoore/Avering transLation ) gives the subtitre as ,,The
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Process of capitarist production", and the new penguin/New
Left. Review, vintage edition, translated by Ben "Fowkes,
retains "The Process of production of capital-' but removesit from the title page to the table of contents.

t16l Just ahead of the first statement quoted MacGregorremarks that "changes in society may be tráced in the rastinstance only to the rational- activity of individuaL humanbeings" (crHM, L79). _rf this were tri:e it woul-d certainryadd. support to his first assessment of the capitarist,sactivity. But surely it is not true? Has nature ño impactwhatsoever on human society? And is arr human actiizityrational? May rational acts ñot have unintended. irrationaL
consequences?

[17] see note 4, above. rn a recent seminar given at theuniversíty of Manitoba Ànwar shaikh, observed I,rt.t new non-linear mathematical techniques appear to allow econometricmoderÌing, impossibre with order Lechniques, that supportsMarx's theory. He drew attention in -particular to therecentry developed 'chaos' theory for moderring complex anddiscontinuous systems .

t rB I There is a section in t.he Grundrisse where Marxspecurates upon the eventual demise oE--capïtarism throughthe extension _of this process. rn t.his sãenario (which rcall 'science-f iction Marxism, ) capitaJ-ism, s prògressivediminution of living rabour from the production þroce=s insearch of competitive advantage eventuál-J-y expels- aLl J-ivinglabour. But then, since vãrue is the þrodüct of J-ivinflabour onJ-y, the varue of arl goods wirt be reduced tonothing, there wirl- be no vãlue for capitalist's toappropriate and communism will arrive by capitãtism, s serf-negation without any revortion requireã (c, 70Off). Thisidea has infLuenced the 'social--cãpitar' êchoor of Marxisttheory (cf . Tronti I L9B0). The ècenario irl-ust.rates theserf -imposed reductio ad gÞ_qg¡4gm of capital, but f orgetsthat capital's eÇuaT[ powerfuT urge to áiscover new sectorsfor investment Leads it to constãntty invent new forms oflabour.

i19l rhis innovative ferment may be checked in a number ofways, by patent raws, state organization of scientific andtechnicaL research , by monopolization and even by workers,
?llyggr"s_against introduction of new technorogies (Harvey,
L982 | LL7 , L22t.) . However¡ êDy comprehensírr" cònsciousove_rsight of . it_ woul-d represent a masÁive shif t away f rommarket towards planned direct social-ization of raboùr andbecome a t,hreaÈ to capitar accumuLation. ManagingtechnologicaJ- change does not in any case overcome -it;
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capitalism (discussed below), it can
contingency such change causes to

t 20l Here we come to the murky waters of the'transformation problem', one of the J-ongest running andmost byzantine of arl disputes in Marxist Èheory (cf. Éorey,DMT, 391-3 ) . r have no desire whatsoever to enter this
swamp. However politicar economy may anaj_yticatry presentthe shift from profit in surplus value terms to þriðes ofproduction it is cl-ear that something of this sort isaccomplished, in reaJ-ity, by the capital markets.

l2r) The hegemony of the commodity form has rateJ-y
conquered new ground in the world of the arts. Modernism iithe arts has been characterized by its equivocal attitude tocapitarist modernization. The recurrinq urge to epater resbourgeois has been in part a iesistance to thecommodification of the aesthetic objectr ân effort that has
been expressed in art forms that will not or cannot beaccepted as commodities (the artist, it must be said, hasusuarly lost the battre, either by succumbing to thebl-andishments of money, or because Lrre bourgeolsie haveshown a wil-l-ingness to accept even obiets troule as mediafor speculation). However, one of th=ã-ãharac.teristics ofcontemporary 'post-modern' artr âs Fredric Jameson argues,is that it seems to rever in integrating aestheticproduction with commodity production (f994).
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